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Feedlot finishing of beef cattle in Southern Alberta involves 

income risk due to the variability of prices of feeders, feed and 

finished cattle.  Several strategies are available to reduce this 

risk, including hedging of cattle on feed, participation in a Federal- 

Provincial government and producer established income stabilization 

program for finished cattle (National Tripartite Stabilization Plan) 

and diversification of production plans. 

This study evaluated the efficacy and interaction effects of these 

strategies in reducing net income variability in cattle feeding in 

Southern Alberta.  Concerns that were addressed included: (1) whether 

participation in hedging or Stabilization would increase firm-level 

slaughter cattle output, (2) whether portfolio effects exist between 

production and marketing alternatives, (3) whether participation in 

Stabilization would reduce participation in hedging (4) whether 

hedging performance could be increased by hedging the Canadian dollar, 

and (5) whether privately supplied hedging versus publicly supplied 

Stabilization is better able to handle income risk in cattle feeding. 



The theory of decision making under uncertainty was reviewed to 

determine how to best incorporate the risk aspects of the feedlot    , 

management problem.  Expected Value-Variance (EV)and safety-first risk 

analyses were identified as frameworks for formulation of the feedlot 

management problem in a mathematical programming context.  Using data 

from 1976-87, linear risk programming (MOTAD and Target MOTAD) models 

of the feedlot process were constructed to analyze the alternatives 

for reducing income risk. 

Results for the 1986-87 feeding year suggested that, at moderate 

levels of risk aversion, feedlot managers should maintain high levels 

of hedging of both live cattle and the Canadian dollar with moderate 

participation (25 percent of cattle on feed) in the Stabilization 

plan.  Significant portfolio effects were present.  Hedging, but not 

Stabilization, was found to increase firm-level output by increasing 

the average weight to which a group of cattle would be finished. 

Participation in Stabilization was found to reduce hedging 

participation by an average of 10 percent.  Hedging of the Canadian 

dollar improved the performance of live cattle hedging.  Whether 

hedging was better at reducing risk and maintaining income than 

Stabilization depended on the definition of risk. 
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AN ANALYSIS OF RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 
FOR SOUTHERN ALBERTA FEEDLOTS 

I  INTRODUCTION 

The Problem 

Feedlot finishing of beef cattle in Southern Alberta is an 

important enterprise and a major market for feed grains.  Beef feeding 

is usually considered a very risky activity.  Large amounts of short 

term capital are required to buy feeder cattle and feed, and prices of 

feeders, feed and finished cattle are volatile.  In addition, feed 

availability and quality can be highly variable from year to year. 

Thus, successful feedlot management requires careful attention to 

markets, feeds, health of animals and feed preparation. 

Several feeding, marketing and pricing strategies are available to 

reduce risk.  For example, feeding of certain breeds, sex of animal 

(steers, heifers or virgin bulls), or phase of feeder growth (calves, 

yearlings or long yearlings) may be employed to reduce output 

variability.  Use of the futures market, forward contracting with 

packers and enrollment in a government stabilization plan may be 

employed to reduce price risk.  Using irrigation to produce feeds may 

reduce feed quantity and quality variability and input price risk. 

Two possibilities for reducing marketing risk are the use of 

maintenance feed regimes to hold cattle at optimum slaughter weight 

and finish and the marketing of finished cattle into the U.S. market. 

Both extend the time window of marketing finished cattle.  Finally, 

custom feeding might be used to reduce financial risk. 



Specifically, the problem to be addressed by this study is the 

lack of information available for evaluating the effectiveness of 

these various strategies for reducing income risk in cattle feeding. 

Theoretically, participation in hedging or stabilization should reduce 

financial risk in cattle feeding.  There may also be beneficial 

interactions of these strategies either with each other or with 

production strategies that may be risk reducing. 

Economic models of the feedlot production and marketing process 

that simultaneously evaluate the portfolio of risk reducing strategies 

could assist feedlot operators in evaluating the strategies available 

to reduce risk or the variability in net returns.  In addition, such 

models could address the conventional feedlot optimization questions 

regarding optimal market weight, length of feeding time, optimal diet 

and rate of gain.  Given the level of microcomputer technology 

available such models could be constructed in a microcomputer format 

to allow direct use by extension agents and knowledgeable feedlot 

operators. 

The Beef Industry in Southern Alberta 

A brief summary of the structure, history and importance of the 

beef feeding industry in Alberta is helpful to delineate the setting 

of the research.  The feedlot industry represents the second phase in 

beef production, the finishing of a feeder calf or stocker animal for 

slaughter.  Feeder animals are produced throughout the province but in 

Southern Alberta come predominately from cow-calf ranches in the 



foothills region of Southwestern Alberta and the shortgrass region of 

Southeastern Alberta.  These feeders are transported inward to central 

south Alberta for finishing on farm and nonfarm feedlot operations in 

the irrigation and wheat producing areas.  Farm feedlots range in size 

from small enterprises (100 - 500 head capacity) using surplus 

feedgrains and off-season labor to relatively large feedlots (1,000 - 

5,000 head capacity), which provide the major source of farm income. 

Nonfarm feedlots are more specialized cattle feeding operations (5,000 

- 10,000 head capacity) that purchase all feed and either purchase 

feeder cattle or custom feed cattle for producers and private 

businessmen on a fee for service basis (Alberta Agriculture, 1981, p. 1) 

In the last two decades. Alberta has increased its share of 

Canada's finished cattle market, and currently produces almost half of 

the grain-fed beef in Canada and 65 percent of western Canadian 

production.  Table 1 documents the marketings of slaughter cattle in 

western Canada compared to the Canadian total.  Southern Ontario, 

which has feeding industry based on corn ensilage rather than grain, 

is Alberta's largest competitor producing about 30 percent of Canadian 

slaughter cattle.  Until 1960 nearly all the grain feeding of beef 

cattle in Alberta was done in relatively small lots on farms, as 

promoted since 1938 under The Alberta Feeder Associations Guarantee 

Act (Homer et al., 1980, p. 105).  In the 1960s inexpensive feed 

grains encouraged rapid development of large commercial feedlots in 

the area south of Calgary.  Until 1974, Alberta enjoyed an absolute 

advantage over Ontario feedlots with a cost per pound of gain 

consistently two to three cents below that of Ontario (Environment 



Table 1 Slaughter Cattle Marketings in Western Canada and in 
Canada, 1973 to 1985 

Alberta as a Alberta 
Western percentage of as a 

Alberta Canada Western percent of 
Year '000 hd '000 hd Canada Canada Canada 

1973 1,112 1,743 64 2,878 39 
1974 1,132 1,792 63 2,976 38 
1975 1,352 2,063 66 3,338 41 
1976 1,538 2,305 67 3,676 42 
1977 1,590 2,365 67 3,761 42 
1978 1,381 2,098 66 3,430 40 
1979 1,257 1,808 69 2,954 43 
1980 1,251 1,801 69 3,059 41 
1981 1,295 1,865 69 3,197 41 
1982 1,321 1,974 67 3,294 40 
1983 1,308 1,939 67 3,242 40 
1984 1,261 1,924 66 3,116 40 
1985 1,270 1,973 64 3,159 40 

Source: Livestock Market Review, 1973-1985 
Agriculture Canada, Marketing and Economics Branch 

Council of Alberta, p. 26).  With much higher feed grain prices in the 

late 1970s, the absolute advantage in feed cost per pound of gain 

switched to Ontario.  Only recently have feed grain prices returned to 

levels low enough for Alberta to regain that advantage.  Generally, 

Alberta feedlots have specialized in backgrounded or stocker feeders 

weighing 600-800 pounds because lighter cattle and calves require more 

care, roughage and time on feed (Sibbald Group, p. 33).  As grain 

prices decline, cattle are put on feed at a younger age (Williams, p. 

4).  During periods of high grain prices, cattle are left on the range 

longer to maximize the use of forage for cheaper growth.  Such 

considerations have given rise to feedlots specializing in 



backgrounding, i.e., the feeding of calves on forage or pasture to the 

yearling or long yearling stage (anywhere from 600 - 900 pounds final 

weight). 

Traditionally the market for Alberta beef has been eastern Canada 

(Toronto and Montreal) resulting in a West-to-East movement of 

livestock and meat products.  Recent years have seen the West-to-East 

movement shifting to a North-to-South movement into the western United 

States.  The combination of increased West-to-East freight rates and 

decreased tariff protection has placed U.S. Midwest finished beef in a 

preferred position in eastern Canadian markets as compared to Alberta 

products (Cattlemen, Mar. 1982, p. 70).  With the Manitoba and Quebec 

governments promoting increased finishing of beef in their provinces, 

many Alberta feedlot operators believe increased growth in the Alberta 

feeding industry will depend on increased access to the Pacific coast 

market (Cattlemen, Mar. 1986, p. 46). 

Risk Management Alternatives 

Risk reducing strategies available to Alberta feedlot operators 

have increased in recent years.  In addition to the traditional 

strategies of hedging and custom feeding, new alternatives such as 

government stabilization programs and options futures trading have 

emerged. 



Given the volatility of the beef feeding industry in the late 

1970s and high interest rates in the early 1980s, various provincially 

funded stabilization programs emerged.  Saskatchewan introduced a beef 

returns stabilization plan in 1982 based on a cost of production 

formula that supports 100 percent of cash costs and 50 percent of 

noncash costs (Loyns and Martin, 1985).  Manitoba implemented a 

similar program in 1983 aimed at keeping 100,000 calves for finishing 

in the province.  Support levels in 1983 were established at $1.51 per 

pound of carcass weight and over 72 percent of the beef cow herd was 

covered under the plan in late 1983 (Cattlemen, Oct. 1983, p. 38).  By 

mid 1985, the Manitoba plan had a 15 to 20 million dollar deficit 

(Loyns and Martin, 1985).  Alberta had a one time assistance program 

in 1982 that gave a $4 per hundredweight payout for slaughter calves 

and cattle to producers in 1981 (Cattlemen, Mar. 1982, p. 80). 

Recently, several provinces have joined the federal government 

tripartite stabilization plan.  The plan offers a guaranteed 

margin to feeder backgrounders and slaughter cattle producers at 

varying percentage levels of support (Loyns and Martin, 1985).  By 

August of 1986, over 33 percent, or 4,000 Alberta cow-calf producers 

and 2,800 slaughter cattle producers, had joined the plan (Cattlemen, 

Aug. 1986, p. 39).  Currently Ontario, Prince Edward Island and 

Alberta are enrolled in the plan and Saskatchewan and Manitoba are 

maintaining their own plans. 

Hedging on the U.S. cattle futures markets has long been 

considered a tool for reducing price risk.  However, this strategy is 

limited in Canada due to basis risk, which is complicated by exchange 



rate movements (Cattlemen, Oct. 1982, p.32).  Studies also suggest 

that the cattle futures market does not perform well and provides 

downward biased hedging results (Helmuth, 1981; Carter and Loyns, 

1985).  As an alternative to conventional hedging, the Chicago 

Mercantile Exchange (CME) introduced options on agricultural 

commodities in October of 1984.  Essentially, options provide 

insurance protection against downside risk for a premium over 

conventional futures contracts.  The cattle feeder can guarantee a 

selling price if the cash market moves downward, or if the cash market 

moves above the futures strike price, the feeder can let the option 

expire and take a profit in the cash market (Cattlemen, Jun. 1986, p. 14), 

Whether the futures market is helpful in reducing risk, given 

stabilization programs in Canada, is an empirical question that 

warrants study.  Indeed, evaluation of the complementary and 

substitution effects of all alternative risk reducing strategies in a 

portfolio framework is necessary before this question can be 

resolved.  For example, an analysis could be undertaken to determine 

whether participation in the futures market reduces risk given an 

existing stabilization plan.  Also, the complementary effects of price 

forecasting could be explored in regard to hedging and basis risk. 

Direct selling to the U.S. market could be examined for effects on 

basis risk.  Price forecasting could be studied for its information 

value in terms of feed planning, futures market participation and the 

determination of finished cattle marketing weights.  A model that 

could capture the interaction effects of all such risk reducing 

strategies could be helpful to beef producers and their advisors. 



Study Obiectives 

The objective of the study is to identify the most effective risk 

reducing feeding and marketing strategies available to feedlot 

operators.  The specific objectives are to: 

1. Determine if firm-level finished cattle output, i.e., feeding 

to higher weights, will increase as a result of participation 

in hedging or the Tripartite Beef Stabilization Program. 

2. Determine the risk reduction benefits of diversification among 

the various production and marketing alternatives.  Marketing 

alternatives include:  cash marketing, hedging and stabilization. 

Production alternatives include:  the feeding of smaller 

British versus larger exotic crossbred cattle, and various 

feeding regimes (low, medium or high energy feeding 

combinations over the specified feeding stages). 

3. Determine if participation in stabilization will reduce the 

level of conventional hedging. 

4. Determine if hedging performance can be increased in Southern 

Alberta by hedging the Canadian dollar to reduce the live 

cattle basis risk. 

5. Quantify the difference in expected value and variability of 

distributions of net returns between the privately supplied 

mechanism of hedging and the publicly supplied mechanism of 

stabilization. 



Organization of the Thesis 

The following chapter, chapter two, presents a review of decision 

theory relevant to the analysis of the beef feedlot management 

process.  Chapter three develops the theory of the firm under 

uncertainty and uses the theory to deduce testable hypotheses 

regarding the risk-reducing effects of hedging and stabilization. 

It also considers the effects of time; in particular, the time 

considerations of diet specification.  Chapter four discusses 

potential modeling techniques.  Chapter five outlines the production 

and marketing alternatives and develops the planning model used to 

determine the risk efficient frontiers for the feedlot management 

problem.  Cost and expected gross margin data and input-output 

parameters for the alternative production-marketing alternatives are 

developed.  Chapter six presents and discusses the risk efficient 

feedlot plans developed by the analysis.  Chapter seven summarizes the 

analysis, draws conclusions and discusses the implications of the 

study for management and for further research. 
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II  THE THEORY OF DECISION MAKING UNDER UNCERTAINTY 

Introduction 

This chapter develops and links several theoretical issues 

important to an understanding of the beef feedlot management process 

under risk.  First, the nature of the beef feedlot management process 

is discussed.  Risk is defined and related to the decision framework 

facing the feedlot operator.  Sources of risk in the feedlot process 

are reviewed and those important to the analysis are stated.  Second, 

the theory of choice under uncertainty is developed beginning with 

the expected value criterion and extending to the foundations and 

use of expected utility.  Alternative methods are presented for 

implementation of the Expected Utility Theorem.  Specifically, 

portfolio theory or mean-variance analysis, and safety-first decision 

analysis are developed and justified as the approaches in this study. 

The Nature of the Beef Feedlot Management Process 

The beef feedlot management process essentially involves decision 

making in the presence of risk and time effects.  Meyer (p. 410) 

recognized the dynamic aspects of the process by noting: 

Feedlot managers, in seeking to maximize their income, 
are faced with the task of balancing feed costs, purchase 
costs of feeders, yardage, handling, maintenance, 
interest, disease preventatives, and other fixed costs 
accruing over time, against the selling weight and the 
beef market.  Should he purchase 600 pound animals and 
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feed high-energy rations to finish in the shortest time 
to save time-dependent fixed costs, or 400 pound animals 
and feed poor rations to minimize feed costs? 

Determination of optimal purchase weight, feeding time, slaughter 

weight and feeding regime is intrinsically tied to existing and 

expected prices of feeders, feeds and finished animals.  Risk arises 

from the possibility that the actual values of these variables may 

differ from their expected values.  To understand better what risk is, 

a definition is proposed followed by a discussion of its measurement 

and importance in the decision process.  Sources of risk in the beef 

feedlot management problem are then detailed. 

Uncertain Versus Risky Events 

Risk and uncertainty have been defined by several authors.  Baumol 

(p. 458) notes: 

Contemporary theory follows Knight's distinction between 
risk and uncertainty.  Risk refers to situations in which 
the outcome is not certain, but where the probabilities 
of the alternative outcomes are known, or can at least be 
estimated.  Uncertainty is present where the unknown 
outcomes cannot even be predicted in probability terms, 
that is, it refers to contingencies against which one 
cannot protect oneself on ordinary insurance principles. 

More recent proclamations on risk and uncertainty have noted that 

decision makers must make probability judgments even with little or no 

empirical support (Robison and Barry, p. 13).  Once such judgments are 

formed, the decision process is similar whether the decision maker 

faces Knightian risk or uncertainty.  As a result, most economists use 

the terms risk and uncertainty interchangeably. 
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Robison and Barry (p. 13-14) suggest a newer distinction between 

uncertain events and risky events in the following: 

Events are uncertain when their outcome is not known 
with certainty.  Uncertain events are important when 
their outcomes alter a decision maker's material or 
social well-being.  This definition is broader than 
the popular concept of risk as involving possible loss 
or injury and implies that risky events form a subset 
of uncertain events.  The decision maker's response to 
uncertain nonrisky outcomes is indifference or 
irrelevance.  Only risky events have significance. 

While risk in this sense cannot be identified by objective 

probabilities as Knight suggested, it is recognized that some 

informational bases are more objectively determined than others. 

However, given the current state of uncertainty analysis, the 

Knightian distinction is unwarranted and impractical.  For purposes of 

this study, then, risk is defined according to the Robison and Barry 

distinction given above. 

In empirical studies, the risk modeling task becomes one of 

adequately representing the subjective probability distribution of 

risky events within the model structure (McCarl, 1985).  Methods range 

from representation of the entire distribution, as in stochastic 

dominance techniques, to more compact methods which measure risk on 

the basis of distribution parameter estimates, such as in mean- 

variance analysis. 

Measures of Risk 

Risk arises from the possibility that actual values of certain 

random variables in the decision process may differ from those 
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expected.  Expectations may be formulated from either subjective or 

objective sources.  Subjective expectations are those calculated from 

probability measures elicited from individual decision-makers. 

Objective expectations are formulated from probability measures 

computed from historical or experimental data and may act as input 

into the formation of subjective expectation values.  Regardless 

whether risk is stibjective or objective, the nature and amount of risk 

present is altered depending on the expectation model. 

Expectation models can be simple or complex ranging from 

mathematical expectation and naive forecasting methods to advanced 

econometric methods such as those based on ARIMA. (autoregressive 

integrated moving average) processing of historical data.  Darcovich 

and Heady proposed a number of alternative price and yield expectation 

models.  The models included: (1) the average price and yield model/ 

(2) the normal model, (3) the cumulative yield model, (4) the random 

price and yield model, (5) the current-year price and yield model, (6) 

the moving-average price and yield model, (8) the trend and reverse- 

trend price model and (11) the futures price model.  The average- or 

mean-expectation models assume equal weighting of historical 

observations, whereas more recent observations could be argued as 

being more relevant and should receive more weight.  Another possible 

problem with the mean expectation model is the selection of the length 

of the data series.  The longer the series selected, the longer the 

implied memory of the decision maker.  For this reason, many studies 

have based income expectations on average values from recent periods 

(Halter and Dean, p. 152; Adams et al.).  Recently, Young (p. 40) 
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noted that simple forecasting models will generally represent a better 

forecast of next period's returns than using the average of returns 

over the past twenty years.  He also suggests that more sophisticated 

forecasting procedures, such as Box and Jenkins (ARIMA) procedures or 

fundamental econometric equations incorporating exogenous variables 

for supply and demand will improve the credibility and performance of 

risk efficient action sets as normative guides. 

Regardless of the expected value chosen or estimated, it can be 

considered a forecast for the next period's returns and the difference 

between it and any observed value of the variable may be considered a 

measure of risk.  Where the expected value is estimated as the 

historical mean, the appropriate risk measures are variance and 

standard deviation as well as lesser used estimators, such as total 

absolute deviation and mean absolute deviation.  Variance and standard 

deviation are consistent with quadratic programming methods (Markowitz), 

while total absolute deviation and mean absolute deviation (MAD) are 

employed in linear risk programming models (Hazell, 1971).  Both 

estimators (variance and MAD) indicate the degree of variability of 

enterprise returns. 

Where the expected value estimated represents a forecast for each 

successive time period in the historical series (e.g., exponentially 

smoothed forecast) or where a non-historical based forecast has been 

employed (e.g., future market prices) the risk measure represents an 

estimate of forecast error variability. 

McSweeny (1987) espoused that past forecast errors are likely to 

dominate subjective risk perceptions and proposed mean-squared 
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forecast error as a more appropriate risk measure than historical 

variance.  He noted that historical variance assumes that the 

distribution of realized returns is the same as the distribution of 

returns anticipated by the decisionmaker at the start of the 

production process.  This study employs simple exponential smoothing 

to forecast the expected value of slaughter cattle prices that will 

exist at the end of the finishing period for any year.  Risk is 

measured as the series of forecast error deviations for the historical 

period (1976-86). 

Another important concept of risk notes that variability and risk 

may not be synonymous.  Variability includes returns above the 

expected level as well as below. Many decision makers do not consider 

situations risky if return is above the expected level of return. 

This kind of consideration underlies the use of the semi-variance and 

the mean negative deviation measures (Hazell, 1971), and the 

employment of safety-first decision rules. 

Safety-first decision rules exist when the decision maker first 

satisfies a preference for safety, or a risk constraint, in selecting 

among action alternatives and then pursues a profit oriented objective 

(Young).  The concept assumes that the decision maker is more 

concerned with the ability to prevent a return below some "disaster 

level".  Formally, the risk constraint indicates the "chance of loss" 

or the probability (a) that random net income (ir) will fall below 

some critical or disaster level (d). Mathematically it can be 

expressed as: 

Pfir <. d) <. a (1) 
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Young shows that this risk concept will rank distribution 1 more risky 

than 2 in Figure 1 and distribution 1 more risky than 2 in Figure 2 

because a  > a in both figures.  In contrast, the variance concept 

will rank 2 more risky than 1 in Figure 1 because o^ < 0^2' an(^ 

will rank distributions 1 and 2 equally likely in Figure 2 because 

2     2 
a      = o 

1    2 

Safety-first concepts of risk have recently found application in 

Target MOTAD models, where risk is measured as total negative 

deviations from the target income as opposed to the mean (Tauer; Watts 

et al.).  Watts et al. provide an interesting insight regarding the 

two approaches to risk in the following: 

The principal purpose of risk-return analysis lies in 
ranking alternative farm plans on the basis of risk, 
and examining trade-offs between risk and mean income. 
However, analyzing trade-offs between "risk" (defined 
as deviations from mean income) and mean income:  is 
subject to question, since risk is not expressed in a 
"pure" sense; i.e., such a risk expression is not 
independent of, but rather dependent on mean income. 
Furthermore, in most cases the only possible way to 
reduce (or eliminate) risk in MOTAD (and quadratic 
programming) is to reduce (or eliminate) income.  Yet, 
from a practical standpoint, it is not "higher income" 
per se that poses a threat.  To the contrary, it is low 
income yielding negative deviations from a fixed level 
of acceptable target income. 
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They conclude that the safety-first concept of risk, as made 

operational in the Target MOTAD model, is a more plausible approach 

for examining risk-return trade-offs.  In this study both the forecast 

error and safety-first concepts of risk are explored for their ability 

to rank alternative cattle feeding and marketing strategies. 

The Importance of Risk in the Decision Process 

Regardless of the approach taken to risk, its importance in 

modeling the decision process should not be automatically assumed. 

McCarl (1985) addresses this guestion as follows: 

First and fundamentally, the main reason for 
considering risk is as follows: If in a modeled 
solution the solution diverges from reality because 
the decision maker in reality has somehow considered 
risk, then it is important to consider risk.  So in 
effect risk must make a difference in the optimal 
level of the decision variables. 

The fact that risk does make a difference in livestock production 

is supported by several studies.  Patrick et al. surveyed crop and 

livestock producers as to their perception of sources of risk in their 

agricultural operations.  Livestock prices were considered the most 

important sources of variability followed by operating input costs. 

Important conclusions from the study that lend credence to this 

research are: 
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1. Decision criteria vary across geographic region and by farm 

type.  Risk modeling techniques should be adapted to the 

unique conditions of the research domain because standardized 

modeling can produce spurious results. 

2. Risk models that consider only commodity price and yield 

variability underestimate the importance of risk in the 

decision-making framework.  As a minimum requirement, 

production (including inputs), marketing and financial 

considerations should be integrated into a realistic 

decision-making framework. 

3. Agricultural producers view their business in a multiperiod 

fashion where safety-first considerations are emphasized. 

4. Information management for financial and marketing decision 

making is a significant constraint to the success of many 

producers. 

5. Stabilization of macroeconomic variables such as inflation, 

interest rates, government farm policies and government 

regulations do as much as individual management options to 

improve the risk position of producers. 

Given that risk is important in the beef feedlot decision problem, the 

sources of risk in the feedlot process and those aspects upon which 

this study will focus are considered next. 
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Sources of Risk in Beef Cattle Feeding and Finishing 

Several classifications of risk are relevant to cattle feeding and 

finishing.  McCarl (1985) categorizes risk in programming models as: 

objective function risk (c.'s), right hand uncertainty (b.'s) and 

coefficient uncertainty (a..'s).  Anderson (1985) refers to 

production risk, market risk and financial risk in instructing 

producers and extension agents on how to analyze risk.  Production 

risk is the probability of low yields or of high cost per unit of 

production. In cattle feeding, production risk arises from variability 

in feeder prices (c. risk), from variability in feed quality (a.. 
D iD 

risk) and costs (c. risk), from animal response variability (a., 

risk) and from variability in morbidity, mortality and treatment costs 

of animals (a., and c. risk). 

Market risk arises from fluctuating output prices, which affect 

both the within year and between year variability of net returns of 

different marketing strategies.  Output price variability in cattle 

feeding involves price variability, both within and between carcass 

grades of cattle (c. risk).  Grade price differentials tend to 

increase when there is an excess of slaughter cattle supply (Hironaka, 

1986a).  Cattle owners may try to reduce marketing risk by hedging, 

enrolling in a stabilization plan, or transferring stock to a custom 

feeder who has more marketing power (Alberta Agriculture, 1984). 

Financial risk occurs at two levels: (1) operating loan cost risk, 

which in the short run is affected by the interest rate and the 

percentage of operating capital borrowed, and (2) intermediate and 
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long-term loan cost risk.  Interest rate variability (c. risk) may 

have been a significant factor in the volatile period of the early 

1980's, but generally the interest rate remains relatively fixed for 

the production period.  A study by Apland notes the important 

trade-off between interest rate expense and feed costs. 

Custom-feeding has become important by allowing the cattle owner 

(operating loan on cattle) and the feedlot owner (long-term loans on 

fixed facilities) to share the financial risk (Alberta Agriculture, 

1984). 

This study focuses on market price risk in the objective function, 

namely that risk due to slaughter price and carcass grade price 

differentials.  Aspects of production risk and financial risk; such as 

feed quality variability, animal response variability and morbidity 

and mortality variability, are assumed to be known with certainty at 

the time that cattle are purchased and put on feed, and to some extent 

can be controlled by the manager. 

Theory of Choice Under Risk 

Prescribing or predicting decision behavior under risk is 

difficult.  It involves choosing from among a number of action 

alternatives for which the outcomes are represented by probability 

distributions.  The probability distributions represent the 

information available for ranking the alternatives and combinations of 

alternatives.  A powerful framework for structuring that information 

is the Expected Utility Theorem (EUT) or Bernoulli's Principle.  This 
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section recounts the development of the EUT, beginning with a 

discussion of expected value and expected utility, and ending with a 

review of the methods of stochastic dominance and mean-variance 

analysis. 

Expected Value 

In the theory of the competitive firm, maximum profit is obtained 

by producing at an output level where marginal cost equals marginal 

revenue.  Under price uncertainty and perfect competition, the firm 

faces the problem of what price (price = marginal revenue) to use in 

setting output.  It is unlikely that the output level selected will be 

one such that the price actually received is equal to the marginal 

cost of production.  However, where the probability distribution of 

possible outcome prices is known, a logical criterion for determining 

output level is for the firm to equate marginal cost with the expected 

value of the price distribution.  With this criterion decision-making 

under risk changes little from the assumption of certainty in that the 

expected value is simply used for the price. 

Several problems have been recognized with the expected value 

approach.  Borch (p.. 16) noted that the criterion is valid only if the 

decision is repeatable, that is, if it recurs so many times such that 

an averaging process is taking place that eliminates risk.  A few very 

large feedlot operators, for example, have indicated that with the 

volume and turnover of cattle they handle that output price risk is 

not a concern (Hironaka, 1986a). 
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A more fundamental problem with the expected value criterion is 

known as the St. Petersburg paradox.   Developed by Daniel 

Bernouilli in 1732 to show that maximization of expected value could 

not be representative of rational human behavior, the paradox runs as 

follows.  Peter contracts to pay Paul 1 ducat, if, at the first throw, 

a fair coin falls heads; he will pay 2 ducats if heads first appears 

n-1 
at the second throw, 4 ducats at the third, and so on to 2   ducats 

at the n  .  The expected value of Paul's winnings is given by: 

E(winnings) = (1/2 x l)+(l/4 x 2)+(l/8 x 4)+ ... 

1/2 + 1/2 + 1/2 + ... = » (2) 

Theoretically, there is a potential for unlimited gain; however, if 

Paul was offered a choice between playing the game or receiving a 

finite sum of, say, 100 ducats he would opt for the latter.  Clearly, 

maximization of expected value is not a valid criterion in this case. 

Expected Utility 

As a resolution of the St. Petersburg paradox, Bernoulli proposed 

expected utility maximization as an alternative to expected value 

maximization.  He postulated that the utility of a risky prospect is a 

function of existing wealth, and recognized that the utility of an 

additional unit of gain was worth more to a poor man than a rich man. 

Von Neumann and Morgenstern provided the necessary theoretical 

^-'A description of this game appears in several texts.  See 
Deaton and Muellbauer, p. 387 for a concise review. 
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foundations for Bernoulli's assertion by showing that if a small 

number of axioms are satisfied then utility is measurable up to a 

positive linear transformation.  The axioms are:  (1) Completeness or 

Ordering, (2) Transitivity, (3) Continuity or Measurability, (4) 

Strong Independence, and (5) Ranking (Copeland and Weston, p. 79). 

Implied by the axioms is a utility function that associates a single 

real number (utility value) with any risky prospect.  The power of the 

2/ 
utility function lies in its cardinality.    Cardinality allows an 

analyst to deduce the rankings and associated utility values of all 

alternative risky prospects on the basis of the decision-maker's 

revealed utility values for any two risky prospects,(Baumol, p. 424). 

The next section defines the specific axioms of the EUT and employs 

them to develop the main properties of utility functions and the 

implied result that decision makers operate to maximize expected 

utility. 

The Expected Utility Theorem 

The axioms of cardinal utility provide the minimum set of 

necessary conditions for consistent and rational behavior under 

^The cardinality referred to here represents an interval-level 
of measurement in that differences between ranked risky prospects are 
defined in terms of fixed and equal units.  Interval-level measurement 
allows the study of differences between things but not their 
proportionate magnitudes.  See Baumol (p. 421-424) and Nie et al. (p. 4) 
for discussions of levels of measurement. 
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3/ 
uncertainty and form the basis of the Expected Utility Theorem. 

Axiom 1—Completeness or Comparability or Ordering.  For the 

entire set, S, of uncertain alternatives, an individual can say either 

that outcome x is preferred to outcome y (written as x > y) or y is 

preferred to x (y > x) or the individual is indifferent as to x and y 

(x*# y). 

Axiom 2—Transitivity or Consistency.  If x > y and y > z then 

x > z.  Also if x ~» y and y~ z, then x/«* z. 

Axiom 3—Strong Independence.  Let a gamble be constructed where 

an individual has a probability a of receiving outcome x and a 

probability (1-a) of receiving outcome z.  [written as G(x,z;a)]. 

Strong independence says that if x *-> y, then G(x,z:a) ^^ G(y,z:a). 

Axiom 4—Continuity or Measurability.  For x, y, z contained in S, 

where x _> y >. z, (>. means weakly preferred to or indifferent to) there 

exists a unique probability a such that the individual will be 

indifferent between y and a gamble between x with probability a and 

z with probability 1-a, i.e., y~G(x,z;a).  This states that any 

outcome can be restated as a function of the most preferred and least 

preferred outcomes. 

Axiom 5—Ranking.  If x 2 Y  2. z and x _> u _> z, then if y <*. G 

(x,z:a ) and u'-G(x,z:a ) it follows that if a > a then y > 

u, or if a = a then y ~ u. 

^'The notation and conceptual outline follow Copeland and 
Weston. 
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Individually, the preceding five axioms do not appear completely 

unreasonable.  Together with the additional assumption that people 

prefer more wealth to less, the axioms lead to the powerful result 

that decision makers always seek to maximize their expected utility of 

wealth.  This development follows from the Expected Utility Theorem 

(EUT) which states that if a decision maker accepts the axioms of 

ordering, transitivity, continuity, independence and ranking, then 

there exists a utility function for the decision maker that reflects 

the decision maker's preferences for outcomes and a subjective 

probability distribution that reflects the decisions maker's personal 

judgement of the choices available (Anderson, Dillon and Hardaker, 

p. 69).  The utility function has two properties: (1) it will be order 

preserving and (2) expected utility can be used to rank combinations 

of risky alternatives.  Order preserving means that if U(x) > U(y), it 

implies that x > y, and the expected utility of a gamble between two 

risky alternatives is defined by 

U[G(x,y:a)] = a U(x) + (1-a) U(y). 

To show how the axioms give rise to utility functions that are 

order preserving, consider the set of risky outcomes, S, which is 

assumed to be bounded above by outcome a and below by outcome b.  Next 

consider two intermediate outcomes x and y such that 

a >. x >. b and a 2 y >. b 

By using Axiom 4 (Continuity), gambles as illustrated in Figure 3 can 

be constructed for a and b by choosing unique probabilities for x and 

y such that 

x '-•' G[a,b:a(x) ], and y /wG[a,b:a(y) ] 



aCx) 

x ^< 

1 - a (x) 
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aCy) 

1 - «(y) 

Figure 3  Elementary Gambles 
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Next using Axiom 5 (ranking) it can be shown that the probabilities 

a(x) and a(y) can be interpreted as numerical quantities which 

uniquely rank x and y.  By Axiom 5, 

If a(x) > a(y), then x > y. 

If a(x) = a(y), then x*** y. 

If a(x) < aty), then x < y. 

This proves the order preserving property of utility functions.  By 

assigning any numbers to the upper and lower bound outcomes of a and b 

respectively, cardinal utility values can be assigned to the 

intermediate outcomes by the process of forming simple gambles. 

Proving the second property of utility functions, that expected 

utility can be used to rank risky alternatives, involves developing a 

compound or combination of risky alternatives and showing that the 

resultant compound lottery can be reduced to an expected utility 

expression.  Consider again the elementary gambles illustrated in 

Figure 3.  Next, consider a third alternative, z.  By Axiom 3 (Strong 

Independence) it is assumed that the alternative z does not affect the 

relationship between x and y.  Thus by Axiom 4 (Continuity) there must 

exist a unique probability D(z) that would make outcome z indifferent 

from a gamble involving x and y as illustrated in Figure 4.  A 

compound lottery can be expressed by relating z to the elemental 

prospects a and b.  Tracing the branches of the decision tree 

represented in Figure 4 it can be seen that outcome z will be 

indifferent to outcome a with probability F = B(z)a(x) + [1-B(z)]a(y) 

and to outcome b with probability (l-FMsee Figure 5).  The 

corresponding gamble can be written as: 
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z*- 

1 -0Cz) 

Figure 4 Outcome z compared with a gamble between 
outcomes x and y. 

r = /3(z)Ca(x)]+[l -/3(z)]aCy) 

Z-' 

1 -r=/3(z)[l -a(x)]-i-[l -^(2)][1 -a(y)] 

Figure 5 Outcome z related to elementary prospects 
a and b. 
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z^G {a,b:B(z)a(x) + [l-B(z) ]a(y)} or z ~ G(a,b:r). 

From Axioms 4 (Continuity) and 5 (Ranking) it is known that the 

utilities of x and y can be represented by their probabilities/ namely 

U(x) = a(x) and U(y) = a(y).  Thus, the gamble can be rewritten as: 

z/wG {a,b:B(z)U(x) + [l-B(z) ]U(y)}. (3) 

The compound lottery can now be reduced to an expected utility 

expression by again employing Axioms 4 and 5 which allow the 

probability of outcome z to be used as cardinal measure of its utility 

relative to the elemental prospects of a and b.  Thus expression 3 can 

be rewritten as: 

U(z) = B(z)U(x) + [l-B(z)]U(y) (4) 

Equation 4 says that the utility of x is equal to the probability of x 

times its utility plus the probability of y times its utility, and 

thus demonstrates that the correct ranking function for risky 

alternatives is expected utility.  The expected utility represents a 

linear combination of the utilities of the outcomes.  In general the 

expected utility of wealth can be written as: 

E[U(W)] = I  U(w.) f(w.). (5) 

If the utility function is continuous and differentiable, expected 

4 
utility is given by the integral: / 

4/The notational system is changed to conform with statistical 
conventions.  A capital letter is used to denote random variables and 
a lower case letter is used to denote continuous outcomes of the 
random variable. 
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f 
(W)] = J U(w) f(w) dw, a < w < E[U(W)] = J U(w) f(w) dw, a < w < b (6) 

where 

U(w) is the utility function, 

f(w) is the probability density function. 

With the additional assumption that decision makers prefer more 

wealth to less, equations 5 and 6 imply that decision makers will 

calculate the expected utility of wealth for all possible alternative 

actions and then choose the outcome that maximizes their expected 

utility of wealth.  This is the main result and usefulness of the 

Expected Utility Theorem.  It implies a unified theory of utility 

(preference) and subjective probability (degree of belief) (Anderson, 

Dillon and Hardaker, p. 69).  The next section explores further the 

concept of a decision maker's risk attitude, as reflected by the 

characteristics of the utility function, and looks at the effects of 

different risk attitudes on decision choices in a risky environment. 

Utility Functions and Risk Attitudes 

Since the exact characteristics of utility functions are unique to 

individuals, it would seem that for empirical applications, a detailed 

specification of the utility function would be necessary.  However, 

meaningful, but more generalized results, are often attainable by 

classifying decision makers according to the general characteristics 

of their utility functions.  At a high level of generality, attitudes 

can be ordered into risk-averse, risk-neutral, and risk-preferring 
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categories.  More specifically, within the class of risk-averse 

agents, individuals can be further ordered according to levels of risk 

aversion and their response to changes in wealth or other objects of 

utility.  Such ordering procedures enrich the capacity to evaluate and 

predict the responses of decision makers to changes in the risk 

characteristics of their environments. 

The first distinction commonly made in regard to the risk 

attitudes of individual decision makers is based on the shape of their 

utility functions defined with respect to wealth.  Three types of risk 

attitudes are generally defined: risk-averse, risk-neutral and risk- 

preferring.  For all three types, it is assumed that the marginal 

utility of wealth is positive [MU(W)>0] and that utility is non- 

negative for any outcome.  As depicted in figure 6 the possible shapes 

may be classified as concave (to the horizontal axis), linear, or 

convex.  Concavity (convexity) reflects diminishing (increasing) 

marginal utility, while linearity reflects constant marginal utility. 

The differences between the three utility functions relate to the 

attitude of a decision maker to a risky outcome as opposed to a 

certain prospect where both have the same expected value.  Consider a 

gamble between two prospects a and b.  Let the probability of 

receiving a be a, the probability of b be (1-a) and the gamble 

designated as 6(a,b:a).  The expected value of the gamble is 

calculated as: 

E [G(a,b:a)] = a a + (1-a) b (7) 

The decision maker that prefers the certain prospect to the gamble is 

risk averse, the decision maker that is indifferent is risk neutral 
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Utility 

Wealth 

Figure 6  Shapes of Utility Functions 
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and one that prefers the gamble is risk loving.  In general, if the 

utility of expected wealth is greater than the expected utility of 

wealth, the individual will be risk averse.  Restated, the three 

definitions are: 

If U[E(W)] > E[U(W)] => risk averse (8) 

If U[E(W)] = E[U(W)] => risk neutral (9) 

If U[E(W)] < E[U(W)] => risk loving (10) 

Figure 7 displays equation 8 for the risk averse decision maker. 

Most economists agree that the firm under uncertainty displays 

5/ 
risk averse behavior.   Within this broad classification of 

behavior more specific and discriminating measures of risk aversity 

have been developed.  The simplest measure is the risk premium (ir), 

which is defined as the difference between the expected value of a 

gamble and its certainty equivalent.  The certainty equivalent is that 

value of wealth or income that yields the same amount of utility as 

the expected value of the gamble.  In Figure 8 the expected value of a 

gamble between outcome y and y , G(y ,y :a), is shown as 

E(y).  The expected utility value of the gamble is shown as EU.(y). 

^Friedman and Savage (p. 293-297) argued that decision makers' 
utility functions should display both concave and convex segments to 
represent the totality of human behavior.  The concave portion may 
represent risk averse behavior for business decisions, while the 
convex portion may reflect risk preferring behavior for casino-type 
gambling.  Robinson and Barry (p. 31) note, however, that empirically 
estimated utility functions have not substantiated the Friedman and 
Savage claim.  For the most part it is typical to consider only the 
concave portion of a utility function when analyzing behavior. 
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Figure 7 Concave utility function of the risk averse 
decision maker 
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Figure 8 Concave utility function showing the risk 
premium 
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The level of wealth that generates the same utility value as expected 

value of the gamble is yn_, or the certainty eguivalent.  The risk 

premium (if) is positive for concave utility functions and represents 

the maximum amount of wealth an individual would be willing to give up 

in order to avoid the gamble, and receive the certainty equivalent 

wealth.  The larger the risk premium, the more risk averse the 

individual, given the choices and the amounts of risk involved.  Since 

the risk premium is only a single parameter description of a utility 

function and may not be unique to a particular utility function, 

Robison and Barry (p. 31-32) note that it has limited usefulness in 

ordering decision makers according to their risk attitudes and serves 

only as a rough measure of risk aversion.  More discriminating 

measures focus on the slope of the marginal utility function.  For 

example, the Pratt-Arrow absolute risk aversion measure is preferred 

as a means of ordering decision makers versus using a nonunique 

utility function.  Mathematically, absolute risk aversion is defined 

as: 

- IT'fy) 
R(y) =   (11) 

U'fy) 

where U'(y) and U''(y) represent the first and second derivatives with 
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respect to income, respectively.    Another, but related measure 

of risk aversion is derived by multiplying absolute risk aversion by 

the level of income to obtain relative risk aversion or Rr(y).  It is 

defined as: 

- U-'fy) y 
Rr(y) =   (12) 

U'ty) 

Constant relative risk aversion implies that an individual will have 

constant risk aversion to a proportional loss of income even though 

the absolute loss increases as income does.  Both measures have 

positive values for risk averters, and since they are not affected by 

linear transformations of the utility function, their unigueness 

permits interpersonal comparisons at comparable wealth levels. 

More importantly, the sign of K'(y) indicates how risk aversion 

attitudes change as wealth increases.  If R'(y) < 0, the most usual 

assumption, decision makers are said to display decreasing absolute 

risk aversion (DARA).  This means, for example, that a $1,000 gamble 

would be trivial to a billionaire, but a pauper would probably be very 

^ U'(y) indicates the slope of the utility function.  For von 
Neumann-Morgenstern utility functions U'(y) is positive, indicating 
utility increases as wealth increases of the marginal utility of 
wealth is positive.  U''(y) indicates the direction of bending of the 
utility function.  As a function bends less in a downward or negative 
direction, the risk premium decreases.  Risk aversity implies a 
concave utility function or bending in a negative direction (U'' < 0) 
and a positive risk premium.  U'' < 0 implies the marginal utility of 
wealth decreases as wealth increases.  Risk neutrality implies a 
linear utility function or no bending (U'' = 0) and a risk premium of 
zero.  Risk preferring implies bending in a positive direction (U'' > 
0) and a negative risk premium.  Thus either U''(y) or the sign on the 
risk premium can be used to classify decision makers into the risk 
averse, risk neutral and risk loving categories. 
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risk averse toward it.  In other words, the risk premium for the 

gamble decreases as the decision maker moves to higher and higher 

levels of wealth.  If R'(y) = 0, the decision maker exhibits constant 

absolute risk aversion (CARA), meaning that the risk premium remains 

constant regardless of changes in wealth.  Lastly, R'Cy) > 0 implies 

increasing absolute risk aversion (IARA), meaning that the risk 

premium for the same gamble increases with increases in wealth. 

These more discriminating measures of risk aversion allow closer 

examination of some of the more commonly used utility functions.  The 

logarithmic utility function, first proposed by Bernoulli, exhibits 

all the intuitively plausible properties: the marginal utility of 

wealth is positive and decreases with increasing wealth, the measure 

of R'(y) decreases with increasing wealth and Rr'fy) is constant. It 

is written as: 

logarithmic utility function  U(y) = In y (13) 

first derivative, marginal utility, U'(y) = 1/y 

second derivative, change in MU 

-1 
U1 '(y) =   < 0 

y2 

with respect to income 

-U-'Xy) = -(-1/y2) = 1 
R(y) = 

U'(y)     1/y    y 

R'(y) = -1/y2 < 0 

Rr(y) = (1/y) y = 1 

Rr'fy) = 0 

There is no evidence, however, that the logarithmic utility function 
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accurately represents the preferences of all individuals (Robison and 

Barry, p. 44).  Under the assumption that a quadratic function locally 

.7/ 
approximates any concave utility function  , many studies have 

employed the form, 

U(y) = y - by2, b > 0 and (l-2b) > 0 (14) 

as a representation of risk averse decision makers.  Unfortunately, 

2b 
2^ _   R(y-byz) = 

l-2by 

and 

(2b2) 
R'ty-by2) =   > 0 

(l-2by)2 

imply an increasing absolute risk aversion (IARA) risk attitude, which 

is rarely observed.  Since the quadratic utility function assumption 

forms one basis for the EV (Expected Value-Variance) analysis approach 

to expected utility maximization, the IARA result is often cited as a 

criticism of the EV approach (Johnson, p. 50). 

Pratt tied the unique measure of absolute risk aversion, R(y), to 

the risk premium concept as a means for ordering risk averse 

individuals facing small gambles and having the same level of wealth. 

In the small, or at a point, the relationship is: 

1 , 
ff = - R[E(y)] a2 (15) 

2 

7/A second-order Taylor series approximation would, for example, 
lead to a quadratic function approximation in a neighborhood. 
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where E(y) represents a specific value of income y, and ir is the 

risk premium the individual is willing to pay to avoid the uncertainty 

of the gamble.  Equation 15 implies that the risk premium increases 

directly as the measure of absolute risk aversion increases.  Thus on 

a local basis (i.e.,   for a specific gamble and specific level of 

wealth) individuals can be ordered as to their relative risk aversity 

by their absolute risk aversion function or by the size of their risk 

premium. 

However, on a global basis for one individual to be considered 

more risk averse than another requires that the individual's utility 

function bend at a greater rate everywhere than does the utility 

function of the other individual.  If individual i is more risk averse 

than individual j then R.(y) must be consistently greater than 

R.(y) at all levels of wealth and no matter what the probability 

8/ 
distribution of choices.   The difference between risk aversion 

measured locally and globally is best illustrated by example. 

Consider two individuals i and j whose absolute risk aversion 

functions R.(y) and R.(y) are described in Figure 9 panel A. 

Individual i exhibits DARA, while individual j shows IAEA.  Yet when 

facing outcomes y and y with mean outcome Efy), individual i is 

locally more risk averse than individual j since R.[E(y)] > R.[E(y)]. 

As the outcomes they face change to y  and y with mean outcome 

E(y*)/ individual j is locally more risk averse than individual i. 

8 Robison and Barry (p. 36) prove this condition by showing 
that if Ui(y) = g [Uj(y)], where g (•) is a concave transformation 
and g'>0 and g'^O, then Ri(y) > Rj(y). 
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Figure 9  Comparison of absolute risk aversion functions 
Ri(y) and si(y) over outcomes y for individuals 
i and j 
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since R.[E(y*)] > R.[E(y*)].  At E(y**) the local risk aversion 

result will be indeterminate and will vary with the probability 

weights assigned to the outcomes.  Only if R.(y) is consistently 

greater than R.(y) (as in Figure 9 Panel B) can individual i be 

considered, globally more risk averse than the j   individual. 

Robison and Barry (p. 36) cite several important consequences 

arising from individual i being globally more risk averse than 

individual j.  The consequences have importance in the later 

consideration of responses to risk.  For example, the degree of 

hedging, or the degree of participation in a stabilization program 

reflect the extent to which "safe" assets are held in preference to 

"risky" assets when production is undertaken in the face of price 

uncertainty.  The consequences cited are: 

1. For every lottery faced by individuals i and j, individual i 

will pay a larger risk premium (ir.) than individual j 

(ir.) in order to eliminate uncertainty. 

2. Equivalently, since ir = E(y) - y-.,, where y   is the 
CE CE 

certainty equivalent income, the certainty equivalent income 

for individual j exceeds the certainty equivalent income for 

individual i. 

3. Individual i's utility function curves at a greater rate than 

individual j's; that is, i's marginal utility declines at a 

faster rate.  This is true if U.(y) = g[U.(y)], where 

g(*) is a concave transformation. 

4. A lottery exists that would be acceptable to individual j, but 

not to individual i. 
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5.  When facing choices that combine a certain choice and a single 

risky asset, individual i*s preferred choice contains more of 

the safe asset than individual j's. 

It is important to note that these consequences can only be 

inferred where risk aversion is assured on a global basis.  Yet the 

above conditions for global risk aversion are so strict that in 

practice few decision makers could be considered more risk averse than 

others at all levels of wealth.  As an alternative, Robison and Barry 

(p. 37-38) propose a general risk aversion measure called the average 

risk attitude measure.  This measure is important as it provides a 

link from expected utility theory to the assumptions made under which 

EV analysis is proffered as an approximation to the expected utility 

approach.  Essentially the average risk aversion measure orders 

decision makers in reference to their risk aversion for a particular 

utility function.  The referencing utility function proposed by 

Robison and Barry is: 

U(y) = -e"ay (16) 

9/ 
where a is a constant and an average risk attitude measure. 

To see how the referencing parameter a can be used as index of 

risk aversion attitudes of decision makers facing a particular 

probability distribution of outcomes g(y), consider the k 

individual's utility function, U(y).  Recall that the utility of a 

certainty equivalent of wealth, U [(y^-,)], is equivalent to the 
CE 

^For U(Y) = -e-aY, U' (y) = ae"01? and U'' = -a2e-ay.  Forming 
the ratio R(y) = -U''(y)/U'(y) and cancelling give R(y) = a. 
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expected utility of a gamble, E[U(y)], where E[U(y)] = I  U(y)f(y)/ 

as per equation 5.  Thus: 

U(yCE) = I  U(y)f(y) or   U(y)f(y) dy. (17) 

Taking the inverse the certainty equivalent is: 

ycE = u 1[l U<y>f(y)i <18> 

The average risk aversion coefficient/ a,   is now determined by 

referencing the certainty equivalent calculated in equation 18 to the 

reference utility function of equation 16 and solving for the value of 

10/ 
a that satisfies the following equation: 

-In I  e-ay f(y) 

YCE =   (19) 
a 

For any k   individual, given that a certainty equivalent can be 

calculated for a particular gamble, a value of a can be 

determined and used to compare the degree of risk aversion to other 

individuals.  The relationship between a and y  is inverse.  If 
CE 

y  for individual is greater than y  for individual j, then 
CE CE 

a. < a..  The ordering of individuals by the average risk 

aversion coefficient provides a more general measure than local 

comparisons of absolute risk aversion functions, R(y)'s.  However, it 

is still limited to comparison of decision makers' risk attitudes 

where they face a particular distribution of outcomes.  When the 

particular distribution of outcomes is normally distributed with mean 

2 
E(y) and variance a , the average risk aversion concept provides a 

10/ the equation is determined by substituting U(y) = e~ay 
into equation 17. 
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result useful in the expected value-variance (EV) approach to expected 

utility maximization.  In equation 17, substituting in the constant 

—cty 
absolute risk averse utility function -e    for U(y) and the normal 

- 2   2 
distribution (2a if)    e , where y = E(y), for f(y) yields: 

U(ycE) = U-e^W*)-172 ^'^"^\  dy 1' 
[(2o2ir)-1/2 e-(y-y)

2^a2-ay] dy (20) 

The solution as developed separately by Freund and Hildreth yields: 

yCE = E(y) -(aa2/2) 

which, since ir = E(y) - y__, can be rearranged to: 
CE 

ao2 

■a  =   (21) 
2 

This is essentially Pratt's approximation, as given in equation 15. 

Since the average risk coefficient a is constant and no moments 

above the second exist, the expression is an exact equality and no 

longer just a local measure.  In other words, at all levels of wealth, 

the decision maker's average risk averse coefficient is constant.  If 

the further assumption is made that all decision makers have constant 

absolute risk aversion functions, one could make global inferences 

about their relative degree of risk aversion.  Another implication is 

that, at least locally, variance can be traded for expected returns at 

the rate of a/2 without affecting the well-being of the decision 

maker, or the decision maker's certainty equivalent income.  This is 

an important result in the EV approach to expected utility 

maximization, which is considered again in later sections. 
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This section on utility functions and risk attitudes established 

concepts for identifying risk dispositions and for ordering individuals 

according to their risk attitudes when faced with similar probability 

distributions.  The next section relates this information and the main 

result of the Expected Utility Theorem, that individuals act to 

maximize their expected utility, to the concepts and methods of 

ordering risky choices.  Specifically, expected value-variance 

analysis is introduced as a valid empirical approximation to expected 

utility maximization. 

Ordering Risky Choices 

The focus of decision theory is to develop rules for ordering 

risky alternatives.  The discussion thus far has developed the 

approach of the expected utility theorem (EUT), which advances a set 

of reasonable axioms about how an individual ought to order risky 

prospects.  It then uses the axioms to deduce a cardinal utility 

function   which reflects all that is known about the effects of 

monetary outcomes on the decision maker's risk attitudes.  Given 

information on the probability distributions of the outcomes of the 

various risky alternatives, the main result of the EUT is that the 

11/"Cardinal" utility here should not be confused with the 
cardinal utility of neoclassical economics.  It is not a measure of 
"strength of feelings" or pleasure intensity, but rather an operational 
measure for ranking risky alternatives in the absence of the decision- 
maker.  Since it only predicts rankings of alternatives some theorists 
have called it an ordinal measure.  Baumol (p. 431-432) discusses the 
difference in greater detail. 
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decision maker should act to maximize his expected utility over all 

the alternatives.  Implied in this process is a complete ordering of 

all alternatives based on the absolute differences between the various 

expected utility indexes calculated for each of the risky alternatives. 

For the individual decision maker, the ordering process reveals a 

specific answer.  The answer, however, has no applicability to other 

decision makers unless the underlying utility function is deemed to be 

representative of a class of decision makers.  Herein lies the trade 

off that exists in empirical applications of the EUT.  A complete 

ordering of risky choices requires substantial information about the 

risk attitudes of the class of decision makers being studied, but 

increases the chances of ordering errors if the attitudinal 

information is wrong and not really representative.  Cochran refers to 

this inaccurate ranking of alternatives as Type I error.  A partial 

ordering of choices requires less information on risk preferences but 

increases the chance of Type II error, that is, where the analysis 

does not detect a difference between two alternatives, when in fact 

the class of decision makers prefers one alternative over the other. 

This section discusses the methods employed to extend the results of 

the EUT beyond the individual decision maker; first by commenting 

briefly on the more, general approach of stochastic dominance, and 

lastly on the method of expected mean-variance (EV) analysis which is 

employed in this study. 
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Stochastic Dominance 

Stochastic dominance techniques rank alternative risky strategies 

by focusing on the explicit representation of the probability 

distributions.  Implementation of the EUT requires that both 

probability distributions and risk preferences be included in the 

analysis.  Rather than imposing any functional restriction on the 

shape of a representative utility function, stochastic dominance 

methods only implicitly depict the risk preferences of the class of 

decision makers being considered.  For example, first degree 

stochastic dominance (FSD), assumes only that the class of decision 

makers prefers more income to less (U'> 0).  Second degree stochastic 

dominance (SSD), adds the assumption that decision makers are risk 

averse (U*^ 0), and third degree stochastic dominance (TSD) further 

assumes that risk aversion decreases as wealth increases (U'''> 0). 

Stochastic dominance with respect to a function (SDWF), places upper 

and lower bounds on the value of the absolute risk aversion 

coefficient R(y). 

Details regarding stochastic dominance procedures are available 

12/ 
elsewhere  , but several problems limit their empirical use. 

Cochran (1986) reviews the empirical limitations in five areas: 1) 

generation of probability distributions, (2) selection of preference 

intervals and scaling of outcome variables, (3) diversification 

12/See Anderson, Dillon and Hardaker (p. 282-298); Copeland 
and Weston (p. 92-101); Cochran; and Robison and Barry (p. 43-54) 
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issues, (4) the lack of statistical tests for differences in expected 

utility, and (5) the validity of the EUT.  Most limiting in the 

context of this study is the diversification or portfolio building 

problem.  Because the cumulative probability distributions used by 

stochastic dominance do not take into account any covariances, optimal 

combinations of the various strategies cannot be investigated. 

Although McCarl et al. (1987) offer a series of guidelines to 

determine when convex combinations of the strategies may need to be 

considered, the choice set still has to be articulated prior to the 

analysis and probability distributions constructed before the rankings 

can be completed.  Another limitation is simply computational. 

Stochastic dominance requires pairwise comparison of all alternatives 

and the development of numerical integration algorithms specific to 

the functional forms of the cumulative probability distributions 

determined in the empirical problem.  For these reasons, expected 

value-variance (EV) analysis remains the most often employed empirical 

technique for implementation of the expected utility theorem with 

continuous decision variables. 

Expected Value-Variance Analysis 

Expected value-variance (EV) analysis approximates the specific 

methods of expected utility maximization and is an alternative to the 

generalized methods of stochastic dominance for ordering risky choices 

into efficient and inefficient sets.  Essentially, the EV criterion 

assumes that the decision maker's preferences among alternative risky 
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prospects are based on expected income, E(y), and on the associated 

2 income variance, a .  Justifications for the EV approach range 

from theoretical assumptions, such as quadratic utility or normality, 

to its ability to approximate expected utility model efficient sets. 

In addition, the EV approach offers the advantage of ease of 

computation, being solvable by quadratic or linear programming 

formulations.  Utility functions with preferred theoretical properties 

often have expected values that are difficult to evaluate numerically, 

and higher order polynomials that might be used to approximate more 

desirable functions can lead to nonconvex programming problems (Hazell 

and Norton, p. 80).  Furthermore, EV analysis has the ability to 

examine portfolio problems.  This section reviews the approach and 

justifications of EV analysis and extends the procedural aspects to 

the portfolio problem. 

The EV Analytical Approach 

The methodology of EV analysis can be illustrated by employing one 

of its simplest justifications; that of assuming the decision maker or 

class of decision makers are risk averse and represented by a 

quadratic utility function of the form: 

U(y) = y - by2 (22) 

where b > 0 must hold.  If y is stochastic with mean E(y) and 

2 
variance o , then according to the decision rule of the EUT, the 

expected utility is given as: 
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E[U(y)] = E(y) - b E(y2) 

= E(y) - b { Ey2 -[E(y)]2 +[E(y)]2 } 

= E(y) - b { O2 +tE(y)]2 } (23) 

equation 23 implies that risk is based on expected values and 

2 
variances of choices.  For b > 0, an increase in o while holding 

2 
[E(y)]  constant increases the risk of choices and reduces their 

expected utility.  The decision maker will prefer strategies having 

higher expected income and lower variances of income. 

Graphically, the decision maker's preferences between expected 

value of income and variance of income can diagrammed as in Figure 

10.  Each dot describes the expected value and variance of an 

alternative action, or plan or choice.  Choices A. and A. have the 

same expected value, but A. has a lower variance.  Thus A. is 

preferred according to the EV criterion.  Choices along BC represent 

an efficient set, that is, they have equivalent expected values but 

smaller variances than corresponding choices interior to BC.  Choices 

below the efficient set yield lower utility to the decision maker and 

are thus inefficient.  The optimal choice is revealed by introducing 

an isoutility map onto the efficient set or EV boundary.  The utility 

map reflects the risk averse nature of the individual decision maker 

or class of decision makers in that isoutility curves are concave to 

the vertical axis, indicating that higher variance of returns must be 

accompanied by higher expected returns to yield the same utility as 

lower variance, lower expected return choices.  The optimal choice at 

point A. represents the highest achievable level of utility. 
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Extension of the EV Approach to the Portfolio Problem 

An extension of the above concepts of EV analysis can be made to 

the problem of portfolio selection.  Instead of considering choices of 

an all of this or all of that nature, portfolio selection is concerned 

with situations where combinations of risky prospects are feasible and 

pertinent.  In the context of the feedlot problem this implies, for 

example, that rather than having a decision problem of hedge or 

no-hedge, that various combinations of hedging and partial hedging 

would be considered.  Another example would be that it may be risk 

reducing (through the capture of time and grade effects) to 

simultaneously produce different types of finished cattle as the 

result of different feeding programs.  The objective is to select the 

portfolio that maximizes the decision maker's expected utility.  In 

reference to Figure 10 each of the points along BC now represent 

either combinations of risky prospects, or some individual prospects 

that are EV efficient by themselves.  The optimal choice at point A. 

thus either portrays a single prospect or a portfolio of risky 

prospects which maximizes utility. 

Although the analytical shift from the all or nothing choice 

problem to the portfolio problem appears straightforward, an important 

theoretical difference remains.  In the portfolio problem, the shape 

of the EV efficient set or boundary is the result of imperfect 

correlations between risky prospects in the portfolios and the 

assumption that decision makers are risk averse.  To see this result 

clearly, consider the case of two risky prospects x and y.  In Figure 
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B 

Figure 11 Effect of diversification on the distribution 
of portfolio returns with varying degrees of 
correlation 

Source:  Anderson, Dillon and Hardaker (p. 193) 
Copeland and Weston (p. 159) 
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11, points x and y, respectively, denote single prospect portfolios 

where all of the units of investment funds are devoted to x or to y. 

In the context of the feedlot problem, x could represent a production- 

marketing strategy of feeding calves a high rate of gain to a target 

weight of 950 pounds with a no hedge plan; whereas y could represent a 

strategy of feeding calves to a target weight of 1050 pounds with 

participation in the Canadian Tripartite Beef Stabilization Plan.  For 

combinations of x and y, let b represent the proportion of the 

investment budget devoted to x, and let (1-b) be the proportion 

devoted to y.  The expected return of a portfolio will be: 

E(R ) = a E(R ) + (1-a) E(R ), where (24) 
p        x y 

R is the return on the two prospect portfolio, 

R is the return on prospect x, and 

R  is the return on prospect y. 

The variance of a portfolio will be: 

2    2  2       2  2 
a    =  a o + (1-a) a    + 2a(l-a) r a a ,  where        (25) 
p      x y xy x y 
2 

a    is the variance of the portfolio, 

a is the standard deviation of prospect x, 

a    is the standard deviation of prospect y, and 

r  is the correlation coefficient between x and y. 
xy 

Figure 11 illustrates the possible shapes of the EV boundary for 

2 
combinations of E(R ) and op  at various levels of correlation 

P 

of the returns between prospects x and y.  For the case of perfect 

positive correlation (r  =1)/ the portfolio combinations lie on a 
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straight line joining x and y.  If x and y are perfectly negatively 

correlated (rxy = -1), the various combinations of x and y are shown 

by two straight lines that intersect at point B, which represents a 

mixed portfolio with zero variance.  If x and y are less than 

perfectly correlated (-1 < r   < 1), which is the usual case, the r xy 

variance reducing effect of diversification is partially realized and 

shown by the curve joining x and y.   This is the typical shape of the 

EV frontier for the risk averse decision maker. 

Generalizing these results to n risky prospects gives the 

following portfolio expected value and variance results: 

n 
E(Rp) = I  biRi (26) 

i=l 

n  n 
a2  =    1      I bibj rij ajOj (27) 

i=l j=l 

With n risky prospects the EV efficient set has the same shape as in 

the two prospect case.  The only difference is that with many 

alternatives some will fall in the interior of the opportunity set. 

The EV frontier will be composed of various portfolios and some 

individual prospects that are mean-variance efficient by themselves 

(Copeland and Weston, p. 172).  Determination of the optimal portfolio 

requires estimation of all the means, variances and covariances of 

risky prospects, and would be located at the point of tangency between 

the EV frontier and the highest utility indifference curve. 
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Alternative Justifications of the EV Approach 

As discussed earlier in the section on risk aversion, the 

assumption of a quadratic utility function implies that the decision 

maker is characterized by increasing absolute risk aversion (IARA) and 

that at some level of income marginal utility becomes negative.  Both 

are implausible conclusions in terms of economic theory.  An 

alternative justification for the EV approach to the EUT exists if the 

choices facing the risk averse decision makers have outcomes that are 

normally distributed.  For most agricultural situations this is not an 

unrealistic assumption.  Johnson (p. 73) tested detrended price series 

data for several agricultural commodities and found they did not 

deviate too badly from normality.  However, slaughter cattle, corn and 

alfalfa price distributions were slightly skewed and showed a mild 

kurtosis.  Often though, the choice variable, e.g., wealth or net 

income, represents a composite of different price series and the 

13/ 
Central Limit Theorem   may ensure normality.  The assumption of 

normality then justifies the EV approach as a special case of second 

degree stochastic dominance (SSD).  No functional restrictions are 

imposed on the shape of the utility function other than risk aversity, 

U'^y) < 0, and normality essentially implies that one choice can only 

be dominated by another choice when it has a lesser mean and precisely 

IS/jhe Central Limit Theorem states that if a random variable arises 
as the sum of a (large) number of independently and identically 
distributed random variables, its distribution will tend to normal 
(Mood, Graybill and Boes, P. 195). 
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the same variance, or the same mean and greater variance. 

Specifically, a normal cumulative density function (cdf), F, dominates 

a normal cdf, G, in the sense of SSD if E_(y) >. E_(y) and V_(y) 
F       G F 

>. V (y) with at least one strong inequality, where E is the 

expectation operator and V is the variance operator (Anderson, Dillon 

and Hardaker, p. 287).  But this is exactly the EV criterion discussed 

above. 

This same argument for justification of the EV approach can be 

extended to the portfolio problem if the distributions of returns 

offered by the risky prospects in the portfolios are jointly normal. 

Even if the individual risky prospects have outcomes that are not 

normally distributed, application of the Central Limit Theorem ensures 

that the portfolio returns are normally distributed if the individual 

risky prospects have outcomes that are independently and identically 

distributed. 

Despite the strong arguments for justification of the EV approach 

on the basis of normality, criticisms remain.  Tsaing (p. 355) 

suggested that the normality assumption may be highly restrictive 

since returns on investments are more apt to be lognormally 

distributed.  Johnson (p. 50) noted that institutional practices such 

as progressive taxation and hedging may cause skewness in returns. 

Robison and Barry (p. 72) comment that few variables take on values 

that range from negative to positive infinity as normality implies, or 

are symmetrically distributed.  However, without the assumption of 

normality or quadratic utility, the EV approach can still be 

justified, albeit with some error, by showing that a Taylor series 
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expansion of an assumed risk averse utility function can be expressed 

in terms of the mean and a series of higher moments of the associated 

probability distribution.  If convergence of the series expansion is 

sufficiently rapid, terms involving moments higher than the variance 

can be ignored. 

Specifically, given a general utility function, U(y), a Taylor 

Series expansion about the mean ]i = E(y), yields: 

U(y) = U(li) + U'(>i)(y-vi) + V" (\i)(y-]l)2/2\   + 

U,,,(v)(y-vi)3/3! + ... (28) 

Using the expected utility theorem and taking the expectation of 

equation 28, the utility of the risky prospect y is: 

E[U(y)] = U(vO + U'(>i) E<y-y) + IT ■ (\i)   E(y->i)2/2! + 

U' ' '(p) E(y-}ji)3/3! + ... (29) 

Recall that E(y-]i) = 0, and that the k  moment about the mean 

M (y)= E(y-p) , equation 29 can be simplified to: 

E[U(y)] = U(vi) + V"(]l)  M2(y)/2! + 

U,,,(JI) M3(y)/3! + ... (30) 

Thus the expected utility of a risky prospect can be evaluated in 

terms of the mean and a series of higher moments of the associated 

probability distribution.  Anderson, Dillon and Hardaker (p. 97) note 

that it is usually found that U (]i)/k! becomes smaller at a rather 

faster rate than M (y) becomes larger as k increases, therefore, 

terms beyond those involving the third moment usually add 

insignificantly to the approximation of equation 26.  For several 

specific utility functions Tsiang (p. 356-362) showed that terms 

beyond the quadratic were quite small numerically.  Consequently, 
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although a EV analysis would not give precise results under this 

justification, the solutions are apt to be accurate enough for 

decision making purposes. 

Related to the above, and perhaps the most important justification 

of the EV approach in empirical studies, is its ability to approximate 

results obtained with more general models consistent with the EUT. 

For example. Porter and Gaumnitz compared the application of 

stochastic dominance rules and EV analysis to the ordering of stock 

portfolios and concluded that, except for the highly risk averse 

investor, the choice between the EV analysis and the theoretically 

superior stochastic dominance approach for selecting efficient stock 

portfolios was not critical.  Tsaing demonstrated that various 

restrictions on skewness could yield a close correspondence between EV 

and EUT efficient sets.  Futhermore, Samuelson has commented: 

... in practice where crude approximations may be better than 
none, the 2-moment models may be found to have pragmatic 
usefulness. 

Lastly, Levy and Markowitz showed that regardless of the utility 

function and distribution of profits that maximization of a 

mean-variance objective function provides a reasonable approximation 

of the true objective function.  In summary, the EV approach can 

justified and employed in this study on the basis of any (or 

combinations of) of the following assumptions: 

1. Utility functions for feedlot operators in Southern Alberta 

are all quadratic. 

2. Output price risk and the associated return variable, e.g., 

net income, are normally distributed. 
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3. Portfolio combinations of the various production marketing 

strategies tend to have normally distributed return variables 

because of the applicability of central limit theorems; or 

because individual production-marketing choices are normally 

distributed, yielding multivariate normal portfolio return 

distributions. 

4. A truncated Taylor series is sufficient to estimate the 

expected utility of production-marketing portfolios facing 

feedlot operators. 

5. The EV efficient set is a good approximation of the EUT 

efficient set. 

6. The EV approach facilitates investigation of the portfolio 

problem and the effects of diversification. 

7. Computational advantages of the EV model more than offset its 

theoretical limitations. 

Summary 

This chapter examined the theory of decision making under uncertainty 

to justify an empirical methodology appropriate for analysis of the 

feedlot management problem.  The nature of risk was examined and the 

EUT advanced as the most theoretically consistent and powerful approach 

to model the ordering of risky prospects by individual decision makers. 

Risk attitudes and methods for quantifying such attitudes were explored 

to establish a framework for extending the results of the EUT to classes 

of decision makers.  Finally, the EV approach was proposed as a valid 
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approximation of the EUT for analysis of the feedlot decision problem. 

Each of these areas of discussion yielded insights into how to approach 

the analysis of the feedlot decision problem. 

Based on the developed EV approximation of the EUT, the next chapter 

details a framework for analysis of the firm under conditions of 

uncertainty.  In addition, the risk reducing strategies of hedging and 

stabilization are introduced.  Testable hypotheses are generated 

regarding the effects of finished cattle output price risk on input and 

output levels, with and without the above risk reducing strategies 

employed alone or in combination. 
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III  THE THEORY OF THE FIRM UNDER UNCERTAINTY 

Introduction 

This chapter sets the stage for empirical analysis of the feedlot 

planning problem by extending the conclusions of Chapter II into an 

analytical framework consistent with economic theory of the firm under 

uncertainty.  The expected value-variance criteria (EV) is used to 

examine the effect on optimal choice solutions from changes in some, 

or all, of the relevant moments of the probability distributions for 

choice variables.  In the context of the feedlot planning problem, 

such changes could occur from the risk reduction techniques of: 

participation in the Tripartite beef stabilization scheme or hedging 

on the futures market.  Employing the developed economic theory, 

testable hypotheses are constructed that predict the effect and 

interaction of these various risk response techniques on the efficient 

choice set in the feedlot management problem. 
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The EV Analytical Model 

Chapter II advanced expected value-variance (EV) analysis as a 

legitimate approximation to expected utility maximization.  Not only 

does the approximation facilitate empirical research, it has merit as 

an analytical tool for deducing the relationships between variables in 

the decision environment.  For example, a change in investor wealth 

resulting from a change in fixed costs or taxes may cause varied 

changes in the optimal portfolio depending on the risk attitudes of 

the decision maker.  Thus, the EV framework accommodates a theoretical 

analysis of how decision makers determine the trade offs between 

expected returns and variance of returns by showing the changing 

positions of the EV frontier and optimal portfolio due to changes in 

the decision environment. 

The basis for the EV analytical model derives from the fact that 

solutions to the EV set can be characterized by a linear tangent line 

to the efficient set (Tobin; Copeland and Weston, p. 172-175); 

(Anderson, Dillon and Hardaker, p. 92).  From equation 21, where 

2 
ir = E(y) - y  and ir = aa /2, it can be shown that the tangent 

CE 

line has an arbitrary slope of a/2.  This indicates that variance 

can be traded off for expected returns at a rate of a/2 without 

affecting the well being, or certainty equivalent income, of the 

decision maker.  Thus, the tangent line is termed the certainty 

equivalent line (Robison and Barry, p. 73).  Since y  is the CE 

certainty equivalent return to the risky expected return E(y), the 

optimal risky solution can be obtained by maximizing the certainty 
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equivalent such that: 

a o2(y) (31) 
Max yCE = E(y)   

2 

Using the construct inherent in equation 31/ an analytical 

framework can be developed to show how changes in variables in the 

decision environment shift or rotate the EV frontier and subsequently 

alter the slope of the certainty equivalent line.  Essentially, such 

changes affect the demand for risky assets, which in turn change the 

location of the EV set.  Robison and Barry (p. 75-79) define the 

resulting adjustment in terms of an income effect and a substitution 

effect.  The income effect is defined as the change in demand for a 

risky asset resulting from a change in risk-free wealth while holding 

the probability distributions constant for the prices of the risky 

assets.  The income effect results in a parallel shift of the EV 

frontier in the direction of change in risk free wealth.  The 

substitution effect is defined as the change in quantity demanded of a 

risky asset from a change in the probability distribution of its price 

after compensating for income.  Total change in demand for an asset is 

given by addition of the two effects. 

Mathematically these two effects can be expressed as: 

dx  Ox) 8x 3a 
— =   +  (32) 
d<j)  (d<t>)a constant    3a 3$ 

where x is a risky asset and $  is any parameter defining the EV set 

location, such as; E(y), o2(y)/ oe
2, or risk-free wealth.  The 

substitution effect is given by the first term on the right, and the 

income effect is given by the second term on the right. 
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Theory of the Firm Under Uncertainty 

Sandmo was one of the first to detail the theory of the firm under 

uncertainty by assuming that the firm's attitude toward risk is 

characterized by a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function. 

Important conclusions from his paper were: (1) that output is smaller 

under price uncertainty, (2) that increasing (decreasing) fixed costs 

result in decreasing (increasing) output for DARA firms under 

uncertainty, and (3) that DARA is a sufficient condition for an upward 

sloping supply curve.  Similar conclusions are reached using an EV 

approach, as first developed by Hawawini.  Consider a firm facing a 

risky price for the product it produces.  Under risk conditions, let p 

be the expected output price such that: 

E(p + e) = p (33) 

where the random variable e <■«•'(0,ae2).  Profit can be defined as: 

y = (p + e)q - C(q) -B (34) 

where q is output, C(q) is variable costs as a function of output, and 

is fixed costs.  Expected profit is given by: 

E(y) = pq - C(q) - B (35) 

and variance of profits is: 

cr2(y) = q2ae2 (36) 

Substituting equations 35 and 36 into 31 yields the certainty 

equivalent of the profit equation: 

YCE = PI - CCq) - B - a q2ae
2 (37) 

2 
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Maximizing with respect to g the first order condition becomes: 

p - C'tq) - aqae
2 = 0. (38) 

Since C'(q) represents the marginal costs of production (MC ) and 

2 

can be rewritten as: 

ccqo z represents the marginal costs of risk (MCj-^s^), equation 38 

p = MC  + MC . , . 
q    risk 

As C'tq) > 0, the result implies that the optimvim output level under 

risk occurs where expected price (marginal revenue) is equal to the 

marginal costs of output (MC  + MC . , ).  This means that output 
^ r q    risk ^ 

is less under uncertainty by the cost of risk (aqae
2). 

Under certainty, the theory of the firm concludes that fixed costs 

do not play a role in the determination of optimal output.  Under 

uncertainty conditions, however, changes in fixed costs result in an 

income effect by increasing or decreasing the E(y) at each level of 

output.  Figure 12 illustrates the income effect of a decrease in 

fixed costs.  The decrease causes an upward parallel shift in the EV 

frontier.  Depending on the firm's absolute risk aversion coefficient, 

output may rise, fall or remain constant.  Since a=R[E(y)] on a 

local basis, (a/2), the slope of the certainty equivalent line may 

change as the decrease in fixed costs causes E(y) to change.  If 

R'[E(y)] < 0 (i.e., DARA) the demand for risky assets will increase, 

and the optimal portfolio will shift to C'.  The new portfolio 

represents an increased production of q in response to a declining 

aversion to risk in the presence of increased wealth.  If R'CEfy)] = 0 

(i.e, CARA) the demand for risky assets remains the same and output q 
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CUr)AWo = 

ECYc) -- 

C72(yc) 
or2(y) 

Figure 12  The Income Effect of Decreasing Fixed Costs 
on the EV Frontier 

Source: Robison and Barry (p. 77) 
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does not change.  If R'[E(y)] > 0 (i.e., IASA) output will fall as 

aversion to risk increases and the portfolio shifts to C''. 

Mathematically the result is derived by total differentiation of 

equation 38 as follows: 

[C" (q) + aoe
2] dq + (3a/9B) qae

2 dB = 0 

dq     -(3a/3B) qa-2 

_  _  !_ (39) 

dB   [C"(q) + aae
2] 

Since the denominator is positive to satisfy the second order 

condition for expected utility maximization and the sign of (da/dB) 

depends on the sign of R'[E(y)], i.e.,: 

3a > < 
— = 0 as R,[E(y)] = 0 (40) 
dB < > 

then for DARA firms output will increase as fixed costs decrease. 

Sandmo notes that this result would imply that a lump sum subsidy 

would be a more appropriate policy to increase output than a lump sum 

tax. 

Under certainty the supply curve for an output slopes upward as 

price increases. Under uncertainty it may do the same, but under some 

conditions it may slope downward.  Taking the total differential of 

equation 37 with respect to p and q yields: 

[1 - (3a/3p) qae
2] dp - [C"(q) + aae

2] dq = 0 

dq   l-(3a/3p) qae
2 3a 

— =   > 0  for — <  0 (41) 

dp  [C"(q) + aae
2] 3p 
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This implies that the supply curve will be upward sloping for DARA or 

CARA firms, but may be downward sloping for IASA firms.  The results 

are seen graphically in Figure 13.  As the expected value the of 

14/ 
output price increases   ' the EV frontier rotates and shifts 

upward.  With CARA the slope of the certainty equivalent line remains 

the same but the optimal portfolio shifts from C to C*, representing 

2 2 
an increase in q as o   (q,) shifts to o (q_).  With DARA, an increase 

in the demand for risky assets causes the certainty equivalent line to 

become less steep and the optimal portfolio to shift to D, representing 

2 2 
an even further increase in q as a (q ) shifts to a (q_).  Under 

IARA, the slope of the certainty equivalent line becomes more steep and 

q may or may not increase depending on whether the optimal portfolio is 

between F and C, or below F, respectively.  Thus, the potential exists 

under uncertainty for a downward sloping supply curve.  For DARA firms, 

Sandmo suggests that these results imply that to increase output the 

government should consider a per unit subsidy, rather than a per unit 

tax, as the appropriate policy measure.  The above results provide a 

framework for the analysis of behavior of the firm under uncertainty 

and allow the prediction of changes that occur as the firm adopts 

available risk-reducing strategies.  Such strategies could include 

(Robison and Barry,, p. 65): 

14/ Sandmo considers this increase in the probability 
distribution of price as being an increase in the mathematical 
expectation of the price with the higher central moments constant. 
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ECy) 

q4< Qi <2 <3 

o-2(y) 

Figure 13  Effect of an increase in Expected Price 
on Output 
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"1. Adjusting input levels x±,   ...   ,xn and output g 
2. Holding reserves 
3. Holding credit reserves 
4. Holding reserves of inputs x^, ... ,xn 
5. Integrating vertically 
6. Gathering information 
7. Postponing decisions 
8. Forward-contracting 
9. Hedging 

10. Diversifying enterprises, that is, integrating horizontally 
to produce products in addition to g 

11. Acquiring risk-reducing inputs 
12. Investing in production processes with a flat average 

cost curve 
13. Buying flexible inputs 
14. Buying insurance 
15. Specializing 
16. Adjusting financial leverage 
17. Diversifying operations spatially 
18. Spreading transactions over time 
19. Participating in public programs designed to reduce risk 
20. Utilizing share leasing of resources." 

Since this study focuses on output price risk in feedlot slaughter 

cattle operations, the available risk-reducing strategies of hedging 

and stabilization are next described and analyzed in the context of 

the EV analytical model.  Testable hypotheses are constructed about 

their likely effects and interactions on variables in the feedlot 

decision process. 

Hedging 

The theory of the firm under uncertainty predicts reduction of 

output as the primary response to risky output price.  However, in 

many production situations, reduction of output may be impractical. 

Contract commitments or vertical integration with feeder production 

may dictate specific numbers of cattle to be fed.  Output, then, can 

only be reduced by decreasing the target finishing weights of the 
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feeders. In such situations one appropriate response to risk is the 

trading of a risky asset for a certain one by hedging on the futures 

market. 

Feder, Just and Schmitz were among the first to incorporate 

participation in the futures markets into the theory of the firm under 

uncertainty.  Using an expected utility framework, they assumed 

perfect competition, an uncertain output price and a certain output as 

determined by optimal input levels through a production function. 

Although the assumption of certain output is questionable for most 

agricultural products, it fits well with slaughter cattle production 

since output is known with a high degree of certainty and death losses 

are usually small and have limited variability.  A main conclusion of 

their model was that production decisions do not depend on the 

expected cash price or its variability, but rather on the certain 

futures price.  Chavas and Pope later refuted this and other 

conclusions when the model (in an EV framework) allowed for production 

uncertainty and hedging costs.  Both models, however, failed to 

consider basis risk, which Carter and Loyns concluded is a major 

limitation to the employment of the U.S. futures markets for hedging 

Canadian feeder cattle. 

To explore the risk reducing effects of hedging cattle on the 

futures market, a simplified hedging model is constructed employing 

the EV theory of the firm framework, followed by a discussion of 

empirical studies and the formulation of hypotheses. 

Abstracting from the complex mechanics of the futures market, the 

following assumptions are made: 
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1. Perfect competition—a reasonable assumption given that 

feedlot operators are not large enough to affect price and 

the flow of cattle is determined on a large number of farms 

and ranches. 

2. Uncertain output price and certain output. 

3. Divisible product—futures contacts for cattle are indivisible 

in lots of 40/000 pounds, but the assumption of divisibility 

permits a marginal analysis of risk changes. 

4. Risk averse decision maker. 

5. Durable product with established grades—finished cattle 

are "durable" for the length of the futures contract period 

and have established grades. 

6. Zero transactions costs, margin requirements/ and exchange 

rate effects. 

7. Effect of the basis is insignificant—this assumption is 

relaxed after establishing some simplified hedging conclusions. 

For notational purposes, let 

q = output 

C(q) = variable costs, where C'(q) > 0 and C'(q) > 0 

B = fixed costs 

e = a random variable with expected value 0 and variance oe^. 

p = the expected spot price, where E(p+e) = p 

f = price of the futures contract 

h = volume of the futures contracts sold (h 2 0) 

z = q-h = amount sold at spot price (p + e)   (p,<Te ) 
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y = profits and E(y) is expected profits 

d = interest rate or discount rate 

The profit is given by y=(p+e)(q-h)+[fh-C(q)-B](1+d) and is the 

value of output unhedged, plus cash receipts from the sale of futures 

contracts, minus variable and fixed costs.  Expected profit is: 

E(y) = p(g-h) +[fh - C(q) -B](l+d) (42) 

and variance of profits is: 

o2(y) = (g-h)2 ae
2 (43) 

Substituting equations 42 and 43 into 31 gives the certainty 

eguivalent model: 

Max yCE = p(q-h) + [fh - C(g) -B](l+d) - (a/2)(q-h)2 o 2 

The first order conditions (FOC) for maximization are: 

ayes 2 _ 

3q 

3ycE 

= p - C'fqHl+d) - a(q-h)ae'i = 0 (44) 

   = - P + f(l+d) + a(q-h)oe
2 = 0 (45) 

8h 

The optimal output q is found by adding equations 44 and 45: 

f = C'(q) (46) 

Expression (46) is the solution under risk and implies that 

transferring risk allows the firm to act as a profit maximizer under 

certainty.  The level of output is adjusted to the point where the 

futures price is equal to the marginal variable costs of production. 

The result is a larger output since the firm is not paying risk costs 

along with production costs.  Feder, Just and Schmitz conclude that 

this result means: 
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1. The production decision is not affected by changes in the 

subjective probability distribution of the spot price or 

by the degree of risk aversion (a). 

2. Output will increase as the futures price increases, 

(dq/df > 0), and output will decrease as costs increase, 

(dq/dC < 0). 

They further conclude that, given the determination of an output q, 

risk attitudes and output price uncertainty play a role in the 

determination of the volume and direction of futures hedging.  Solving 

equation 45 with respect to h gives: 

h =  q - {[p-f(l+d)]/<xoe
2} (47) 

Since a > 0 for the risk averse firm, equation 47 indicates: 

1. if p/(l+d) < f the firm will speculate and h > q, 

2. if p/(l+d) = f the firm will completely hedge and 

h = q, and 

3. if p/(l+d) > f the firm will partially hedge and h < q. 

Furthermore, differentiating equation 47 with respect to the variance 

of the spot price reveals the substitution and income effects of an 

increase in the variance of the spot price on the hedging decision. 

As per the format of equation 32, the substitution effect equals: 

9h   p - f(l+d) 

3oe
2   a(oe

2)2 

The income effect is: 

> 0  for p/(l+d) > f (48) 

dh   p - f(l+d)   Sa 
> 0  for p/(l+d) > f (49) 

doe
2    a(<Te

2)2    8ae
2     and DARA 
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This implies that as the degree of uncertainty relating to the future 

spot price decreases, the hedging volume decreases as long as the 

current futures contract price is less than the discounted expected 

future spot price.  As 0e
2 decreases, the EV set rotates upward, 

since for each level of E(y) the variance has decreased, and the slope 

of the certainty equivalent line will decrease if the firm exhibits 

DARA.  Thus, if a beef stabilization program reduced the variance of 

the spot price, a testable hypothesis would be that the EV frontier 

will rotate upwards and the level of hedging will decrease, but that 

the level of output would not be affected since it depends on the 

futures price. 

The hedging decision can also be affected by changes in the fixed 

costs, B.  Since output is only affected by the futures price and 

variable costs, changes in fixed costs alter the level of hedging via 

an income effect and a change in the slope of the certainty equivalent 

line as affected by the firm's risk attitude.  Differentiating 

equation 46 with respect to B yields: 

dh   p - f(l+d)  3a 
  =    — > 0  for p/(l+d) > f (50) 

dB     ae
2a2     9B      and DARA 

Thus, another testable hypothesis would be that stabilization policies 

involving lump sum subsidy payments, would reduce fixed costs, and 

shift the EV line upward by giving a higher level of E(y) for each 

level of variance.  Assuming p/(l+d) > f and DARA, the certainty 

equivalent line would become less steep and the level of hedging would 

decline. 
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Basis Effects 

Relaxing the assumption of insignificant basis risk complicates 

the hedging problem.  The basis for a commodity arises as the 

difference between the cash and futures price at any point in time, 

and reflects the costs of storage, handling, transportation, and 

interest.  Storage costs are irrelevant for live cattle; however, the 

basis can be viewed as a product transformation cost, or the market 

price of feedlot services (Ward and Fletcher).  A fundamental 

principle about the basis is that the cash and futures prices converge 

at the market location as the futures contract approaches maturity. 

As time goes on, the carrying charges on the futures contract diminish 

and the basis narrows.  Even under uncertainty where the cash and 

futures prices fluctuate, the basis pattern normally remains the 

same.  Figure 14 illustrates the theoretical basis pattern under 

uncertainty.  When conditions exist that affect the futures markets 

differently than the current cash markets (or vice-versa), the basis 

may diverge from a constant pattern.  Only if the basis variability is 

less than the price variability will hedging be risk reducing and 

conclusions discussed above hold.  In addition, determination of the 

hedge level becomes more complicated and can be shown to depend on 

both the basis variance and the covariance between the basis and the 

output price. 
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Figure 14 Theoretical Basis Pattern Under Uncertainty 
Source:  Alberta Agriculture, 1982 
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To analyze the effect of basis risk on the above hedging 

conclusions, the feedlot firm is assumed to take a short position in 

live beef futures contracts/ with an delivery date of time t.  Because 

it is likely that the firm will lift its hedge before the delivery 

15/ 
date of the contract   the futures price at the time the contract 

is lifted can be given as f  ., reflecting the fact that the hedge 

is lifted i periods before the delivery date.  Returns to the firm can 

be expressed as: 

y = (p+e)(q-h) + [(f+6)h - C(q) - B](l+d) (51) 

where 

d = discount rate, 

6= basis = f^-i  ~  (P+e)' e  (0'<*e2)' $  (0,O52), and 

cov(e,6) = roea5 
for  (~1 < r < 1)' E(ft-i) = f 

Expected profit is: 

E(y) = p(q-h) + [fh - C(q) - B](l+d) (52) 

and variance of profits is: 

o2(y) = (q-h)2 oe
2 + h2052 + 2(q-h)h roea5 (53) 

Substituting equations 52 and 53 into 4 gives the certainty equivalent 

model: 

Max yCE = p(q-h) ♦ [fh - C(q) - B](l+d) 

-(a/2)(q-h)2 oe
2 + h2052 + 2(q-h)h rae05 

15/ Delivery dates of futures contracts rarely correspond with 
marketing dates of finished cattle. 

16/ xhis section draws on models presented by Ward and 
Fletcher, Kahl, and Robison and Barry. 
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The first order conditions (FOC) for maximization are: 

3yc E 2 

Sg 

9YC 

= p - C'(g)(l+d) - a(g-h)ae - ah roeC5 = 0        (54) 

E 
  = - p + f(l+d) + a(g-h)a- 
9h e 

-2 

2 

- ahagz - agraeag + 2ah r<xe05 = 0 (55) 

17/ 
Letting C(g) = kg   and C'(q) = k, eguations 54 and 55 can be 

written in matrix notation as: 

aae
2      a(raea5 - ae

2)   g    p-k(l+d) 

a(r(xe05 -ae
2) a(ae

2+a52-2raea5)   h    f(l+d)-p 

Using Cramer's Rule, the solutions for g and h are as follows: 

[p-k(l+d)](ae
2
+as

2-2raea5)-{[f(l+d)-p](raeC5-ae
2)} 

q =        (56) 

a[Oe2(0e2+a62-2raea6> - (r^eaS  -^e2)2 

{ae
2[f(l+d)-p] - (raea6 -ae

2)[p-k(l+d)]} 

h =   (57) 
a[ae

2(ae2+O52-2r0eO5) - (rcre05 -Ce
2)2 

Thus, the optimal output and guantity hedged will depend on the risk 

aversion coefficient, a, the variances of the cash price and the 

basis and their covariance.  Despite the ambiguity of these results, 

an interesting finding is that the optimal hedge ratio (h/g) will not 

depend on the level of risk aversion.  Since both denominators are the 

same, the optimal hedge ratio is given as: 

H' This assumes that the relationship between costs and output 
is a linear trend, which is a plausible assumption where inputs are 
purchased at fixed prices. 
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h      {<7e
2[f<l+d)-p]  -  (raeo6 -ce

2)[p-k(l+d)]} 

g       [p-k(l-i-d)](ae
2

+aS
2-2raea5)   - { [f (l+d)-p] (rae06 - 6e

2)} 

This means that regardless of their levels of risk aversion, feedlot 

managers who have the same expectations regarding returns and 

variances of the cash and futures positions should employ the same 

hedging ratio. 

In summary, the presence of basis risk complicates the 

determination of optimal output and hedging levels.  If the basis 

variance, <J52, is less than the cash price variance, 0e
2, output will 

likely be higher with hedging. 

Empirical Hedging Studies 

Most studies that have examined the risk-reducing effects of 

hedging have considered hedging in the context of portfolio effects. 

Typically, hedging strategies are designed that involve methods for 

developing future spot price expectations, selective hedging 

techniques and management objectives.  Variances and covariances are 

established from historical data and EV frontiers are generated by 

mathematical programming.  Results have indicated the superiority of 

partial hedging portfolios.  Few studies have examined the effects of 

alternative risk reducing strategies on hedging.  This next section 

reviews recent articles on hedging as a prelude to summarizing 

testable hypotheses that draw on both the theory of the firm under 

uncertainty and empirical studies. 
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Bobst et al. recognized the potential of hedging to shift price 

risk, and determined to investigate the question of whether hedging 

was worthwhile in cattle backgrounding operations given the additional 

costs and financial obligations involved.  Two price expectation 

functions were used in the analysis together with mean returns as a 

comparison.  One function forecasted future cash prices based on 

current cash prices, while the other function forecasted future cash 

prices based on current futures prices.  Results indicated that 

complete hedging was an expected value maximizing strategy but that, 

because of diversification effects, partial hedging was more efficient 

for marketing backgrounded cattle. 

Assuming a stocker operation large enough to handle a 40,000 pound 

cattle futures contract, Russell and Dickey examined complete hedge or 

no hedge alternatives against partial hedging strategies for three 

backgrounding production scenarios:  small grain grazing, small grain 

grazeout and summer stocker.  They concluded that partial hedging 

strategies generally outperformed complete hedging in increasing the 

mean and reducing the variance of returns for the stocker operator. 

Peterson examined the optimal futures position for a cattle 

hedger, given a cash market position and degree of risk aversion.  As 

suggested by portfolio theory, he found that considering basis risk in 

addition to price risk in the hedging decision reduced total risk 

compared to hedges that considered only price risk.  Generally, the 

hedging results confirmed the predictions of financial theory, i.e., 

high risk aversion hedges were grouped at the low risk, low return end 

of the spectrum, while the low risk aversion hedges were located at 
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the high risk, high return end.  Of special interest was his insight 

that by combining optimal hedging with non-naive forecasting one might 

be able to produce hedges with lower risk, higher returns or both and 

thereby improve performance over that attained in the study (Peterson, 

p. 184). 

Application of hedging procedures entails special problems for the 

Canadian feedlot operator.  Since the 1975 withdrawal of a live cattle 

contract from the Winnipeg Commodity Exchange, producers have been 

able to hedge feeder or slaughter cattle only on the Chicago 

Mercantile or Mid-American Commodity Exchanges.  Caldwell, Copeland, 

and Hawkins note that since U.S. prices, tariffs and transfers are 

exogenous variables to the Canadian market system, the Canadian beef 

price is not a function of the U.S. price, but rather is constrained 

by the U.S. price.  The upper constraint is U.S. price plus Canadian 

tariff plus transfer costs (all in $Cdn); whereas the lower constraint 

is U.S. price minus U.S. tariff.  The basis, which is defined as the 

Chicago futures price in Canadian dollars minus the Calgary cash 

price, is essentially free to fluctuate between the two limits without 

regard to movements in the U.S. cash price.  In addition to this 

source of basis variability, the Canadian dollar adds further 

variability by affecting Canadian prices and profits.  Hedging of the 

Canadian dollar may remove some of the variability in the Calgary 

basis, but usually, basis risk can be as large or larger than the cash 

price risk. 

To explore the efficacy of hedging Canadian cattle, Caldwell et al. 

used simulation analysis to investigate eight hedging strategies: 
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(1) no hedge, (2) routine hedge on feeder cattle, feed barley, and 

slaughter cattle, (3) routine hedge only on feeder cattle, (4) routine 

hedge only on barley, (5) routine hedge only on finished cattle, (6) 

hedge finished cattle when the current futures price is greater than, 

or equal to, the current cash price, (7) hedge finished cattle when 

the current basis is less than the historical mean of the basis and 

(8) hedge finished cattle when the current basis is less than the mean 

of the basis minus one standard deviation.  Major conclusions were: 

(1) that an Alberta operator could increase his expected income level 

by hedging, but only at the expense of greater income variation, (2) 

that the Calgary, Alberta basis for finished cattle was subject to 

considerable variation and that the only solution for the Canadian 

producer would be to monitor the basis daily and lift or place the 

hedge according to unfavorable or favorable shifts in the basis, (3) 

that the bases for feeder cattle and feed barley are more related to 

exchange rate movements and that hedging of the Canadian-U.S. exchange 

rate may be beneficial and (4) that the current futures price was a 

better indicator of the forthcoming cash price than was the current 

cash price. 

Carter and Loyns also investigated hedging of Canadian cattle on 

U.S. futures exchanges.  Utilizing data on approximately 100,000 

custom fed cattle, they examined four basic hedging strategies: (1) a 

routine insurance or "classic" hedge, (2) a naive selective hedge that 

was placed a hedge if profit conditions were favorable, (3) a 

selective hedge that was placed at any time within the first six weeks 

of the feeding period, provided critical profit levels were assured. 
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and (4) a "threshold" strategy that only placed cattle on feed and 

hedged them if threshold levels of price and profit were met.  The 

strategies were evaluated under the actual exchange rate risk that 

existed for the data period of 1972 to 1981.  Although the threshold 

strategies resulted in higher realized returns and decreased variances 

versus the no hedge or other hedging alternatives, they were deemed 

impractical.  Routine hedging resulted in unexpected and dramatic 

reductions in mean returns, which were negative in some cases. 

Exchange rate risk was also a significant source of hedging loss. 

Generally, the results suggested limited usefulness of U.S. futures 

markets for hedging Canadian finished cattle.  Explanation for the 

poor hedging results was attributed to the erratic behavior of the 

finished cattle basis.  This suggested that more appropriate hedging 

strategies might be designed if the demand and supply factors 

affecting the basis could be understood. 

In summary, participation in the futures market can be expected to 

increase output as the firm responds to the certain futures price by 

producing to the point where marginal costs equal the futures price. 

A complete hedge will occur when the discounted expected futures spot 

price is equal to the futures market price.  Partial hedging will 

occur when the discounted expected futures spot price is greater than 

the futures market price or if diversification of the firms cash and 

futures positions permits a reduction in risk.  A stabilization plan 

should affect hedging participation by the DARA firm by decreasing the 

level of hedging involvement either by reducing the variance of the 

spot price or by decreasing the fixed costs of the firm.  Empirical 
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studies indicate that future spot price expectation formulae based on 

current futures market prices yield more accurate results than those 

based on current spot prices or mean future spot prices.  Hedging 

results in Canada may also be improved by accounting for exchange rate 

risk and by incorporating supply and demand factors that affect the 

basis.  All of these conclusions represent testable hypotheses. 

Stabilization 

To prevent a continuing decline in livestock numbers and feedlot 

production, the Canadian government established a national tripartite 

price stabilization plan for feeder calves, feeder cattle and 

slaughter cattle in November of 1985.  Implementation of the plan 

began in January of 1986, with a scheduled termination date of 

December 31, 1995.  Basic principles of the subsidy program are 

(Agriculture Canada, 1986): 

1. All producers shall receive the same level of support per 
unit of production, after all relevant provincial 
stabilization plans are fully phased-in; 

2. The costs of the schemes shall be shared equally by the 
Government of Canada, the governments of the participating 
provinces and participating producers. 

3. Producer participation is voluntary. 

4. The schemes are designed to be financially sound.  The 
premiums of governments and producers should equal the total 
payment over time. 

5. The schemes shall not provide an incentive to over-produce. 

6. A comparable level of support will be provided in all 
commodity schemes established under the national tripartite 
program. 
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In terms of slaughter cattle, the program takes a guaranteed 

margin approach by announcing at the end of each quarter a national 

support price for that quarter.  The support price equals the current 

cash costs of production for the quarter plus 90 percent of the 

difference (margin) between the cash costs and the national average 

market price of slaughter cattle in the same quarter for the preceding 

five years.  The national costs of production are estimated from 

production models of the cash costs of raising short-keep and 

long-keep heifers and steers weighted by the number of federally 

inspected heifers and steers slaughtered in eastern and western 

Canada.  The national average market price is the average price of all 

cattle grading A, B or C in regionally representative markets and 

weighted by the number of heifers and steers slaughtered in the 

various regions of Canada.  Stabilization payments are triggered in 

any quarter that the national average market price falls below the 

support price.  Table 2 details calculation of the stabilization 

payment for the third quarter of 1985.  Premiums under the plan are 

shared equally by the federal and provincial governments and producers 

and announced at the beginning of each quarter.  Producers must 

register at the beginning of a quarter and pay premiums on the nvunber 

of animals they plan to sell for slaughter each quarter.  Coverage is 

limited to 2,000 head per quarter or 8,000 per year. 

To determine the risk-reducing effects of the Tripartite 

Stabilization Plan the EV analytical model developed in equations 33 
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18/ 
to 38 is extended to include a stabilization option.    Recall 

that income was defined as y = (p + e)q - C(q) - B where e r~ (0,oe
2). 

For the risk averse firm, the expected utility-maximizing output was 

the solution to the equation p - C'fq) - aq ae^  =  0.  For the feedlot 

participating in the stabilization plan and paying a premium of if, the 

output price received will be (p + e ) when price outcomes of e < e 
s s 

19/ 
occur.     The stabilized income (y ) now becomes: 

s 

ys =  (p + e)q - C(q) - B - ir  e > es or 
(58) 

(P + es)q - C(q) - B - ir  e <. es 

Letting f(e) be the probability density function (pdf) for e, the 

expected value of the stabilized income becomes: 

E(Ys> = Pq - c(q) - B - ir + eq (59) 

where 

e = es F(es) + | e f(e) de > 0 (60) 
es 

The variance of the truncated distribution of e values is: 

^s2(ys) = qs2 °s2 (61) 

where 

cs2 = es2 F<es)  + / e2 f(e) de - e2 (62) 
es 

Under stabilization the price error term distribution becomes truncated 

to er~(e,o  2).  Thus, it follows that a 2  < a 2 and e  > e > 0. 

18/ xhis proof is adapted from material in Robison and Barry 
(p. 228-229) on insurance as a risk response. 

19/ es represents the amount of the stabilization payout. 
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Table 2  Calculation of Slaughter Cattle Stabilization Payment 

Year Cash Average 
and Market Costs of 5-year 

quarter Price Production Margin Margin 
($/cwt) ($/cwt) ($/cwt) ($/cwt) 

1980 Q3 74.61 67.03 7.58 

1981 Q3 72.76 67.10 5.66 

1982 Q3 73.26 58.00 15.26 

1983 Q3 68.83 59.90 8.93 

1984 Q3 75.46 66.09 9.37 9.36 

1985 Q3 67.42 65.80 

Support Price ($/cwt) = $65.80 + 90%  ($9.36) = $74.22 

Stabilization Payment ($/cwt) = $74.22 - $67.42 = $6.80 

Source:  Agriculture Canada (1986) 

It can now be determined that output will increase under the 

stabilization plan (q  > q).  An expression for maximizing the 
s 

certainty equivalent income of the feedlot is developed by 

substituting equations 59 and 61 into equation 31 to give: 

YCE = pg*    -  c(0 - B - ir + q e 

_ a qs2 [es
2 F(es)  + f  e2 f(e) de - e2] 

es 

The FOC are: 

dyCE 

dqs 
= P - C'(qs)   + e - aqscrs  = 0) 

(63) 

(64) 
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The conclusion that output under stabilization (q ) is greater than 
s 

output without stabilization (q) can be seen by substituting q for 

q  in equation 64 which gives: 

p - C'(q) + e - aqo2s > 0 

The fact that this result is greater than zero can be seen by 

considering the FOC that determines output under risk.  Recall 

equation 38 determined that: 

p - C(q) - aqoe
2 = 0 

Since os
2 is a truncated version of Cg2, which implies that os

2 

< oe
2 and e > 0, the result must be that: p - C'(q) + e aqas

2 > 0. 

Therefore, the result can only be made to equal zero if q is increased 

to q .  Thus, another testatable hypothesis would be that, contrary 

to the objectives of the National Tripartite Stabilization program 

(TSP), slaughter cattle output will increase under the plan. 

The effect on hedging of participation in the stabilization plan 

can also be deduced.  Extending the certainty equivalency model of 

equation 63 to reflect participation in the futures markets gives: 

Max yCE = p(q -h ) + (q -h )e + [fh - C(q ) - B - irHl+d) 
5   S        S   S S        S 

- (a/2) (qs-hs)
2 as

2 (65) 

where d = discount rate. 

The first order conditions (FOC) for maximization are: 

9ycE 
8q 

= p + e - C (qs) (1+d) - a(qs-hs)as  = 0 (66) 
s 

dypi? 2 
= - p - e +f(l+d) + a(qs-hs)as = 0 (67) 

3hs 
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The optimal output under stabilization, q , is found by adding 
s 

equations 66 and 67: 

f = C'(qs) (68) 

Expression (68) is the same solution that was obtained under hedging, 

and implies output will not increase under stabilization since hedging 

allows the firm to behave as if in a certain world.  Changing the 

probability density function of prices, then, does not affect the 

output level, which depends on the futures price. 

However, the stabilization program will affect the level of 

hedging.  Solving the FOC of equation 60 for h gives: 
s 

hs = qs - UP + e -f(l+d)]/aas
2} (69) 

Comparing the level of hedging without stabilization and with 

stabilization (h - h ), yields: 
s 

h - hs =  {q - [P-f(1+d)1 }  - {qs - 
[P " -'<1+«>I } 

aoe2 
aCTs2 

As (q > qs), (e > 0) and (aae
2 > aas

2), the result, h-hs, will be 

positive.  Since stabilization already reduces risk, hedging is 

partially redundant, and as a consequence, the level of hedging is 

decreased. 

In summary, participation in the National Tripartite Beef 

Stabilization Program may: (1) increase slaughter cattle output at the 

firm level and (2) decrease the level of slaughter cattle hedged. 

Empirical analysis may also quantify the extent to which stabilization 

substitutes for futures market hedging. 
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Comparison of Cash. Hedging and Stabilization Marketing Alternatives 

A comparison of the mechanics of the three strategies of cash 

marketing, hedging and stabilization is illustrated by the example in 

Table 3.  The example assumes that an Alberta feedlot producer places 

short keep cattle on feed in early January and plans to sell them in 

the second week of May.  Assuming a constant exchange rate of .81 Cdn$ 

per U.S.$, and an expected basis calculated from a five year average 

of the Calgary basis, the expected and realized selling prices per 

hundredweight (CWT) are determined.  Although the example is contrived 

20/  . 
from 1979-1984 data  , it depicts the case where the producer 

would employ either of the risk reducing tools to protect from an 

expected fall in prices. 

A general, graphical comparison of the three strategies is shown 

in figure 15.  Assuming a basis of $5.51 under June futures, line A 

plots the expected cash sale price at slaughter.  Line B shows the 

expected return from a hedge in June futures which will yield Cdn$ 

70.97 if the basis is $5.51 under the June futures when the hedge is 

lifted.  Lastly, line C shows the stabilization option, which assures 

an expected return of Cdn$ 70.35.  The difference between the sloping 

portion of line C and line A reflects the size of the producer portion 

of the levy under the Tripartite Stabilization Plan. 

20/ xhe data are contrived using 1983 prices, and estimates of 
the TSP levy, and the Calgary basis. 



Table 3.  A Comparison of Cash Sales, Stabilization and 
Hedging Risk Reduction Strategies 
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Forward 
Pricing 
Strategies 

Date 

January 1 May 14 

Cash Sale     Do nothing.  Expected 
price = futures - exp 
basis = Cdn$ 76.54 - 
Cdn$ 5.51 = Cdn$ 71.03 

Sell to Packer 
at Cdn$ 68 

TSP 
Stabilization 

Be enrolled in TSP 
Exp. Price = 
MAX [futures price- 
levy - exp. basis, 
TSP sppt p. - levy] 
= MAX {[Cdn$ 76.54 - 
($1.80/3) - $5.51], 
[$70.95 -($1.80/3)]} 
MAX {$70.43,$70.35}= 
$Cdn 70.43 

Sell to Packer at 
Cdn$ 68.  Net 
Price = Cdn$ 68- 
levy+TSP payout = 
Cdn$68-($1.80/3)+ 
$2.95 = $70.35 

Hedging Sell JUN futures at 
US$ 62(Cdn$ 76.54) - 
historical basis 
estimated at $5.51. 
Exp. price = futures - 
exp. basis -transaction 
costs = $76.54 - $ 5.51 
- $ 0.06 = $70.97 

Sell to Packer at 
$68 and Buy JUN 
futures at US$ 60 
(Cdn$ 74.07). Net 
selling price=$68 
-($76.54-$74.07) 
- $0.06 = $ 70.41 
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Figure 15 Felationship between Cash Sales, Stabilization 
and Hedging 

Source:  Chicago Board of Trade, 1984, p. 16 
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Time and Risk Effects on Price and the Objective Function 

Dillon (p. 66) notes three effects of time on prices and the 

objective function.  The first time effect has to do with the 

opportunity cost of employed resources.  This opportunity cost depends 

on the availability of alternative uses of the resources over time. 

In feedlots where finished beef production is a continuous process, 

the time opportunity cost of carrying a lot of cattle another week is 

the contribution which that week could make to profit if it were used 

for a new lot of cattle.  In this study, feedlot production is modeled 

as a yearly process, that is, the feedlot is filled in early fall and 

emptied some time before the next fall.  Thus, the replacement issue 

of how quickly one lot of cattle should be finished and another 

started is not considered.  Rather, the focus of the analysis centers 

on the risk reducing effects of hedging, stabilization and 

diversification of feeding regime. 

The second time effect is known as the time preference effect and 

relates to the need to compound present costs or discount future 

returns to make them comparable.  Given the alternative feeding 

regimes and length of feeding times involved in modeling finished beef 

production, returns must be made comparable by discounting.  Since the 

model in this study evaluates production-marketing alternatives in one 

production cycle, a simple interest cost calculation is employed in 

the objective function rather than discounting to make returns 

comparable. 
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The third time effect is that input and output prices vary over 

time in either a predictable/ or subjectively assessable 

probabilistic, fashion.  Risk and time interact in the beef feedlot 

problem in that alternative feeding regimes dictate varying finishing 

times and corresponding probability distributions of output and grade 

prices.  The two aspects that are important in this regard, are grade 

output distributions and seasonal price effects.  Grade output 

distributions relate to the fact that beef animals finished on 

different feeding regimes and length of feeding periods will grade 

differently.  For example. Agriculture Canada research results show 

that Hereford steers on a LMH feeding regime and finishing in 283 days 

had a carcass grade output distribution of 31.25 percent Al, 25.00 

percent A2, 31.25 percent A3 and 12.5 percent A4.  In contrast, 

Hereford steers on a LLH feeding regime and finishing in 303 days had 

a carcass grade output distribution of 13.30 percent Al, 46.70 percent 

A2, 33.30 percent A3 and 6.70 percent A4 (Hironaka, Sonntag and Kozub, 

1979).  Seasonal price effects are accounted for in this study by 

linking them to specific feeding alternatives.  For example, the LMH 

feeding alternative finishes steers in approximately 280 days.  If the 

feeding model is initialized on October 1, then the average slaughter 

grade price distributions for the first week in July are employed to 

budget net returns for that alternative.  For the first week of July 

1985, carcass prices ($/lb) were: $1.39 for Al & A2 carcasses, $1.24 

for A3 carcasses, and $1.19 for A4 carcasses (Alberta Agriculture, 

1986).  Detrended historical prices are employed this study to 

determine the price mean and variance for each grade of each feeding 
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the model.  With such time-grade price effects it is possible that 

portfolio effects would exist.  The next section explores the 

diversification issue. 

Diversification Effects 

As indicated at the end of chapter two, if the decision maker 

faces choice alternatives that are not perfectly positively 

correlated, the diversification effect results in a reduction in 

returns variability.  The diversification effect depends on the degree 

of correlation among activities, the number of activities in the 

portfolio and the economies of size in production. 

Economies of size, which reduce average cost as production 

increases, favor specialization.  Assets that experience increases in 

output per unit of input over a given range give rise to economies of 

size which give incentive to specialize and offset the loss in risk 

reduction that would have resulted with diversification.  In terms of 

cattle feeding, economies of size would exist for any particular 

feeding regime if costs decreased significantly at progressively 

higher levels of output through the use of that feeding regime.  The 

cost reductions might be associated directly with feeding, such as, 

diet preparation, labor and marketing.  These economies of size should 

not be confused with the economies of size associated with the entire 

feedlot operation.  It is well recognized that substantial economies 

of size exist for the entire feedlot operation.  Rosaasen and Schmitz 

(p. 57) present data on Southern Alberta feedlots that suggest that 
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the most efficient size appears to be 1,000 head capacity with 

per-unit costs dropping until at least 10,000 head is reached.  Cost 

reductions occur because of the spreading of fixed costs (feed mill, 

forage and silage storage facilities, hospital pens, feed and water 

delivery systems), marketing power (ability to bid on feeder cattle 

and bargain with packer) and specialized management (better price 

forecasting, preventative veterinary care, nutritional information). 

The costs associated with a particular feeding regime, however, 

represent a smaller portion of total feedlot expenses.  Thus, 

diversification of the feeding program may be a valid response to 

reduce risk and its associated costs, particularly for feedlots that 

do not feed cattle on a continuous basis.  For feedlots that buy and 

sell cattle on an ongoing basis and feed continuously, the opportunity 

costs of resources involved in carrying cattle longer periods of time 

may, however, direct specialization of the feeding program to high 

21/ 
concentrate diets.    Given that this study focuses on feedlots 

that operate a single production cycle, the hypothesis is advanced 

that diversification of the feeding program will be risk-reducing. 

21/ For example, Monfort's feedlot in Colorado, U.S.A. 
continuously feeds over 240,000 head of cattle per year on a high 
concentrate ration which finishes heavier calves in a 120 day feeding 
period. 
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Summary 

The feedlot management problem of deciding what type of animals to 

feed, for how long and on what diet is complicated by price risk and 

time considerations.  This chapter dealt with the risk aspect by 

employing economic theory of the firm under uncertainty in an EV 

context to deduce the possible output and substitution effects of the 

available risk-reducing techniques of hedging and stabilization. 

Other factors, such as seasonal price trends, time opportunity costs 

of resources, the time preference effect, and feeding regime-time 

interaction were also considered.  Several testable hypotheses were 

generated from the discussion, which gave insight into how to 

construct and analyze the empirical portion of the study. 

The next chapter discusses modeling approaches used to represent 

the feedlot management problem and proposes a modeling methodology for 

analysis of the study objectives. 
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IV  RISK MODELING TECHNIQUES 

Introduction 

Various modeling approaches have been used to represent and 

analyze the feedlot management problem.  They include dynamic 

programming, linear programming, quadratic programming and linear risk 

programming variants, such as MOTAD and target-MOTAD models.  This 

chapter considers each of these techniques and their appropriateness 

for modeling the beef feedlot management problem specific to Southern 

Alberta. 

Empirical studies which have employed these techniques to model 

the beef feedlot management problem are reviewed and the reasons given 

for choosing linear risk programming as the method for this study. 

Dynamic Programming 

Dynamic Programming (DP) has been employed in several studies to 

model beef production systems (Nelson, Meyer, Kennedy, Clark, Yager, 

van Poollen.  DP is essentially a multistage algorithm for optimally 

selecting a sequence of interrelated decisions.  An example of a 

simple, discrete DP model formulation is (Perry): 
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n 
Maximize  I F(ut,wt,t)(l + r)

-t 

t=l 

subject to  wt+l = h(ut,wt/t) 

0 <_  xt <. dt 

where n is the number of stages being analyzed, F(«) is the returns 

function, u is the decision or control variable in stage t, w is 

the state variable in stage t, r is the discount rate, h(#) is the 

equation of motion, and d  is the resource constraint in stage t. 

In respect to continuous feedlot production, the production period 

could be divided into one month stages; the states of nature could be 

defined by feeder and finished beef prices and liveweight levels; and 

the decision variables might be feeding program and animal placement, 

that is, animals to sell, buy or continue feeding. 

Although an effective technique for finding the optimal times and 

liveweights at which to sell and buy cattle, DP has serious 

limitations with respect to the objectives of this study. 

Specifically, DP would not be effective in determining the impact and 

interaction of risk-reducing strategies available to feedlot operators 

because, probabilistic DP models which consider risk tend to be very 

complex and potentially suffer from the "curse of dimensionality" 

(McCarl, 1985).  In addition, DP requires development of a solution 

algorithm specific to the problem under consideration; a difficult and 

time consuming process from the researcher's point of view.  For these 

reasons, DP was not considered the best approach given the objectives 

of this study. 
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Previous DP studies of the beef production process, however, 

provide useful insights and suggestions for future research.  Nelson, 

in an effort to determine the value of an information system to 

feedlot operators, constructed a three-part model of the beef feeding 

process.  His model consisted of a naive cattle price forecasting 

subsystem, a least-cost ration formulation subsystem and a dynamic 

programming feedlot operations scheduling subsystem.  Statistical 

decision theory techniques were incorporated into the dynamic 

programming algorithm along with price forecasting information to 

determine decision actions on number of cattle to buy, number of 

cattle to sell and the feeding program to follow for each sequential 

one month period in the model.  The states of nature in each period 

were various levels of cattle prices and the choice criterion was the 

present value of net returns to the fixed resources over the planning 

horizon. 

A suggestion for future research was development of a more 

reliable price predicting method, such as a quarterly price predicting 

formula based upon cattle-on-feed data.  Another suggestion was a more 

accurate specification of nutrient requirements (mainly energy) in the 

beef feed formulation subsystem and validation of those requirements 

by feeding experiments.  It was also felt that the beef feed 

formulation subsystem should be expanded to consider a larger set of 

feedstuffs. 

Meyer constructed a deterministic dynamic programming feedlot 

model and suggested that available least cost rations at each stage be 

formulated by a linear programming model based on the net energy 
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system.  His algorithm, however, required only the parameter values of 

net energy available for gain, net energy available for maintenance 

and cost per unit of energy for each of the assumed least cost rations. 

Kennedy also formulated the feedlot optimization problem in the 

framework of dynamic programming but was the first to add a linear 

programming subroutine to calculate least cost rations.  Based on the 

British Metabolizable Energy (M.E.) system, the Kennedy model had the 

advantage of being able to provide information on the optimal 

composition of the ration to be fed in each time period.  More 

importantly, by integrating a liveweight sequencing system (the DP 

model) with a ration composition system (the LP model) the Kennedy 

model was better able to capture the interactions of feeding regime, 

feed costs, cattle prices and interest charges.  Kennedy also 

introduced pasture grazing management alternatives into the LP model 

and specified as a constraint available forage as function of stocking 

rate and grass growth.  Although his study was a deterministic 

analysis of the effects of stocking rate changes, he proposed that if 

data on seasonal variation in grass growth and digestibility were 

available a stochastic analysis could be undertaken.  Also of interest 

is Kennedy's suggestion of using the model to evaluate the effect of 

government altered feed and/or cattle prices on optimal feeding and 

marketing policies. 

Clark, also constructed a deterministic dynamic programming model 

for analysis of feeding and marketing strategies for pasture fed beef 

cattle.  Clark extended Kennedy's model by assuming that liveweight 

gains were dependent on the time of year and breed of cattle.  In 
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addition, saleyard prices were made dependent on liveweight and time 

of year. Rather than comparing a range of grassland management 

policies, the Clark model recommended an optimal grassland policy. 

However, Clark proposed that future research consider a stochastic 

dynamic progranuning analysis employing data on pasture yield as a 

function of rainfall and fertilizer coupled with short-term 

forecasting of cattle prices. 

Yager combined a first-order autdregressive model for forecasting 

monthly cow prices with a price-stochastic dynamic programming 

analysis of optimal policies for marketing cull cows.  Van Poolen 

incorporated all segments of the overall beef production system (i.e., 

feedlot, pasture finishing, or culled cows) to examine feed-beef price 

relationships on beef production strategies in Hawaii. 

The major limitation of the above studies is the inability of the 

DP approach to easily accommodate risk.  Stochastic DP problems were 

solved using an expected value criterion, which ignores variance.  For 

Yager's analysis of the cull cow-marketing problem, the assumption of 

a linear utility function, as implied by the expected value criterion, 

was considered appropriate since returns from cow marketing were small 

relative to the entire ranching operation (Yager).  For the feedlot 

operator, however, risk is an important variable since a large component, 

if not all his entire income, is dependent on finished cattle 

marketings.  Thus, risk optimization techniques such as quadratic 

programming or MOTAD (minimization of total absolute deviations) linear 

programming, which are designed to handle risk directly are considered 

more appropriate to the objectives of this study. 
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Linear Programming 

Resource allocation problems under certainty may be formulated in 

a linear programming framework as follows: 

Maximize C'X 

subject to  AX <. b 

X .> 0 

where 

C is a 1 x n vector of objective function coefficients 

X is an n x 1 vector of decision variables 

A is an m x n matrix of resource usages 

b is a m x 1 vector of initial resource endowments 

Several linear programming (LP) models have been constructed to 

model the beef growing and finishing process.  Most have been 

extensions of well-known least-cost ration programs where the 

objective functions have been altered to accommodate profit 

maximization.  Despite the fact that such models do not consider risk, 

they provide a useful design basis for this study.  Two models, by 

Apland and by Sonntag and Hironaka, have a direct influence on the 

model employed in this study. 

Apland used dynamic linear programming to model the growing- 

finishing feedlot process.  Unique to the Apland model versus other 

minimum-cost or maximum-profit ration-formulation linear programming 

models was the endogenous specification of rate of gain in various 

stages of growth. Specifically, the model was used to find the 
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maximum profit feeding strategies for target marketing weights of 950, 

1,000, 1,050 and 1,100 pounds for medium-framed steers with an initial 

weight of 500 pounds.  The number of growth stages specified ranged 

from four for the 950-pound target weight to seven for the 1100-pound 

weight.  For each stage, seven different rates of gain were specified 

ranging from 2.2 to 3.0 pounds per day. 

Apland focused on the impacts of interest rates on optimal feeding 

strategies for beef cattle.  However, he noted that by parametrically 

altering the maximum total days on feed and marketing weights that 

alternate solutions could be combined with expectations of slaughter 

price movements over time to determine optimal feeding and marketing 

strategies.  He also proposed that as new research in cattle nutrition 

( e.g., alternate estimates of nutrient requirements and feed intake 

equations) was completed that the model could be employed to examine 

their economic implications compared to previous formulations. 

Lastly, he proposed that microcomputer versions of the model should be 

constructed with user-oriented matrix and solution report generators 

as described by McCarl (1982).  The incorporation of risk aspects into 

the model was not discussed. 

Sonntag and Hironaka (1976) developed a maximum-profit feedlot LP 

model for Agriculture Canada Research Branch, based on experiments and 

data from Southern Alberta.  Unique features of the model were linking 

the feeding program alternatives with carcass grade output distributions 

and grade pricing and determinating the optimal rations for each of 

three stages of production based on animal digestible energy 

requirements.  The growing and finishing process was arbitrarily split 
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into three stages of twelve weeks duration for stages 1 and 2, and an 

undefined length for stage 3, depending on the rate of gain, low (L), 

medium (M) or high (H), specified in each stage by feeding 

alternatives.  For example, the feeding alternatives of LLH and HHH 

had stage 3 feeding periods of 132 days and 67 days, respectively. 

The structure of the diet formulation component of the model was set 

up so that digestible energy (DE) requirements for alternative feeding 

programs were specified in Meal per head for each stage of the feeding 

period (e.g., 892 Meal for stage 1 for LLH).  Requirements were then 

met from a combination of alternative feeds where the DE content was 

specified in Meal per kilogram of feedstuff.  The risk programming 

models developed in this study are based, for the most part, on the 

Agriculture Canada model developed by Sonntag and Hironaka. 

Quadratic Programming 

The general form of a quadratic risk programming model is given by 

Musser et al. (1984) as: 

Maximize C'X - B X'o X 

subject to  AX <. B 

X >. 0 

where X = activity levels; C = expected returns associated with each 

activity; B = resource restrictions; a = variance-covariance matrix 

of activity returns; and Q equals the quadratic programming (QP) risk 
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aversion coefficient.  For each level of B a unique optimum exists. 

Parameterizing Q  and solving the model repetitively allows for 

determination of an E-V (expected value-variance) frontier. 

Within this general form, Musser et al. (1984) propose a 

generalized risk programming model (GRPM) structure of activity and 

constraint sets, and the variance-covariance matrix.  The activity 

sets defined are (1) production-marketing activities, (2) activities 

for acquiring operating inputs and (3) financial activities.  The 

constraint set can include upper limits on beginning and ending cash 

balances, operating inputs, capital, credit capacity, consumption and 

taxation.  The variance-covariance matrix as a fundamental component 

of the model, links the activities in the activity set via their 

correlations to provide a complete picture of the firm's total risk. 

McCarl and Tice (1982) have noted that computer codes for solving 

QP models have limitations as to size and can be expensive to solve. 

However, recent advances in both computer codes and microcomputer 

hardware have relaxed such limitations (McCarl, 1986). 

Few beef production studies have employed quadratic programming 

because of problems in linking the activities for feed and animal 

production in a manner that would preserve the risk attributes of 

variable feed production.  However, several QP studies that examine 

risk management strategies in livestock and crop production are 

important in relation to the objectives of this research. 

Recognizing the substantial variation in equity and income of 

cattle producers and feeders in the 1970's due to wide variations in 

prices of cattle and purchased feed, Whitson et al. (1976) developed a 
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multiperiod QP model to examine the potential for vertical integration 

(retention of calf ownership through to finishing) to reduce income 

variability.  Whitson concluded that using vertical production 

alternatives in ranch planning was an effective response to risk, but 

that such alternatives should not be evaluated independently of other 

risk responses. 

Falatoonzadeh, Conner and Pope (1985) conducted a portfolio 

analysis of risk management options available to farmers to determine 

which strategy or strategies were most effective in reducing 

variability in net farm income.  Specifically, they simultaneously 

examined five risk management strategies:  crop diversification, 

futures market hedging, forward pricing, cotton seller's call option 

and the federal crop insurance program (FCIP) for a representative 

dryland farm in Knox County, Texas.  Participation in FCIP at high 

production-guarantee and price-election levels was found to motivate 

futures market participation and production uncertainty appeared to 

have a greater effect on income than price uncertainty.  This result 

is opposite from that predicted by the theory presented in chapter 

three.  Such interactions can only be uncovered if farmers and 

researchers are encouraged to look at the whole portfolio management 

picture. 

In comparison to the Falatoonzadeh et al. crop production study, 

portfolio QP studies of risk management strategies in livestock 

production are limited, with most studies investigating only one or 

two alternatives for handling risk.  Since Stabilization is not an 
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option for cattle feeders in the U.S., the alternatives have typically 

involved retention of calf ownership to the stocker or finishing 

phases, and hedging with or without price forecasting. 

Angirasa (1981) and Angirasa et al. (1985) conducted long run and 

short run analyses of cow-calf management strategies but made the 

variables of fertility level, death loss and rates of gain endogenous 

in the production process by linking the various LP and QP models to a 

beef production simulation model.  Their results showed that 

relatively small increases in slaughter cattle prices make stocker or 

finishing enterprises profitable and that producers who are moderately 

averse to risk also tend to partially integrate through the stocker 

phase. 

Linear Risk Programming 

Because of the wide availability and ease of use of linear 

programming algorithms, several LP formulations have been devised to 

accommodate risk analysis (Hazell, 1971; Thomas et al.; Chen and 

Baker; Tauer).  The most popular and widely used approximations of EV 

analysis are the MOTAD (Minimization of Total Absolute Deviations) 

formulation developed by Hazell (1971), and the more recent Target 

MOTAD formulation developed by Tauer.  Because of the availability of 

LP algorithms, linear risk programming was chosen as the solution 

methodology for this study.  Both the MOTAD and Target MOTAD linear 

risk programming formulations were employed in the study. 
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MOTAD Model Structure 

In the MOTAD model, risk is measured as linear deviations from the 

expected value.  Implicitly, due to the assumption of risk aversion, 

risk is undesirable and, hence is minimized.  The trade-off occurs 

between expected value returns (E) and absolute deviations (AD).  The 

E-AD frontier is developed by parametrically solving the model with 

respect to expected value returns, or in the formulation below, by 

parametrically solving the model for different values of the risk 

aversion coefficient, a.  The E-AD frontier has been found to 

closely approximate the corresponding EV efficient set (Hazell, 1971; 

Musser et al., 1984).  The MOTAD model can be formulated as (Hazell, 

1971): 

Maximize I Cj Xj - a I (djj + d^) 

j k 

subject to    £ aij Xj <. b^ for all  i 
j 

£ B^A  XA  - djj    + dfc    =0 for all  k 
j 

X-:,   djg   ,   djj       _>     0 

where 

ejjj  is the deviation from the value expected 
for the jth variable under the k*-*1 

observation = C^A  - ci 

dk is the total summed positive deviation from 
the k*-*1 observation 

djj  is the total summed negative deviation from 
the k*-*1 observation 

a  is the risk-aversion coefficient 
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Since the sum of the negative deviations below the expected value must 

always equal the sum of the positive deviations above the expected 

value, a more compact version of the MOTAD model is possible: 

Maximize Z CA  Xi   - a 1    d^ 

subject to Z  a^j XA <. b^  for all i 

j 

E ejcj Xj + djj 2 0        for all k 

j 

Xj, dk 2 0 

Covariance is approximated within the deviation equations.  As the 

deviation is summed across all of the activities, variation in one 

activity will cancel out opposite variation in other activities. 

Thus, in minimizing deviation the model has an incentive to 

"diversify" taking into account negative covariance.  Use of 

deviations from the expected value also allows for accounting within 

activities of higher moments.  For example, an activity with a large 

negative skewness would enter the optimal solution in a reduced 

quantity over what it would in a quadratic programming solution. 

Thomson and Hazell showed that the MAD (mean absolute deviation) 

estimator may outperform the sample variance in explaining producer 

behaviour when income deviations are skewed.  The MAD estimator may 

also be transformed into standard deviation if returns are normally 

distributed.  Thus, it is possible to derive a trade-off frontier 

between expected return and standard deviation. 
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Several important studies of beef production have used the MOTAD 

formulation.  For example, Gebremeskel noted that budgeting and linear 

programming techniques used to evaluate cow-calf management options 

failed to consider risk due to forage yield and calf price 

variability.  He employed a modified multiperiod MOTAD model, which 

maximized expected net returns subject to parametric restrictions on 

mean absolute deviations in net returns due to calf price and forage 

yield variation.  Interesting aspects of his analysis were the 

conversion of deviations in forage supplies between years into dollars 

through purchase and sale of hay less harvesting and transportation 

costs and the estimation of E-AD efficient sets for long run farm 

plans (re:  forage system, herd size, calving season) coupled with a 

decision theory framework to analyze short run calf marketing 

strategies. 

A major result from his study was that E-AD efficient sets appear 

steeper for livestock producers than for crop producers, implying that 

it would be difficult to conceive of a personal utility function that 

would cause a producer to prefer a solution other than the lowest risk 

E-AD efficient plan. 

Target MOTAD Model Structure 

As mentioned in Chapter two, another approach to the examination 

of risk-return relationships involves a variation of the safety-first 

concept of risk.  Tauer proposed a two-attribute risk and return model 

designed to minimize the expected sum of the negative deviations of 
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the solution results below a target-return level.  Risk is varied 

parametrically so that a risk-return frontier is traced out.  The 

model is formulated as: 

Maximize   Z Cj Xj 

subject to  D a^j Xj <. b^    for all i 

j 

T - I Ckj Xj - yk 
j 

< 0    for all k 

where 

k 

Xj, yk > 0 

Cj Xj is the expected return of the plan or 
solution, 

Cjjj   is the return of activity j for the k"1 

observation, 

T    is the target level of return, 

yjj   is the deviation below T for k*1*1 observation, 

pk   is the probability that the kth observation will 
occur, 

Q    is a constant parameterized from some large 
number to zero. 

The Target MOTAD formulation is useful since decision makers may wish 

to maximize expected return but are concerned about net returns 

falling below a critical target.  By defining risk as the negative 

deviations below a target income, comparisons of the risk-return 

trade-offs between alternatives become more valid.  Risk is measured 
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at a standard reference point (target income) between alternatives, as 

opposed to the MOTAD formulation where the risk-determining reference 

point of expected income varies between alternatives.  Thus, in most 

cases with MOTAD models, the only way to reduce risk is to reduce 

income.  Moreover, alternatives which generate higher relative incomes 

and higher relative standard deviations are risk-increasing in MOTAD 

models, but may be risk-decreasing in Target MOTAD models.  Tauer adds 

the additional rationale that Target MOTAD solutions conform to the 

second degree stochastic dominance requirements (SSD), whereas MOTAD 

solutions may not. McCamley and Kliebenstein, however, point out the 

difficulty of selecting an appropriate target level, and suggest the 

need for other criteria for selection of an optimum strategy from the 

complete set of target MOTAD solutions. 

Summary 

Linear risk programming was selected as the modeling technique of 

choice in this study.  Its ability to deal with alternative risk 

definitions (standard deviation versus negative absolute deviation 

below a target) and the availability LP solution algorithms, made it 

the preferred technique.  Alternative risk modeling approaches 

reviewed included dynamic programming and quadratic programming.  DP 

was rejected because of its limited ability to examine portfolio 

effects, its tendency to cause stochastic models to become large and 

unwieldy, and its algorithmic specificity, which generally requires 

development of a solution algorithm each time a new problem is created. 
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Non-risk linear programming models of the feedlot management 

problem were reviewed for insight into how to model the feedlot 

process to meet the objectives of this study.  Both the Apland (1985) 

and Sonntag and Hironaka (1976) models divided the growth and feeding 

process into stages and specified alternative rate of gain feeding 

activities.  The next chapter details the design of the feedlot model 

employed in this study and outlines and describes the data development. 
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V  DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL AND DATA DEVELOPMENT 

Introduction 

This chapter outlines the production and marketing alternatives 

that form the basis of the decision set inherent in the beef feedlot 

management problem.  A description of the linear risk programming 

models is given followed by an outline of essential data development. 

Input-output parameters and data required to specify the production- 

marketing alternatives are described. 

Representative Production and Marketing Strategies 

To explore the portfolio effects of hedging, Stablization, and 

feeding regime, specification of a representative set of production 

and marketing altenatives was requisite.  Production alternatives are 

described first, followed by marketing alternatives, which are then 

detailed as linked production-marketing activities in the linear risk 

programming models (MOTAD and Target MOTAD models). 

Production Alternatives 

The production alternatives in the feedlot models are based on 

experimental data (Hironaka et al., 1979, 1984, 1985).  Feeding 

activities are essentially as defined in the original Agriculture 

Canada LP feedlot model (Sonntag and Hironaka, 1976).  The alternatives 
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represent particular combinations of eight feeding regimes, three 

slaughter weight possibilities and two breed types.  The two breed 

types represent the smaller framed British cattle (e.g., Hereford 

steers) and the larger framed exotic crossbred cattle (e.g, Charolais 

crossbred steers), respectively.  Slaughter weights for British breed 

steers are 386 kg (850 lb), 432 kg (950 lb) and 477 kg (1050 lb).  For 

crossbred cattle the slaughter weights are 523 kg (1150 lb), 568 kg 

(1250 lb) and 614 kg (1350 lb).  The feeding alternatives are limited 

to eight choices (i.e., LLH, LMH, LHH, MMM, MMH, MHH, HML, and HHH) as 

defined in the previous Agriculture Canada model (Sonntag and 

v 22/ 
Hironaka, 1976).    The low and medium rates of gain simulate 

stocker programs in which the low rates of gain are achieved through 

either feed restriction or low diet energy concentration such as hay 

diets (Hironaka, Sonntag and Kozub, 1979).  The resulting breed, 

target weight and feed regime combinations represent 2 x 3 x  8 = 48 

different production alternatives, of which 17 are considered in the 

model (table 4). 

Notation convention for the production alternatives is described 

as follows.  In alternatives HHH1, HHH2, HHH3; "1", "2",   and "3" 

represent the target slaughter weights of 386 kg (850 lb), 432 kg (950 

lb) and 477 kg (1050 lb), respectively.  When no number is specified 

e.g. LLH, HML, etc. the target slaughter weight is 477 kg (1050 lb) 

for the British feeder steer.  The "C" in feeding regimes CLLH etc. 

22/..H../ »M.. and ..L" refer to high, medium and low rates of 

gain. 
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refers to "crossbred", implying a heavy feeder calf.  In feeding 

regimes CHHH1, CHHH2, CHHH3, USCHHH3; "1", "2", and "3" represent the 

slaughter weights of 523 kg (1150 lb), 568 kg (1250 lb) and 614 kg 

(1350 lb), respectively. 

Table 4  Production Alternatives Included in the Linear Risk 
Programming Models 

Days on Feed 

Production 
Alternative Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Total Finishing Date2, 

LLH 84 84 132 300 August 30 
LMH 84 84 109 277 August 7 
LHH 84 84 90 258 July 19 
MMM 84 84 128 296 August 26 
MMH 84 84 88 256 July 17 
MHH 84 84 77 245 July 6 
HML 84 84 122 290 August 20 
HHH1 84 83 0 167 April 19 
HHH2 84 84 22 190 May 12 
HHH3 84 84 67 235 June 26 
CLLH 84 84 120 288 August 18 
CLMH 84 84 108 276 August 6 
CMMM 84 84 114 282 August 12 
CHML 84 84 123 291 August 21 
CHHH1 84 84 80 248 July 9 
CHHH2 84 84 126 294 August 24 
CHHH3 84 84 178 346 October 15 
USCHHH3 84 84 178 346 October 15 

The USCHHH3 alternative is the same as CHHH3 except that the 

finished live animal is shipped and marketed into the United States 

(e.g., Pasco, Washington). 

23'starting date on feed is assumed to be November 4, for all 
production alternatives. 
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Since cattle in different production alternatives finish on 

different days, their associated net income returns should reflect 

differences in seasonal slaughter prices, interest charges on money 

tied up in feeders and feed, yardage charges and health costs. 

For the production alternatives, nutrient specifications other 

than energy and protein are based on literature values and industry 

practices (Sonntag and Hironaka, 1976).  Digestible energy (DE) 

requirements are determined from expericmental data (Hironaka et al., 

1986) and allow the rate of gain in each of the three stages of 

production to be endogenous to the linear risk programming models. 

The rate of gain specified (L, M or H) for each stage, the initial 

weight, type of feeder and target slaughter weight define the length 

24/ 
of the feeding period and the DE requirement for each stage.    The 

linear risk programming models then maximize profit subject to the 

risk constraints by selecting, for each stage of production, an 

optimal production alternative or combination of production 

alternatives, and a least cost diet from available feed constituents 

to meet the determined DE requirements.  The least cost diet selected 

represents a linear interpolation of the diets that would be 

determined for each of the production-marketing alternatives in 

solution separately had the model been formulated with a set of 

nutritional constraints for each production-marketing 

24/The rates of gain, "L", "M" and "H" specified for each 
production alternative are detailed in Table 7. 
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25/ alternative.    The amount of each feed constituent used times its 

unit cost is subtracted as a cost in the objective function.  In 

addition, as an approximation of the feed interest costs, a prorated 

interest charge is included within each feeding activity based on the 

barley equivalent value of total energy used times the annual interest 

rate times the number of days on feed divided by the number of days in a 

? fi / 
year (365), all divided by 2.    Also included as costs of each 

feeding activity are yardage, buying and selling costs, mortality losses 

and a prorated interest charge on the feeder cost. 

Marketing Alternatives 

Superimposed on the production alternatives is a set of marketing 

alternatives.  Specification of the variance of net income in risk 

programming methodologies requires that the activities be additive 

rather than multiplicative.  Since separate production and marketing 

activities, as specified in a linear programming framework, have a 

multiplicative effect on net income, they must be combined in a risk 

programming formulation (Musser, Mapp, and Barry, 1984, p. 135).  The 

25/This type of block diagonal formulation of the feedlot 
problem greatly expands the size of feedlot LP matrix, but is the more 
correct formulation as it determines a diet for each of the 
production-marketing alternatives in solution.  The compact model 
formulation was selected since it yielded nearly identical results in 
terms of total feed constituents used, feed costs and the relative 
proportions of the production-marketing alternatives in solution.  A 
detailed discussion of the two formulations and comparison of their 
solutions results is given in Appendix B. 

2^/The investment in feed inventory is assumed to be one-half of 
the amount of feed required for the entire feeding period. 
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production-marketing activities are formulated to facilitate 

investigation of the portfolio effects of various feeding, hedging and 

Stabilization regimes.  Specifically the marketing alternatives form a 

representative "set" of hedging and Stabilization strategies available 

to Southern Alberta feedlot operators.  Hedging strategies for feeder 

cattle, principal feeds e.g., barly and interest rates are not 

included since the major problem of focus is finished cattle price 

risk.  The basic "set" includes hedging of the Canadian dollar to 

determine if the variability in the basis can be reduced. 

The set of hedging alternatives are:  (1) no hedge, (2) routine 

hedge and (3) routine hedge with a Canadian dollar hedge.  In addition 

to the hedging alternatives, a Stabilization alternative was defined 

following specifications and guidelines of the existing Tripartite 

National Beef Stabilization Plan (Agriculture Canada, 1986). 

Feedlot Linear Risk Programming Models 

To construct the feedlot MOTAD and Target MOTAD models, previous 

linear programming models of beef cattle feeding (Apland; Sonntag) 

were modified using research data available from Agriculture Canada 

(Hironaka, 1979, 1984, 1985, 1986).  Base data and parameters, such as 

feedstuff nutrient values, historical futures market and live cattle 

prices, feed constraint limits and Canadian Tripartite Beef 

Stabilization plan prices and levies, are linked into the models via a 
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27/ 
matrix generator developed using (GAMS) (Kendrick and Meeraus). 

The components of the MOTAD model are described below in the format of 

objective function and deviation rows, input acquisition activities, 

production-marketing activities and constraint set.  Figure 16 

displays a diagram of the MOTAD model structure for the LLH-CASH 

alternative in stage one of the feeding program.  Modifications to the 

MOTAD model, to formulate the Target MOTAD model, are also detailed. 

The MOTAD Objective Function and Deviation Rows 

Formulation of the feedlot MOTAD model objective function required 

consideration and in corporation of the two aspects of EV analysis, 

namely, expected value and variance of returns to cattle feeding.  The 

specific calculation of expected value is discussed first, followed by 

a discussion of variance (or standard deviation).  Lastly, the 

complete objective function is defined. 

^ fa 
The expected value of net revenue per head for the i 

production-marketing alternative, E(NR.), for any time period in the 

series 1976-87 was determined using simple exponential smoothing of 

28/ 
in-sample data.    For each production-marketing alternative a 

smoothing constant was determined based on the minimum mean squared 

error criterion for the associated historical (1976-86) net revenue 

(gross revenue minus feeder and estimated feed costs) series (Table 5). 

27/A complete GAMS listing of the MOTAD model is given in 
Appendix A. 

28/See Abraham, Bovas and Ledolter, p. 85-89. 
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In calculating net revenue per head for any year of the data period 

1976-86, the feed costs (as represented by the barley equivalent 

energy cost), feeder cost, interest rate and slaughter prices existing 

in that year were used. 

Implicit assumptions in the exponential smooting process are that 

the feedlot manager forecasts the next year's net revenue per head 

based on a weighted average of the last year's net revenue per head 

and the last period's forecast of net revenue per head, and is 

familiar with the historical pattern of net revenue per head for each 

of the production-marketing alternatives under consideration.  Also 

assumed is the fact that mean net revenue per head changes slowly over 

time due to the effects of the cattle cycle.  Thus, it is reasonable 

to give more weight to the most recent observations and less to 

observations in the distant past. 

The technique of simple exponential smoothing facilitated a 

determination of the exact weights for calculation of E(NR.) (table 

5).  The higher the smoothing constant, the more rapidly the weights 

decline into the past.  Since the smoothing constants obtained range 

all the way from 0.99 to .01, one could argue that the producer would 

have to be relatively sophisticated to have separate forecasting 

models for each production-marketing alternative.  Since the attempt, 

in using the expontial smoothing model, is to model the producer's 

"naive" forecasts, an alternate approach would be to use a constant 

smoothing value for all of the production and marketing alternatives 

(e.g., 0.5).  However, since producer's involved in hedging have large 
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Table 5  Simple Exponential Smoothing Constants by 
Production-Marketing Alternative 

Marketing Alternatives 

Production 
Alternatives CASH SHEDG CHEDG TSP 

LLH 0.31 0.49 0.44 0.46 
LMH 0.01 0.62 0.55 0.32 
LHH 0.01 0.29 0.30 0.37 
MMM 0.34 0.43 0.39 0.36 
MMH 0.01 0.54 0.43 0.38 
MHH 0.01 0.01 0.34 0.36 
HML 0.36 0.83 0.68 0.50 
HHH1 0.45 0.96 0.93 0.50 
HHH2 0.29 0.99 0.99 0.32 
HHH3 0.01 0.32 0.01 0.05 
CLLH 0.39 0.99 0.87 0.53 
CLMH 0.23 0.53 0.43 0.45 
CMMM 0.29 0.99 0.55 0.47 
CHML 0.39 0.94 0.79 0.53 
CHHH1 0.25 0.36 0.29 0.40 
CHHH2 0.31 0.99 0.95 0.47 
CHHH3 0.01 0.50 0.49 0.25 
USCHHH3 0.99 0.17 0.21 

operations and in some cases employ market analysts and consultants, 

the more sophisticated model was employed in this study. 

The variance component of the E-V model was estimated as the 

mean-sguared forecast error of the series (1976-86) of one-year ahead 

forecasts of net revenue per head.  McSweeny notes that this measure 

of risk relies totally on past forecast errors, recognizing that they 

are likely to dominate subjective risk perceptions of the decision 

maker.  In the M0TAD model this risk is estimated by the deviation 

matrix of 1976-86 observed net revenues per head minus the 

(forecasted) expected value net revenues per head. 
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The detailed objective function is: 

3  72 2        3   m        3        11 
MAX Z = I   T E(NR.) Y.-Z PF.F. -E   E C  Q -I  M B -a* I   (d, + + d ~) 

ii    ] ]        zs zs    z z       k    k 
z=l i=l        j=l     z=l s=l     z=l      k=l 

where  Z = risk adjusted net returns over feeder animal, 
feed, feed processing costs; marketing charges; 
other specific feedlot operation costs and 
interest charges on feed and feeders 

E(NRi) = expected value forecast of net revenue per head for the 
itn production-marketing alternative per animal for the 
current (1986-87) feeding year29/ 

Y^ = number of animals fed under i*-*1 feeding-marketing 
program 

PFj = feeder price ($/kg) for jth type of feeder(e.g., British 
breed. Exotic breed) at point of sale. 

Fj = weight (kg) of jth type of feeder 

Czs = cost ($/kg/hd/stage) of s
th feedstuff used for the zth 

stage at point of sale. 

Qzs = quantity (kg) of s
th feedstuff used in the zth stage 

Mz = feed mixing charge ($/tonne) for z^ stage 

Bz = quantity of feed mixed (tonnes) in z"
1 stage 

a = risk coefficient 

4» = conversion factor (converts deviates to standard normal 
deviates^0/ 

^'Calculation details are explained under the description of the 
production-marketing activities.  NR^ is a estimated net revenue per 
head of the i"1 production-marketing alternative since feed costs are 
estimated by the energy requirement cost of barley.  The 72 production- 
marketing alternatives result from 18 production alternatives times 4 
marketing altenatives. 

30/<}> is defined as the square root of ((12 x ir)/YR(YR-l))) 
where ir = 22/7 and YR = the number of years of observations, and the 
variable transformed is assumed to be normally distributed. 
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djj  = positive deviation value for the kth year 

djj = negative deviation value for the k*-*1 year 

Linked the objective function is a set of deviation rows as 
follows: 

72 
I NRDEV., - d, + + d " = 0  for k = 1 to 11 rows 

. _       ik   k    k 
i=l 

where NRDEVj^ = the calculated deviation (net revenue for the ith 

production-marketing alternative for the kth year 
minus the expected value forecast of net revenue for 
the kth year) 

Input Acquisition Activity Set 

The structure of the input acquisition activity set in the MOTAD 

model is designed to facilitate diet formulation in each of the three 

feeding stages implied by the production (feeding) alternatives.  To 

accommodate the possibility that three different diets may be 

required, ingredient options and diet specifications appear in the 

model in sets of three.  For example, digestible energy (DE) 

requirements for the alternative feeding programs are specified in 

31/ Meal per head for each stage of the feeding period.    The crude 

protein, calcium and other nutrient requirements are calculated in a 

similar manner except that they are specified as minimum levels rather 

than as an equality.  Feedstuffs considered in the model are specified 

Sl/por example, 892 Meal for stage 1, for stage 1, 1028 Meal for 
stage 2 and 3894 Meal for stage 3 of the LLH feeding alternative. 
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in sets of three; for example, oatsl, oats2/ oats3, as defined by the 

stages of the feeding program.  A mixing charge activity and a vitamin 

A treatment charge activity are specified for each stage. 

Production-Marketing Activity Set 

The production and marketing alternatives described above define 

32/ 
72 production-marketing activities in the model.     For each 

marketing alternative a unique formula is defined for the 

determination of its estimated net revenue per head contribution to 

the objective function, i.e., NR., as defined above.  The activities 

and their NR (net return) formulae are defined as follows: 

1.  Cash Marketing Production-Marketing Alternatives (i = 1 to 18) 

4 
NR.  = [ I     P G  ]. -V. -(rB.T./2) 

g=1 g g i  i 

where   P„ = price ($ per kg) for the 
gth grade of carcass 

Gg = quantity (kg) of g^ grade of carcass 

V^ = non-feed variable costs33/ of i^ activity 

r = interest rate per day 

T^ = number of days on feed for ith activity 

32/Eighteen production alternatives times four marketing 
alternatives equals 72 production-marketing activities. 

33/Includes yardage, buying and selling charges, death loss and 
interest on feeder cost. 
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B^ = barley equivalent energy cost of the feed used 
per day for the i^ production-marketing alternative 

2.  Routine Hedge Production-Marketing Alternatives (i = 19 to 36) 

NR.   = [ Z     P  G  ]. -V. -(rB.T./2) 
i     ,ggi  i   ii g=l 

+ { (Rli * Eli) - <ROi * EOi) ) {18,182 * Ci) 

where RI^ = closing futures price (U.S. $/kg) on date 
cattle placed on feed for a contract near 
to the selling date (in cents per kg) for 
the ith activity 

EIj^ = exchange rate ($ Can/$ U.S.) on date cattle 
placed on feed for the i^*1 activity 

EOi = exchange rate ($ Can/$ U.S.) on date cattle sold 
for the ith activity 

ROi = closing futures price (U.S. $/kg) when cattle 
sold for slaughter for the i*-*1 activity 

Ci = number on contracts hedged which equals number 
of cattle fed divided by 40 and rounded down 
to the nearest integer (assumes a 1,000 lb steer) 

3.  Routine Hedge with Canadian Dollar Hedge Production-Marketing 
Alternatives (i = 37 to 54) 

NR.   = [ Z  P  G  1. -V. -(rB.T./2) 
g=l  g g x       1 

+ { (RI. * El.) - (RO. * EO.) } {18,182 * C.} 
ii      ii i 

+ {TEI. - TEO.} * D. 
"•i     iJ    i 

where TEIi, TEOi = futures price on Canadian Dollar 
($ Can/ U.S. $) at time cattle are 
put on feed and soild, respectively. 

34/ 

34/18,182 represents the kilogram weight of a 40,000 pound live cattle 
futures contract. 
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D^ = number of Canadian dollars hedged = 
approximated value of cattle to be sold 

4.  Stabilization Production-Marketing Alternatives (i = 55 to 72) 

NR. = [ Z   P  G  ]. -V. -(rB.T./2) + S - ir 
g=1  g g i  i 

where S = stabilization payout per finished animal 
ir = producer portion of the stabilization levy 

Constraint Set 

The constraint section of the model divides into nutrient (e.g., DE, 

CP, Calcium, etc.) balance constraints, ingredient limit constraints and 

35/ 
ingredient ratio constraints.     The balance constraints for energy, 

protein, calcium and phosphorus ensure that the nutrient requirements of 

each production alternative are met or exceeded.  The constraints impose 

limits on certain diet ingredients to ensure palatability and to prevent 

digestive problems (toxicity, bloat) and to stay within industry 

guidelines.  These are based largely on industry experience, and are: 

1. Urea <. 0.5 percent of the diet, 

2. Salt <. 0.25 percent of the diet, 

3. Beet pulp <_  5 percent of the diet, 

4. Canola meal <. 10 percent of the diet, 

5. Molasses <. 2.5 percent of the concentrate portion of the diet 
and plus 5.0 percent of the forage portion of the 
diet. 

35/The individual constraints are detailed in Appendix A. 
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6. Vitamin A = 30, 35, and 40 thousand I.U. per day in stages 

one, two, and three, respectively, 

7. Limestone <. 1.5 percent of the diet. 

The ingredient ratio constraints specify that one ingredient or 

nutrient be set in a certain proportion to another.  For example, a 

minimum calcium to phosphorus ratio in the diet is set to 1.3 to 1, 

meaning that the gram weight of calcium supplied by the diet must be 

greater than or equal to 1.3 times the gram weight of phosphorus 

supplied by the diet. 

Target MOTAD Model Adjustments 

Only minor adjustments to the MOTAD model were necessary to 

accommodate a Target MOTAD formulation.  The input acquisition 

activity set, the production and marketing activity set, and the 

constraint set remain unchanged.  The objective function was changed 

to: 

3  72 2       3  m       3 
MAX Z = I        I   E(NR).Y.-3: PF. F. -I        I  C  Q -I  M B 11     j j zs zs    z z 

z=l i=l       j=l     z=l s=l     z=l 

The deviation rows of the MOTAD model were dropped, and replaced by the 

following risk rows, and an expected shortfall from the target row: 

3  72 2       3 m       3 
E   Z E(NR).Y.-I PF.F. -I I  C  Q -I 11     j   j zs zs 

z=l i=l       j=l z=l s=l     z=l 

50 - I       I  E(NR).Y.-I PF.F. -I       I  C  Q -I  M B  - y, <.  0 ii    j   -j zs zs   z z  ■'k 
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where y^ = the deviation below the target net revenue per head of $ 50 
for the kth year (k = 1 to 11 for years 1976 to 1986)36/ 

11 
£ (1/11) yjj = 0, where Q  is set to some acceptable level for the 

k=l expected sum of the deviations below $ 50 
and (1/11) defines the probability 
associated with each k"1 or yearly 
observation. 

Data Development 

Data from a variety of sources are used in this study.  Cattle 

growth data and nutrient requirements were obtained from Agriculture 

Canada Research Branch experiments conducted at Lethbridge, Alberta, 

Canada (Hironaka, 1979, 1984, 1985, 1986) and from personal 

communication with scientists at the Lethbridge station. 

Representative feedlot statistics and information on the distribution, 

size and feeding practices of Southern Alberta feedlots were obtained 

from several sources.  These included:  a University of Saskatchewan 

feedlot study (Rosaasen, 1985), Alberta Agriculture publications 

(Alberta Agriculture, 1980, 1981), a set of studies prepared by 

Lakeside Research (Lakeside Research, 1986, 1987a, 1987b) and personal 

communication with livestock specialists and feedlot operators in 

Southern Alberta. 

36/^11 other variables are as previously defined.  The target net 
revenue per head value of $ 50 was selected because it approximates 
mean net revenue per head values determined for each of the production 
alternatives for the cash marketing alternative.  The mean net revenue 
per head values generally ranged from about $ 30 to $ 70 (see table 18), 
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Information on the National Tripartite Beef Stabilization Plan was 

obtained from Agriculture Canada Policy Branch staff (Agriculture 

Canada, 1986).  Grading and marketing information, including 

historical time series data on price-grade differentials were obtained 

from the Alberta Cattle Commission Canfax services, and from Canada 

Livestock and Meat Trade Reports (Agriculture Canada, 1976 to 1987). 

Information on feed barley, feeder, stocker and slaughter cattle 

prices was obtained from Alberta Agriculture IP Sharp database. 

Data on interest rates were obtained from Statistics Canada CANSIM 

database.  Information on futures market was obtained from Wall Street 

Journal editions (1976-87) and from the University of Guelph 

Agricultural Economics database.  The following sections detail the 

feedstuff data, production data, historical financial data and current 

financial data used in the models. 

Feedstuff Data 

Feedstuffs made available in the models included those typically 

available to Southern Alberta feedlot operators.  Reported feed 

composition values were employed in the models (Agriculture Canada, 

1981).  Table 6 details the feedstuffs available in the models and 

their feed composition values, which are similar to those determined 

for Saskatchewan feedstuffs (Christensen and Steacy, 1980). 
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Table 6 Composition of Southern Alberta Feedstuffs 

Digestible Crude Dry 
Energy Protein Calcium Phosphorus Matter 

Mcal/kg g/kg g/kg g/kg % 

Feed Barley 3.42 10.6 0.4 3.4 88 
Feed Wheat 3.44 13.7 0.4 3.5 88 
Feed Oats 3.13 9.9 0.6 3.1 88 
Grain Corn 3.47 9.0 0.3 3.0 88 
Beet Pulp 3.22 9.0 6.7 1.0 90 
Molasses 2.65 6.7 1.6 0.3 77 
Soybean Meal 3.44 47.0 3.0 6.5 90 
Canola Meal 3.26 38.0 4.0 9.4 90 
Dehy Alfalfa 2.40 17.0 13.0 2.3 90 
Alfalfa Hay 2.25 15.2 14.9 1.9 92 
Brome Hay 2.20 7.98 3.9 1.3 90 
Grass-Legume Hay 2.42 11.8 10.0 1.7 90 
Cereal Hay 2.74 8.0 2.5 1.9 90 
Barley Straw 1.75 4.1 2.8 0.9 90 
Oat Straw 1.87 3.9 2.2 0.9 90 
Wheat Straw 1.70 3.6 1.9 0.7 90 
Cereal Silage 2.78 14.3 4.6 3.5 31 
Supplement 2.86 32.0 30.0 10.0 90 
Corn Silage 2.89 9.3 9.7 2.2 30 
Urea 0.0 262 0.0 0.0 100 
Dicalcium 0.0 0.0 230 185 95 
Rock Phosphate 0.0 0.0 300 181 95 
Limestone 0.0 0.0 380 0.0 95 
Salt 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 95 
Vitamin A 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 

Source: Hironaka and Sonntag, 1976. 

Production Data 

Much of the production data employed by the models was derived 

from experiments conducted by the Lethbridge Research Station 

(Hironaka, 1979, 1984, 1985, 1986).  Basic production data generated 

for each of the 17 production alternatives (e.g., LLH, HHHl, CHHH3, 
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etc.) included:  rates of gain in each feeding stage (kg per day), 

days on feed, dressing percentages, grade distributions (% Al, A2, A3 

and A4), digestible energy requirements (Meal per day) and crude 

protein requirements (grams per day). 

Table 7 displays the rates of gain (kg per day) per feeding stage 

associated with each of the production alternatives.  Feed was 

restricted to achieve goals of 0.5 kg per day gain for the "L" (low) 

rate of gain designation, and 0.8 kg per day for the "M" (medium) rate 

of gain designation.  Diets were fed ad libitum for the "H" (high) 

rate of gain designation (Hironaka, 1979). 

Table 7 Rates of Gain (kg per day) by Production 
Alternative and Stage of Feeding 

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 

LLH 0.50 0.50 1.39 
LMH 0.50 0.80 1.45 
LHH 0.50 1.50 1.10 
MMM 0.80 0.80 1.04 
MMH 0.80 0.80 1.51 
MHH 0.80 1.40 1.07 
HML 1.65 0.80 0.50 
HHH1 1.0 1.11 0.0 
HHH2 1.0 1.3 1.31 
HHH3 1.0 1.3 1.10 
CLLH 0.53 0.82 1.28 
CLMH 0.53 0.97 1.40 
CMMM 0.63 1.02 1.12 
CHML 0.87 0.95 0.91 
CHHH1 0.87 1.32 0.94 
CHHH2 0.83 1.29 1.02 
CHHH3 0.89 1.33 0.98 
USCHHH3 0.89 1.33 0.98 
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Table 8 details the beginning and ending weights, dressing 

percentages and grade distribution experimental results by production 

alternative.  Approximately 94 percent of cattle marketings in Alberta 

grade into the "A" grade categories (Considine, 1986). 

Table 8 Dressing Percentages and Grade Distributions (Percent in 
"A" Grade Categories) by Production Alternative 

- We ight - 
Dressing - Grade Distribution END BEG 
Percent Al A2 A3 A4 kg kg 

LLH 56.9 6.5 29.7 36.1 27.7 477 210 
LMH 57.4 15.8 31.9 32.6 19.7 477 210 
LHH 58.6 0 0 63.8 36.2 477 210 
MMM 56.8' 20.1 53.2 26.7 0 477 210 
MMH 58.4 6.4 25.8 33.5 34.2 477 210 
MHH 59.3 0 7.0 56.7 36.3 477 210 
HML 56.8 21.1 42.5 36.3 0 477 210 
HHH1 56.0 25.0 56.3 0 18.75 386 210 
HHH2 55.8 25.0 37.5 31.25 6.25 432 210 
HHH3 59.0 3.1 6.2 34.9 55.8 477 210 
CLLH 57.3 62.5 37.5 0 0 523 250 
CLMH 58.0 62.5 37.5 0 0 523 250 
CMMM 56.7 88.5 12.5 0 0 523 250 
CHML 56.8 81.2 18.8 0 0 523 250 
CHHH1 57.6 18.8 56.2 25.0 0 523 250 
CHHH2 59.6 26.7 40.0 33.3 0 568 250 
CHHH3 60.4 21.4 28.6 28.6 21.4 614 250 
USCHHH3 60.4 21.4 28.6 28.6 21.4 614 250 

Table 9 displays a comparison of the Canadian beef grading system 

with that of the United States.  Table 8 data on the "CHHH3" grade 

distribution, dressing percentage and ending weight, and table 9 data 

comparing U.S. grade categories to the Canadian Al to A4 categories 

formed the basis for pricing decisions of overweight "CHHH3" steers 

marketed in the United States (USCHHH3).  Essentially, the CHHH3 
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steers grading Canadian Al or A4 were assumed to grade U.S. Good, 

while those grading Canadian A2 or A3 were assumed to grade U.S. 

Choice.  Thus, according to the CHHH3 grade distribution, approximately 

42.8 percent of the CHHH3 steers would grade U.S. Good, and would be 

discounted appropriately from the quoted price for Choice steers. 

Crude protein requirements in the model were calculated by a 

formula derived from experimental data and used in one of the later 

versions of the original Agriculture Canada feedlot model.  Its format 

is: 

Crude Protein Requirement per Feeding Stage (kg) = 

(326.9 + (0.915 x Average Weight (kg) in the Stage) + 

(124.4 x Rate of Gain (kg/day) in the Stage)) • 

(Number of Days on Feed in the Stage) • .001 

A more recent factorial method for calculating protein requirements 

was available; however, it was unable to be used in the models as it 

determined the crude protein requirement partly on the basis of the 

digestible energy concentration of the diet (Hironaka, 1986).  Also 

because the least-cost diet selected by the models is a function of 

the crude protein requirement and the crude protein requirement is a 

function of the diet selected, a circular reference problem exists 

that creates complications for mathematical programming models.  Also 

because the additional precision of the newer method was not that 

crucial for the majority of feedstuffs routinely fed by commercial 

feedlots, the simpler formula was employed in this study. 
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Table 9  Comparison of Canadian and U.S. Beef Grading Systems 

Current U.S. Grades 

  Current Canadian Grading System   
  Specifications   
Warm Carcass Wt.    Fat Cover 

Grades        (lbs) (inches) 

Good 
Standard 

Choice 
Prime 

Prime 
Choice 

Commercial 

Al 

A2 

A3 

A4 

300-499 
500-699 
700 + 
300-499 
500-699 
700 + 
300-499 
500-699 
700 + 
300-499 
500-699 
700+ 

.2-.3 

.2-.4 

.3-.5 

.31-.5 

.41-.6 

.51-.7 

.51-.7 

.61-.8 

.71-.9 

.71+ 

.81+ 

.91+ 

Source:  Considine, Kerr, Smith and Ulmer, 1986. 

The DE requirements for the British breed alternatives (LLH, 

LMH, etc.) are determined by using an equation derived from the data 

(Hironaka et al., 1986): 

DE = 105 W0,75 (3.684 - 0.003231 W)*00 (28) 

R-SQR = .817 

where 

DE = total digestible energy intake requirement (kcal/day) 
for cattle fed on diets containing > 3300 kcal kg-1 

W = weight (kg) of an animal 

ADG = average daily gain (kg). 
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In comparing DE values estimated for crossbred steers fed to 

higher target weights with actual experimental values, it was found 

that equation 28 underestimates digestible energy requirements, thus, 

actual experimental values were employed to determine the DE 

requirements for the crossbred feeder production alternatives (e.g., 

CLLH, CHML, CHHH3, etc.) (table 10). 

Table 10  Digestible Energy Requirements (Meal) per Stage of Feeding 
for the crossbred feeder Production Alternatives 

Production Stage Stage Stage 
Alternative 1 2 3 Total 

CLLH 1126 1533 4141 6800 
CLMH 1153 1801 3817 6771 
CMMM 1275 1851 3318 6444 
CHML 1463 1905 3103 6471 
CHHH1 1596 2352 2499 6447 
CHHH2 1581 2493 3785 7859 
CHHH3 1619 2393 5286 9298 

Since the experimental data was generated through individual steer 

feeding trials, the applicability of the determined DE requirements 

and formula to the commercial group feeding situation was investigated 

by comparing weight gains and digestible energy requirements 

experienced in commercial feedlots with those generated from the 

experiments.  Lakeside research reported a feeding trial on 1762 

steers fed from weights of approximately 363 kg to 592 kg (Lakeside 

Research, 1987a, p. 48).  Results from the trial are compared in table 

11 with values determined for a similar weight period using the 

Lethbridge Research Station experimental data (Hironaka, 1985) and 
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with predicted values based on National Research Council (NRC) 

recommendations (NRC, 1987).  Digestible energy required per kilogram 

of gain was similar between the Lakeside data and the Research Station 

data for both the early and late feeding periods.  This tends to 

validate the DE equation (equation 28) and data employed in the models 

to estimate DE requirements.  NRC predicted values were relatively low 

(34.68 versus about 40) for the late feeding period, indicating that 

NRC equations underpredict energy requirements for late feeding period 

when the steers are building fat rather than muscle tissue. 

Historical Financial Data 

To estimate the historical (1976-86) net revenue per head for each 

of the production-marketing alternatives, data were required on:  feed 

barley prices, feeder prices, interest rates, the Consumer Price Index 

(CPI), Canadian livestock carcass grade prices and discounts, U.S. 

live cattle grade prices and discounts, transportation costs, Chicago 

Mercantile Exchange live cattle futures prices, Canadian dollar 

futures prices, seasonal slaughter cattle price indices and estimated 

Tripartite Stabilization Plan payouts and levies.  For each production- 

marketing alternative, input costs were matched with the starting 

37/ 
date, which was November 4 for all years.    Output prices and 

37/This date corresponds to the peak of the traditional Fall 
calf sales run experienced in Alberta and Saskatchewan (Lakeside 
Research, 1986, p. 13-21. 
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Table 11 Comparison of Actual DE versus Predicted DE Values 

Early Feeding Period Late Feeding Period 

Research Research 
Lakeside NEC Station Lakeside NRC Station 

Parameter Data Data Data Data Data Data 

No. of Steers 1762 14 1762 14 
Beg weight (kg) 362.27 362.27 360.74 550.91 550.91 550.71 
Final weight (kg) 546.36 546.36 550.71 592.27 592.27 600.49 
Avg weight (kg) 454.32 454.32 455.73 571.59 571.59 575.60 
Weight Gain (kg) 184.09 184.09 189.97 41.36 41.36 49.78 
Days on feed 116 116 190 42 42 62 
Avg Daily Gain kg/d 1.59 1.59 1.00 1.00 1 0.803 
DM conversion-(kg 
of diet/kg of gain) 3.05 7.64 5.05 5.05 12.25 
DE (Mcal/kg gain) 24.42 24.24 25.23 40.47 34.68 39.18 
Total DE (Meal) 4510 4462 4793 1674 1435 1950 

values were matched with the last date of the feeding period, which 

varied depending on the production alternative (table 4). 

Input Prices and Costs 

Feed barley prices, feeder steer prices, the Canadian bank prime 

interest rate and the Consumer Price Index for the period 1975-86 are 

displayed in table 12.  The conditional relationship between feed 

barley price and feeder steer price is evident from table values:  as 

barley price decreases, feeder steer price increases, and vice-versa. 

This reflects the bidding up of feeder calf prices when relatively 

inexpensive feed supplies are available.  The estimated net revenues 

per head for each year 1976-86 were calculated using the feed barley 

price, feeder price and interest rate reported on November 4 of the 
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Table 12 Input Prices and Cost Factors for the period 1975-86 

November 4 values 1 

Feed3/ Feederb/ Consumer^ 
Barley Steer Interestc/ Price 
Price Price Rate Index 

Year ($ per tonne) ($ per 100 kg) (percent) (1981=100) 

1975 95.99 50.60 10.75 61.0 
1976 91.50 65.45 10.75 62.9 
1977 80.38 105.60 9.25 67.9 
1978 62.00 189.20 12.50 73.9 
1979 98.75 231.00 16.00 80.7 
1980 133.20 207.90 14.75 88.9 
1981 107.00 159.50 18.25 100.0 
1982 96.45 182.60 14.00 110.8 
1983 119.00 185.35 12.00 117.2 
1984 144.70 186.12 13.00 122.3 
1985 130.90 195.80 11.00 127.2 
1986 84.00 234.30 10.75 126.0 

Sources: a/ Alberta Agriculture, IP Sharp Database, 1987, Weekly 
Cash Feed Barley Prices for Lethbridge, Alberta. 
Alberta Agriculture, IP Sharp Database, 1987, Weekly 
Cash Feeder Steer Prices for Calgary and Southern Alberta. 
Statistics Canada, CANSIM University Base 1986, 
Chartered Bank Prime Business Loan Rate, 

d/ Agriculture Canada, Policy Branch, Handbook of 
Selected Agricultural Statistics, 1974-1986 editions. 

b/ 

c/ 

previous year.  For example, the net revenue per head calculated for 

1976 reflects costs and returns arising from the 1975-76 feeding 

period that began on November 4, 1975.  The Consumer Price Index was 

used to deflate estimated net revenue per head values to 1981 constant 

dollars.  Historical values (in 1981 constant dollars) for various end 

of the feeding period costing parameters, such as, cattleliner 
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transportation rates and Canadian and U.S. discounts on overweight 

cattle were determined from their 1987 values deflated by the Consumer 

Price Index to 1981 dollars and subtracted from calculated yearly net 

38/ 
revenue per head amounts. 

Output Prices and Values 

Data requirements encompassing the returns side of the historical 

net revenue per head calculation varied according to marketing 

alternative.  The cash marketing alternative required data on Canadian 

carcass grade prices and discounts, and on U.S. grade prices, 

discounts and transportation costs from Alberta to U.S. markets.  The 

futures marketing alternatives required additional data on U.S. live 

cattle futures prices, Canadian dollar futures prices and exchange 

rate values.  The Tripartite Stabilization Plan marketing alternative 

required data on historical payouts and levies per head.  Output price 

data and values employed in the study are discussed below under the 

appropriate marketing alternative headings. 

38/since a time series was not available on overweight discounts 
it was assiuned that their constant dollar value would remain the same 
from year-to-year.  In fact they vary weekly with packing plant 
capacity utilization and local carcasses supply and demand conditions. 
Average discounts for 1987 were employed in this study. 
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Cash Market Data 

Among the factors that affect beef carcass pricing in Canada, the 

Montreal wholesale price for dressed carcasses is paramount, and is 

quoted weekly in various farm publications for Al, A2 steers and 

heifers and Dl, D2 cows.  It also represents the only published series 

39/ 
of carcass prices for the A3 and A4 grades.    A 1976 report on the 

Canadian Beef System notes (Agriculture Canada, 1976): 

"The most important channel for the sale of dressed beef, in 
terms of price determination, is the weekly shipment of carload 
lots of Alberta beef to the Montreal wholesale trade.  The 
weekly settlement of this price sets the pattern for beef trading 
throughout the country." 

Although the beef trade has shifted somewhat to a north-south movement, 

(Western Canada to the U.S.) the Montreal wholesale price still 

determines the levels and differentials on carcass grade prices paid 

on direct-to-packer sales in Alberta and Saskatchewan.  In addition, 

it has a determining influence on live slaughter cattle prices.  For 

these reasons, the Montreal wholesale price, less an estimated 

transportation and processing cost differential between Calgary, 

Alberta and Montreal, Quebec, was selected as the basis for 

determining gross revenue per head.  The transportation and processing 

S^'ln 1987 83.2 percent of cattle marketed in Alberta graded 
into the A grades (Agriculture Canada, 1987).  Of those only 9.6 
percent graded A3, A4.  For this reason only Al, A2 railgrade and 
wholesale prices are reported in Alberta.  Thus, the Montreal 
wholesale price series was the only published series for A3, A4 
carcasses.  The preferred price series would have been Alberta 
direct-to-the packer or railgrade prices for all A grades. 
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Montreal Wholesale Carcass Grade Prices and Montreal-Calgary 
Price Differentials for the LLH Production Alternative 
($/100 kg) on August 30 of each year40/ 

Carcass Grade Category Montreal- 
Calgary Price 

Year Al A2 A3 A4 Differential 

1976 162.80 162.80 151.80 140.80 10.65 
1977 171.60 171.60 160.60 149.60 16.50 
1978 239.80 239.80 228.80 217.80 12.10 
1979 301.40 301.40 279.40 268.40 9.35 
1980 316.80 316.80 305.80 292.60 22.66 
1981 310.20 310.20 288.20 277.20 27.50 
1982 305.80 305.80 283.80 272.80 24.20 
1983 288.20 288.20 266.20 255.20 32.67 
1984 319.00 319.00 297.00 286.00 36.23 
1985 288.20 288.20 255.20 244.20 23.65 
1986 312.40 312.40 290.40 279.40 34.87 

Source:  Alberta Agriculture, IP Sharp Database, 1987. 

cost differential was calculated yearly (1976-86) as the difference 

between the Montreal Al, A2 wholesale carcass price and the Calgary Al, 

A2 direct-to-the-packer carcass based price (railgrade price).  Table 

13 details the Montreal wholesale carcass grade prices and estimated 

transportation and processing cost differentials for the LLH production 

41/ 
alternative.     For the period 1976-86 no price differential existed 

between Al and A2 carcasses; however, since May of 1987 a premium of 

40/For each production alternative, the selling or finishing date 
varies as documented in table 5. 

41/A complete listing of the Montreal prices for all the 
production alternatives is given in Appendix A under Table LPR 
(F,YR,GD,) ACTUAL LIVESTOCK CARCASS PRICES.  The Montreal-Calgary price 
differential in $ per 100 lb is given in Appendix A under table MARK 
(F,YR,*) HISTORICAL MARKETING CHARGES under column DIFF. 
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approximately $ 6.60 per 100 kg has been offered by packers for Al 

carcasses over A2 carcasses.  This reflects a continuing preference by 

consumers for leaner beef (Cattlemen, Oct. 1987). 

In addition to price differentials between grades, Canadian packers 

also impose overweight discounts depending on market conditions.  The 

discounts vary weekly, but for 1987 averaged $ 4.40 per 100 kg for 

carcasses between 330 kg and 375 kg, and $ 8.80 per 100 kg for 

carcasses over 375 kg (Canfax, 1987).  The CPI was used to deflate the 

1987 discount of $ 4.40 per 100 kg to determine a 1981 constant dollar 

discount for the period 1976-86.  For the CHHH3 production alternative 

(where carcasses weigh 371 kg) the determined overweight discount was 

applied in calculating historical net revenue per head. 

For CHHH3 cattle marketed into the U.S. (USCHHH3) determination of 

net revenue per head was based on the Washington-Oregon U.S. Choice 

grade live steer price (U.S. $ per cwt) minus discounts for yield grade 

(%  Y4's) and carcass grade (%  grading Good versus Choice), and minus 

customs duty ($ 1 per cwt) and transportation costs from Southern 

Alberta to Pasco, Washington.  The Washington-Oregon price series is 

displayed in table 14.  The CPI was used to deflate 1987 U.S. yield and 

grade discounts to 1981 constant dollars.  The assumption was made that 

5 percent of the USCHHH3 cattle would obtain yield 4 grade, and that 

approximately 42.8 percent would grade Good rather than Choice.  The 

estimated U.S. carcass yield was set at 3 percent higher than the 

Canadian yield (Grainews).  The 1987 discount for yield grade 4 was 

U.S. $ 20 per cwt., while the 1987 discount for grading Good rather 
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the U.S. market were based on a 1987 cost of $ 2.85 per loaded mile for 

a 50,000 pound capacity cattle liner. A 1981 constant dollar transport 

charge for the historical period (1976-86) was determined using the CPI 

to deflate the 1987 transport cost. 

Table 14  Washington-Oregon Live Slaughter Steer Prices and Carcass 
Calculated Prices for Choice 2-3 USCHHH3 Steers Marketed 
into the U.S. with 63.4 percent carcass yield for the 
period 1976-86 for the USCHHH3 finishing date of October 15 

Wash-0regona/ 

Slaughter Steer      Exchangeb/ 

Price Rate       Canadian Dollar Price 
Year    (U.S. $ per cwt) ($ Cdn/ $ U.S.)  ($ per 100 kg Carcass) 

.9730 124.92 
1.1033 167.00 
1.1835 222.79 
1.1747 262.92 
1.1650 278.70 
1.1988 266.23 
1.2276 259.34 
1.2319 254.35 
1.3286 279.80 
1.3660 284.69 
1.3893 291.67 

Sources: a/0regon State University, AREC Dept., 1988. 
b/Wall Street Journal (October 15 issues 1976-86). 

Futures Market Data 

To calculate net revenue per head for the production alternatives 

employing hedging, several items of data were required in addition to 

that detailed under the cash alternative.  Data collected (for 

November 4 and the relevant finishing dates of each production 

1976 37.00 
1977 43.62 
1978 54.25 
1979 64.50 
1980 68.94 
1981 64.00 
1982 60.88 
1983 59.50 
1984 60.69 
1985 60.06 
1986 60.50 
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alternative) included: the Chicago Mercantile Exchange live cattle 

futures closing prices, the Chicago Mercantile Exchange closing prices 

for the Canadian dollar, and the exchange rate ($ Cdn/$ U.S.)*  Table 

42/ 
15 details these items for the LLH production alternative. 

Table 15 Futures Market Informati on for t he LLH Production 
Alternative on November 4th and August 30th of 
the following year43' 

Closing CME Closing NYSE 
Live Cattle Exchange Can. Dollar 
Future s Price Rate Futures Price 
(US $ per cwt) ($ Cdn/$ US) ($ US/$ Cdn) 

Feeding 
Year Nov 4 Aug 30 Nov 4 Aug 30 Nov 4 Aug 30 

1975-76 39.50 41.18 1.0216 0.9818 1.0065 1.0136 
1976-77 44.50 38.90 0.9720 1.0751 1.0060 0.9292 
1977-78 40.00 53.18 1.1059 1.1459 0.8995 0.8691 
1978-79 60.05 68.45 1.1727 1.1682 0.8640 0.8561 
1979-80 71.50 68.72 1.1818 1.1593 0.8575 0.8651 
1980-81 73.70 66.93 1.1718 1.2107 0.8578 0.8312 
1981-82 63.65 61.65 1.2068 1.2377 0.8205 0.8053 
1982-83 57.92 55.98 1.2227 1.2314 0.8104 0.8116 
1983-84 61.65 63.66 1.2331 1.2990 0.8130 0.7701 
1984-85 62.52 56.11 1.3115 1.3619 0.7568 0.7333 
1985-86 58.85 60.97 1.3666 1.3924 0.7271 0.7176 

Source: Wall Street Journal editions (1975 -1986) 

42/A complete listing for all the production alternatives is 
given in Appendix A Table MARK (F, YR,*) HISTORICAL MARKETING CHARGES. 

43/For each production alternative, the finishing day varies as 
documented in table 5. 
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Tripartite Stabilization Plan Market Data 

National Tripartite Stabilization Plan quarterly price supports, 

payout levels and levies for the period 1972-87 were estimated and 

provided by Agriculture Canada (Agriculture Canada, Policy Branch, 

44/ 
1987).    For each production alternative, the appropriate 

last-quarter-of-the-year levy ($/cwt) was selected to match the 

starting date of cattle placed on feed.  Payouts ($/cwt) were selected 

Table 16 Estimated Tripartite Slaughter Cattle Stabilization 
Plan Payouts and Levies for the LLH Production 
Alternative4^ 

Feeding 
Year 

Following Year 
4th Quarter 3rd Quarter 
Unit Levy TSP Payout 
($/cwt) ($/cwt) 

1.05 5.36 
.89 0 

1.06 0 
1.52 0 
1.82 1.91 
1.93 3.15 
1.72 0 
1.70 1.48 
1.77 0 
1.92 6.81 
1.90 0 

1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 
1985-86 

Source: Agriculture Canada, Policy Branch, 1987. 

44/See Appendix C for details. 
4
^
/
'A complete listing of all the production alternatives is 

given in Appendix A under TAble MARK (F, YR, *) HISTORICAL MARKETING 
CHARGES. 
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according to the upcoming quarter in which the cattle would finish. 

Table 16 details the estimated TSP payouts and levies for the LLH 

production alternative. 

Current Financial Data 

Using the above historical information to forecast net revenue per 

head for the current (1986-87) feeding period and to assess the risk 

impact associated with the various production-marketing alternatives/ 

the models were employed to examine decision strategies for the 

1986-87 feeding year.  Three possible input price scenarios were 

considered: 

1. Low grain-low forage-high feeder prices, 

2. High grain-high forage-low feeder prices, 

3. Actual November 4, 1986 grain-forage-feeder prices. 

The first two scenarios represent the extremes of the feed-feeder 

price relationship.  When feed prices are relatively low, feeder 

prices tend to be bid up to relative highs, and vice-versa.  The low 

and high price levels represent the range extremes for the period 

1975-1987.  For example, feed barley prices reached a high of $ 120 

per tonne, and a low of $ 55 per tonne during that period.  Table 17 

details the feedstuff and other price levels for the three pricing 

scenarios.  Relative price rankings of the feedstuffs for 1986-87 

reflect traditional price relationships existing in Southern Alberta. 
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For example, feedmill prices for oats in Southern Alberta have 

generally equalled or exceeded prices paid for barley (Lakeside 

Research, 1987a). 

Summary 

This chapter outlined the linear risk programming models used in 

this study.  Both the MOTAD and Target MOTAD formulations were 

detailed.  Data development and data employed in the models was 

described.  The next chapter details the results of the study. 
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Table 17  Input Price Scenarios Employed for the 1986-87 Feeding Period 
(1986-87 Dollars) 

High Grain Low Grain 
High Forage Low Forage 

Nov. 1986 Low Feeder High Feeder 
Price Price Price 
Levels Levels Levels 

84.00 120.00 55.00 
99.00 150.00 80.00 
85.20 130.00 85.00 

131.00 170.00 130.00 
113.00 120.00 110.00 
30.00 32.00 25.00 

170.00 175.00 170.00 
161.00 145.00 135.00 
73.70 115.00 90.00 
68.70 110.00 85.00 
68.70 110.00 85.00 
68.70 110.00 85.00 
34.30 55.00 42.50 
34.30 55.00 42.50 
34.30 55.00 42.50 
50.03 65.00 60.00 
40.00 45.00 40.00 
55.00 68.00 63.00 
30.00 30.00 30.00 
57.80 57.80 57.80 
55.00 55.00 55.00 
8.00 8.00 8.00 

19.80 19.80 19.80 
82.00 82.00 82.00 
7.00 7.00 7.00 
1.00 1.00 1.00 

10.75 10.75 10.75 
234.30 150.00 250.00 

Feed Barley, tonnea/ 

Feed Wheat, tonne 
Feed Oats, tonne 
Grain Corn, tonne 
Beet Pulp, tonne 
Soybean Meal, 100 kg 
Canola Meal, 100 kg 
Dehy Alfalfa, tonne 
Alfalfa Hay, tonneb/ 

Brome Hay, tonne 
Grass Legume Hay, tonne 
Cereal Hay, tonne 
Barley Straw, tonne 
Oat Straw, tonne 
Wheat Straw, tonne 
Cereal Silage, tonne 
Supplement, 25 kg 
Corn Silage, tonne 
Urea, 100 kgc/ 

Dicalcium Phosphate, 100 kg 
Rock Phosphate, 100 kg 
Limestone, 100 kg 
Salt, 100 kg 
Vitamin A, 100 kg 
Buying Charges, per head 
Selling Charges, per head 
Interest, percent^ 
Feeder Price, 100 kge/ 

Sources:  a/ Grain Prices—Alberta Agriculture, IP Sharp Database. 
b/ Hay Prices—Alberta Agriculture, Economic Services 

Division, Statistics Branch, 1987. 
c/' Mineral Prices—Alberta Agriculture, Agricultural Prices 

and Indexes Newsletter, Statistics Branch, 1986. 
d/ Statistics Canada, CANSIM University Base 1986. 
e/ Feeder Prices—Alberta Agriculture, IP Sharp Database. 
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VI  RESULTS 

Introduction 

This chapter presents results from the MOTAD and Target-MOTAD 

models.  General results for the period simulated (1976-86) are 

presented first, followed by results for the forecast year (1986-87) 

and results pertaining to each of the study objectives. 

General Historical Results 

For each year of the historical period (1976-86) estimated net 

revenue per head was determined for each production-marketing 

alternative and expressed in 1981 constant dollars.  To determine if 

the net revenue levels calculated by the feedlot models were consistent 

with actual values for the period, net margin levels determined by 

Canfax for a steer calf were compared to those determined by the models 

46/ 
for the comparable LLH-CASH production-marketing alternative. 

Figure 17 displays the Canfax versus modelled net margins in real 

dollars for the historical period.  The closeness and correlated 

46/Net margin values for the Canfax steer calf assumed a 450 lb 
steer calf on feed for 250 days from November to July of the following 
year to achieve a final weight at cash sale of 1050 lb.  The comparable 
production-marketing alternative in the models is LHH-CASH representing 
a 450 lb British breed steer calf on feed for 258 days from November 4 
to July 19 to achieve a final weight at cash sale of 1050 lb. 
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CANFAX ACTUAL VS. MODELLED NET MARGINS 
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Figure 17  Canfax versus modelled net margins to cattle feeding in 
Southern Alberta, 1977-1986 
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movement of the values indicate that the model estimated the levels of 

net margins experienced by the feedlot industry in Southern Alberta 

over this time period with acceptable accuracy. 

Table 18 details the values of average net revenue per head for the 

various production-marketing combinations for the period simulated 

(1976-86).  The Tripartite Stabilization Program marketing strategy 

(TSP) had the highest average net income per head for every production 

alternative during this period.  Regardless of the feeding alternative, 

the TSP generated a higher average net income per head than any other 

marketing plan.  For example, for the CHHH1 feeding alternative, the 

TSP generated $16 more than received on the cash market.  The highest 

net income per head feeding strategy varied depending on the associated 

marketing strategy.  For example, for the hedging alternatives it was 

"CHHH2", that is, the feeding of a crossbred steer calf (250 kg) to a 

slaughter weight of 568 kg on a high rate of gain diet in each stage of 

the feeding period.  The "CHHH2-CHEDG" alternative had a mean net 

income per head of $58.  The highest feeding-marketing combination for 

the period was "HHH2-TSP", which had a mean net income per head of 

$81.  Increasing the weights of crossbred steers from 568 kg to 614 kg 

resulted in reductions in average net income per head due to shifts in 

the grade distribution toward the A3 and A4 grades, and discounts for 

overweight carcasses.  Marketing overweight (614 kg) steers into the 

U.S. market was on average not as profitable as marketing the same 

cattle into Canada (USCHHH3 versus CHHH3).  Hedging of the Canadian 

dollar resulted in an improvement in the performance of hedging. 
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Table 18 Average Net Revenue Per Head for the 
pe; riod 1976- -86 
(Constant 1981 Dollars) 

Marketing Alternatives 
Product: 

Alternat: 
Lon 
Lves CASH SHEDG CHEDG TSP 

LLH 23 1 15 36 
LMH 29 16 34 43 
LHH 28 17 26 42 
MMM 63 41 56 77 
MMH 51 29 43 65 
MHH 61 36 51 75 
HML 19 2 17 33 
HHH1 42 (7) 5 55 
HHH2 67 19 29 81 
HHH3 58 36 52 74 
CLLH 38 17 35 54 
CLMH 40 27 45 55 
CMMM 46 29 48 61 
CHML 43 30 46 58 
CHHH1 64 26 40 80 
CHHH2 62 40 58 79 
CHHH3 62 21 41 72 
USCHHH3 36 (5) 13 

For example, mean net income per head, for the CHHH1 production 

alternative, increased from $26 for simple hedging (SHEDG) to $40 for 

a routine hedge combined with a Canadian dollar hedge (CHEDG). 

The risk reducing capabilities of the various production and 

marketing strategies are revealed in tables 19, 20 and 21.  Table 19 

displays the historical standard deviation in net revenue per head for 

the various production-marketing alternatives.  Table 20 displays the 

one-step-ahead forecast error standard deviation for the historical 

period, while table 21 displays the average negative deviations from a 

target income of $50. 
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Both hedging and stabilization, reduced risk (as defined by 

historical standard deviation) over the cash alternative (table 19). 

For example, for the CHHHl production alternative hedging reduced the 

standard deviation from $119 for the cash alternative to $87 for SHEDG 

and $88 for CHEDG.  Stabilization reduced the standard deviation to 

$115. 

A similar result held for forecast error risk.  With the exception 

of CHHH3-TSP, one-step-ahead forecast error standard deviation was 

reduced by hedging or stabilization over the cash marketing 

Table 19  Historical Standard Deviations for the 
period 1976-86 
(Constant 1981 Dollars) 

Marketing Alternatives 
Production 

Alternatives CASH SHEDG CHEDG TSP 

LLH 93 49 51 89 
LMH 82 50 60 73 
LHH 102 46 54 94 
MMM 93 57 58 90 
MMH 102 56 61 94 
MHH 108 73 80 103 
HML 91 37 44 89 
HHH1 91 61 64 66 
HHH2 110 67 69 85 
HHH3 102 57 62 81 
CLLH 104 49 56 104 
CLMH 95 67 74 91 
CMMM 104 58 66 100 
CHML 104 49 57 104 
CHHHl 119 87 88 115 
CHHH2 113 44 53 109 
CHHH3 130 62 63 130 
USCHHH3 117 54 68 
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alternative. Production-marketing alternatives with relatively low 

historical forecast error standard deviation included: CHHH2-SHEDG 

($18), CHHH2-CHEDG ($39), HML-SHEDG ($20) and HML-CHEDG ($33). 

However, in examining table 21, which defines risk in terms of the 

average negative deviation below a target income of $50 per head, 

certain production-marketing alternatives, such as HHH1-SHEDG, 

HHH2-SHEDG, CHHH1-SHEDG, CHHH3-SHEDG, USCHHH3-SHEDG, HHH2-CHEDG, 

HHH3-CHEDG and CHHH1-CHEDG, actually increased risk.  This occurred 

because of the drop in mean net income per head associated with these 

alternatives.  For example, for the HHH1 alternative, simple hedging 

(SHEDG) increased the average negative deviation below $50 to $61 per 

head from $39 for the cash alternative.  Stabilization was the only 

marketing alternative that not only decreased risk (as defined by 

standard deviation or average deviation below $50), but also increased 

mean net income per head over the cash alternative.  For example, for 

the CHHH1 alternative, stabilization (TSP) increased average net 

revenue from $64 for the cash alternative to $80 and reduced average 

negative deviation risk from $40 per head for the cash alternative to 

$30 per head. 

For the hedging alternatives, the lowest average negative 

deviation risk feeding alternative for the period was the feeding of a 

crossbred steer to 568 kg (CHHH2). For the cash marketing alternative 

it was the feeding of a British breed steer to 477 kg on a medium rate 

of gain diet in each feeding stage (MMM). Under Stabilization it was 

HHH3, the feeding of a British breed steer to 477 kg on a high rate of 

gain diet in each feeding stage (table 21). 
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Production-marketing alternatives with relatively low average negative 

deviation risk included: CHHH2-SHEDG ($25), CHHH2-CHEDG ($16), 

HHH2-TSP ($19), HHH3-TSP ($17) and MMM-CHEDG ($21). 

Table 20  One-Step-Ahead Forecast Error 
Standard Deviation for the 
period 1976-86 
(Constant 1981 Dollars) 

Marketing Alternatives 
Production 

Alternatives CASH SHEDG CHEDG TSP 

LLH 94 48 48 87 
LMH 85 49 62 75 
LHH 104 47 65 96 
MMM 94 57 56 89 
MMH 104 50 60 96 
MHH 113 110 83 10 
HML 92 20 33 87 
HHH1 104 68 71 74 
HHH2 122 76 80 92 
HHH3 106 58 64 83 
CLLH 104 28 40 101 
CLMH 99 58 70 92 
CMMM 107 45 60 101 
CHML 104 34 45 101 
CHHH1 123 95 95 117 
CHHH2 115 18 39 107 
CHHH3 130 59 58 135 
USCHHH3 128 63 83 
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Table 21  Average Negative Deviation Below 
a Target Income of $50 for the 
period 1976-86 
(Constant 1981 Dollars) 

Marketing Alternatives 
Production 

Alternatives CASH SHEDG CHEDG TSP 

LLH 53 52 43 45 
LMH 43 41 35 31 
LHH 52 42 39 43 
MMM 30 30 21 22 
MMH 39 34 27 30 
MHH 36 37 33 27 
HML 55 49 39 48 
HHH1 39 61 50 24 
HHH2 36 48 40 19 
CHHH3 35 30 24 17 
CLLH 46 42 33 38 
CLMH 42 41 33 33 
CMMM 41 38 29 32 
CHML 44 33 26 35 
CHHH1 40 48 41 30 
CHHH2 33 25 16 23 
CHHH3 36 42 29 35 
USGHHH3 53 63 52 

General Results for • the 1986-87 Forecast Year 

Although the general historical results give some estimate of the 

best overall marketing and production strategies for the long term, 

the ranking of such strategies may change for any specific year. 

Forecasted net revenues per head for the 1987 feeding period were 

developed using simple exponential smoothing techniques, as referenced 

in chapter 5.  Table 22 displays the 1987 forecasted net revenues per 

head for each of the production-marketing alternatives.  For all but 

two of the production alternatives, namely CLMH and CMMM, the 
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Table 22  Forecasted Expected Values of Net Revenue Per Head 
and Differences between Marketing Alternatives 
for the 1986-87 Feeding Year (1987 Dollars) 

Marketing Alternatives Differences between Marketing Options 

Prodn 
Options  CASH SHEDG  CHEDG  TSP 

shedg- chedg- tsp- chedg- tsp-  tsp- 
cash  cash cash shedg shedg chedg 

LLH (41) (67) (54) (38) -26 -13 3 13 28 15 
LMH (8) (45) (29) (5) -37 -22 3 15 40 24 
LHH (59) (27) (19) (44) 32 40 15 8 -17 -24 
MMM 5 (18) (5) 10 -23 -10 5 13 28 15 
MMH (33) (52) (49) (15) -19 -15 18 4 37 33 
MHH (35) (96) (49) (12) -61 -14 23 47 84 37 
HML (40) (46) (31) (36) -6 9 4 15 10 -5 
HHH1 (14) 18 45 14 32 59 28 27 -4 -31 
HHH2 (42) 17 32 (3) 59 84 40 15 -19 -35 
HHH3 (110) (51) (82) (51) 59 28 59 -31 0 31 
CLLH (27) (31) (15) (19) -4 12 8 15 12 -4 
CLMH (6) (59) (45) (9) -52 -38 -3 14 50 36 
CMMM (6) (69) (19) (9) -63 -13 -3 50 60 10 
CHML (22) (14) 0 (13) 8 22 9 14 1 -13 
CHHH1 (38) (15) (6) (28) 23 32 10 9 -13 -22 
CHHH2 (3) (20) 0 4 -18 3 6 21 24 4 
CHHH3 (6) (59) (35) (1) -52 -28 5 24 58 33 
USCHHH3 (32) (31) (18) 1 14 32 13 31 18 
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Tripartite Stabilization Plan was forecast to outperform the cash 

marketing alternative.  Forecast value differences between TSP and 

SHEDG or CHEDG were mixed, with TSP expected to perform better than 

SHEDG or CHEDG for only some of the production alternatives.  With the 

exception of the HHH3 alternative, hedging of the Canadian dollar 

combined with a routine live cattle hedge (CHEDG) was forecast to 

perform better than a routine live cattle hedge alone (SHEDG).   The 

best single production-marketing combination was forecast to be 

HHH1-CHEDG, the feeding of a British breed steer calf from 210 kg to 

386 kg to achieve a net revenue per head of $45. This was $40 above 

the best cash marketing production alternative of MMM. 

For each production-marketing alternative, the associated value in 

table 22 represents the estimated level of net revenue per head 

expected in the current (1986-87) feeding period as based upon current 

46/ 
feed costs and the weighted average of past net revenue values 

Adjustments for actual feed and feeder costs are made in the models' 

objective functions depending upon the feeder price specified and the 

quantities and prices of the feeds formulated in the solution diets. 

Given the expected level of net revenue, three alternate input price 

^''The "smoothed" forecast value of expected net revenue per 
head represents a geometric weighted average of past net revenue 
values.  The weights decline for values further in the past and the 
rate at which the rates decline depends on the value selected for the 
single exponential smoothing constant.  High values for the smoothing 
constant (e.g., 0.90 to 0.99) cause the weights to decline rapidly and 
essentially consider only the recent observation (table 5). 
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scenarios were employed to determine the sensitivity of the results to 

47/ 
input price extremes.  The input price scenarios were: 

1. High forage-high grain-low feeder prices, 

2. Low forage-low grain-high feeder prices, 

3. Actual Fall 1987 forage-grain-feeder prices. 

For each of the input scenarios and complete models (Target MOTAD 

and MOTAD models with all defined production-marketing alternatives) 

risk efficiency frontiers were generated to display the highest 

expected value-minimum risk production-marketing plans at various 

levels of risk aversion.  By parameterizing the risk aversion 

coefficient (a)   in the MOTAD model from 0.0 to 1.8, basis 

change solution points were used to draw out an expected 

value-standard deviation (Es) frontier.  Similarly, by parameterizing 

49/ 
the Target MOTAD omega (fl)   value of acceptable mean absolute 

negative deviations below the target income of $ 50, basis change 

solution points were used to draw out an expected value-absolute 

negative deviation (EA) frontier.  In this manner Es and EA frontiers 

were developed for each of the input price scenarios.  Results of 

model runs under these input price scenarios are presented in the 

sections that follow. 

47/gee table 17 for a description of input price values. 
48/See the detailed MOTAD objective function as detailed in 

chapter 5 under the section "The MOTAD Objective Function and 
Deviation Rows". 

49/See the deviation row constraints for the target MOTAD model 
as detailed in chapter 5 under section "Target MOTAD Model 
Adjustments". 
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Results Pertaining to the Study Objectives 

This next section details the results that address the specific 

objectives of the study.  Testable hypotheses in the study objectives 

include: 

1. The risk reducing strategies of hedging and Stabilization 

will increase firm level slaughter cattle output in terms of 

slaughter weight per head, 

2. Portfolio effects will exist between the specified production 

and marketing alternatives, 

3. Participation in Stabilization will decrease the level of 

conventional hedging, 

4. Publicly supplied Stabilization will be more effective than 

privately supplied hedging at reducing risk, and 

5. Hedging performance will be increased by hedging Canadian 

dollar. 

Output Effects of Risk Reducing Strategies 

To determine whether output increased under hedging or 

stabilization, separate model runs were conducted for each 

risk-reducing marketing alternative employed in combination with the 

cash marketing alternative.  Results were compared with model runs 

employing only the cash marketing alternative.  Orientation of the 

expected value-standard deviation (Es) and expected value-average 

negative deviation (EA) frontiers for the risk-reducing alternatives 
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were checked against those for the cash alternative.  Target weights 

associated with the efficient feeding plans were examined. 

Hedging 

Hedging was postulated to result in an increase in slaughter cattle 

output since the production decision depends not on the expected cash 

price, but on the certain futures price.  With the addition of basis 

risk the postulated increase in output was shown to depend on the basis 

variance being less than the cash price variance.  Partial hedging was 

predicted to occur when the discounted expected spot price is greater 

than the futures market price, or if diversification of the cash and 

futures positions permits a reduction in risk. 

Figure 18 details the Es (Expected Value-Standard Deviation) 

frontiers for the CASH, CASH-SHEDG, and CASH-CHEDG combinations of 

marketing alternatives.  The addition of the hedging alternatives 

(SHEDG and CHEDG) to the cash marketing alternative (CASH) resulted in 

an upwards-and-to-the-left movement of the Es frontiers.  It was 

expected that the reduction in risk associated with the SHEDG and CHEDG 

strategies would permit finishing of cattle to higher weights since the 

risk costs are decreased.  On a per head basis, kilograms of live 

cattle produced increased at the higher risk parameter levels for the 

strategies of CASH-SHEDG (a>1.0) and CASH-CHEDG (a>1.4) versus CASH 

(figure 19).  At these risk parameter levels standard deviation 

forecast error risk dropped substantially enough ($43 down to $18 for 

CASH-CHEDG, and $31 down to $17 for CASH-SHEDG) to cause the model to 
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diversify away from lower weight production alternatives (HHH1, MMM), 

to higher weight production alternatives (HHH2, CHHH2, USCHHH3, 

CHML).50/ 

Stabilization 

Participation in the Tripartite Stabilization program was 

hypothesized to result in an increase in slaughter cattle output 

(higher slaughter weights or heavier feeder types) due to truncation of 

the output price probability distribution at the support price.  Since 

the producer only pays one-third of the levy, the negative income 

effect of the levy cost on output should be less than would be the case 

under alternative insurance schemes, e.g., purchase of a put option on 

the live cattle futures market, where the producer pays the full cost 

of the insurance premium.  However, figure 19 details a lower output, 

at all risk coefficient levels, for the CASH-TSP alternative versus the 

CASH, CASH-SHEDG or CASH-CHEDG alternatives.  This result is opposite 

to that hypothesized and points out the complications arising from the 

inclusion of time and grade effects in the models.  In other words, 

despite a reduction in risk and associated costs, time and grade 

effects make a lower weight alternative more profitable than a higher 

weight alternative might be.  In addition it is worthwhile noting that 

S^Similar results were obtained for the alternative risk 
definitions (standard deviation forecast error or average negative 
deviation below a target income) and input price scenarios.  (see 
figures D-l to D-7 in Appendix D). 
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the results show inclusion of the TSP alternative alone with the CASH 

alternative raises net income but has little effect on forecast error 

standard deviation risk. 

Portfolio Effects 

Chapter three hypothesized that diversification of the production 

and marketing alternatives would be risk-reducing.  To test this 

hypothesis, complete (includes all production and marketing 

alternatives) model runs were made for each of the three input price 

scenarios and for each of the Target MOTAD and MOTAD models. 

Figures 20 and 21 display the efficient Es and EA frontiers for the 

1986-87 grain-forage-feeder price input scenario.  For the MOTAD model/ 

diversification proceeds from the highest expected value net revenue 

per head production-marketing alternative of 100 percent HHH1-CHEDG 

toward a mix of alternatives that involve less hedging with some 

involvement in the TSP and the cash market (figure 20).  Some of the 

alternatives selected at high risk aversion levels have relatively high 

expected value and low forecast risk standard deviation (e.g., CHML- 

CHEDG with $0 expected value and $34 standard deviation), but most 

(e.g., LMH-CASH, USCHHH3-CHEDG and HHH1-TSP) have relatively moderate 

expected values ($-8 to $14) with high forecast standard deviations 

(about $80).  They are selected by the model because of their 

diversification potential, i.e., their ability to reduce risk in 

51/See figure 25. 
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combination with the other alternatives.  Regardless of the mix of 

production alternatives, hedging of live cattle and the Canadian dollar 

(CHEDG) falls only to 71 percent as the level of risk aversion 

increases.  At the higher risk aversion levels (a = 1.0 to 1.8) from 

17 to 26 percent of the cattle are suggested to be held to the higher 

weight of 634 kg and be marketed into the U.S.  This compares closely 

with the 15 to 20 percent of Alberta fed cattle which were exported to 

the U.S. in the summer of 1987 (Agriculture Canada, 1987).  Two of the 

risk-efficient plans (3 and 6) on the Es frontier indicate 27 and 17 

percent, respectively, of the cattle production should be enrolled in 

the Stabilization Plan.  As diversification of the production and 

marketing plans reduce forecast error risk, slaughter weight per head 

averages also increase from 386 kg to 469 kg, indicating the move to 

higher output as risk costs decline.  Results for the high forage-high 

grain-low feeder price and low forage-low grain-high feeder price 

scenarios were similar to those for the 1986-87 price scenario (figures 

D-8 and D-9). 

Target MOTAD results for the 1986-87 grain-forage-feeder price 

scenario involve very similar production alternatives (e.g., MMM, HHH1, 

HHH2, CHHH2) in the risk efficient plans as those selected in the MOTAO 

model (figures 20 and 21).  Diversification again proceeds from the 

risk neutral solution of HHH1-CHEDG and from the risk averse but high 

expected value alternatives (e.g., HHH1-CHEDG, HHH2-CHEDG, CHHH2-TSP, 

MMM-TSP) to those with moderate expected values and low average 
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52/ 
negative deviation risk (e.g., HHH3-TSP and CHHH2-CHEDG). 

Involvement in the TSP ranges from an initial risk-averse solution 

(plan 2,   figure 21) value of 21 percent of cattle fed up to a value of 

48 percent at higher risk averse levels.  As average negative deviation 

risk falls, diversification proceeds from 3 percent of the fed cattle 

in the higher weight production alternative CHHH2 to 21 percent in plan 

7 and 71 percent in plan 8 (figure 21).  Similar results were obtained 

for the other price scenarios (figures D-10 and D-ll) except that for 

the high grain-high forage-low feeder price scenario the initial level 

of TSP participation was higher (31 percent) and the diversification 

into the CHHH2 alternative occurred only at the higher risk aversion 

levels.  Higher feed costs of this scenario are likely the reason for 

these differences. 

Effects of Stabilization on Hedging Levels 

Participation in the Tripartite Stabilization Plan was hypothesized 

to decrease the level of conventional hedging.  To test this hypothesis 

model run results for the cash-hedging strategies only, were compared 

with run results where the TSP strategy was added.  For the 1986-87 

input price scenario, the Es frontier for the CASH-Hedge-TSP run, was 

52/gee tables 21 and 22.  The alternatives mentioned are noted 
below with their expected values and average negative deviation 
values, respectively, cited in brackets.  They are HHH1-CHEDG(45,50). 
HHH2-CHEDG (32-,40), CHHH2-TSP (4,23), MMM-TSP(10,22), HHH3-TSP 
(-51,17) and CHHH2(0,16). 
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plans at risk aversion levels of a=0.6 and a>1.2.  At these levels 

addition of the TSP marketing alternative decreased the level of 

hedging involvement by approximately 6 to 10 percent (figure 23).  For 

example, at the risk coefficient level 01=0.6, addition of the TSP 

alternative reduced the level of hedging from 79 percent to 69 

percent.  Nearly identical results were obtained for the other input 

price scenarios. 

Results from the Target MOTAD model showed a drop in the level of 

hedging involvement at all average negative deviation risk constraint 

levels (figure 24).  The drop varied from 4 percent at the lower risk 

aversion levels to 50 percent in the mid-range levels and down to 10 

percent at the high risk aversion levels.  Nearly identical results 

were obtained for the other input price scenarios. 

Public (TSP) Versus Private (Hedging) Mechanisms for Reducing Risk 

To test the effectiveness of public versus private marketing 

mechanisms for reducing risk, model runs featuring cash and hedging 

alternatives were compared with those featuring cash and Stabilization 

alternatives.  Figures 25 and 26 display the Es and EA frontiers for 

the various marketing alternatives for the 1986-87 input price 

scenario.  The Tripartite Stabilization Plan (in concert with feeding 

regime diversification) was not as effective as hedging at reducing 

forecast error standard deviation risk (figure 24).  The TSP reduced 

forecast error standard deviation risk from about $70 at zero risk 

aversion levels down to $65 at high risk aversion levels.  Hedging 
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alternatives reduced forecast error standard deviation risk from about 

$70 down to $15 for SHEDG and $18 for CHEDG (table 23).  The TSP 

increased net revenue per head, at all risk aversion levels, over the 

cash alternative.  For the 1986-87 grain-forage-feeder price scenario 

the increase ranged from $19 to $21 (table 23), but was less than that 

attained by hedging (SHEDG or CHEDG).  Concomitant hedging of live 

cattle and the Canadian dollar (CHEDG), in particular, was expected to 

generate $20 to$ 30 more net income per head with less forecast error 

risk than participation in TSP alone (table 23). 

Target MOTAD results reveal a similar benefit from hedging of the 

Canadian dollar as evident from the position of the CASH-CHEDG EA 

frontier above those of CASH-TSP, CASH-SHEDG and CASH (figure 26). 

This benefit enhances the performance of hedging live cattle on the 

U.S. futures markets.  Without it, the Target MOTAD results indicate 

the Stabilization program to be superior to routine hedging (SHEDG) in 

decreasing average negative deviation risk and increasing net income 

(figure 26).  An interesting result is the upward rotation of the EA 

frontiers as simple routine hedging (SHEDG) is replaced by 

Stabilization, and as Stabilization is replaced by the complex hedging 

(CHEDG), each in combination with the cash marketing alternative 

(figure 26).  The flatter the EA frontier the more effective feeding 

regime diversification becomes in reducing average negative deviation 

risk. 
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Effect of the Canadian Dollar Hedge on Live Cattle Hedging Performance 

To determine whether hedging of the Canadian dollar would increase 

the performance of live cattle hedging by reducing basis risk, model 

run results featuring the simple hedging alternative were compared with 

run results featuring hedging in combination with a Canadian dollar 

hedge.  Over all price scenarios, hedging of the Canadian dollar led to 

an upward rotation of the Es and EA hedging frontiers (figures 25 and 

53. / 
26)  *   The increased net revenue per head resulting from the 

Canadian dollar hedge permitted an increased acceptance of forecast 

error standard deviation risk at equivalent risk coefficient levels 

(a _> 0.0 but <. 0.8) between the CHEDG versus SHEDG alternatives 

(table 23). 

S-^Also see figures D-12 to D-15 in Appendix E. 
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Table 23   Expected Value Net Revenue Per Head (E) and 
Forecast Error Standard Deviation Risk (S) 
(1987 Dollars) 

1986-87 Grain- -Forage-: Feeder Pr ices 

Risk CASH SHEDG CHEDG TSP COMPLETE 
Level E E E E E 

0.0 (12) 10 40 7 40 
0.2 (12) 6 40 7 40 
0.4 (14) 4 38 7 38 
0.6 (19) 4 28 7 29 
0.8 (20) 4 28 7 28 
1.0 (20) 2 6 7 6 
1.2 (20) (16) 6 7 5 
1.4 (20) (16) 6 7 5 
1.6 (20) (16) 6 2 5 
1.8 (20) (18) 6 (1) 5 

S S S S S 

0.0 92 62 71 70 17 
0.2 92 41 71 70 71 
0.4 84 32 65 70 65 
0.6 72 32 44 70 46 
0.8 72 32 44 70 44 
1.0 72 31 18 70 18 
1.2 72 31 18 70 17 
1.4 72 17 18 70 17 
1.6 72 17 18 67 17 
1.8 72 16 18 65 17 
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Summary 

This chapter presented the results of a risk analysis of beef 

feedlot production and marketing alternatives.  Historical (1976-86) 

net income averages indicated the Tripartite Stabilization Plan was the 

highest net income per head marketing plan for feedlot cattle regardless 

of the production alternative considered.  However, it was shown that 

the optimum mix of production and marketing alternatives for the 

current feeding year depends both on the expected level of net income 

forecast for the period and the level of historical forecast error 

standard deviation or average negative deviation risk associated with 

each of the production-marketing alternatives in the models.  For the 

1986-87 feeding year, risk efficient plans generated for the Es and EA 

frontiers involved very similar production and marketing alternatives. 

At lower risk aversion levels the high income alternatives of 

HHH1-CHEDG and HHH2-CHEDG dominated.  At higher risk aversion levels, 

risk efficient plans included production-marketing combinations that 

either had moderately high expected net income values and low risk, or 

had ability to reduce risk in combination with other production- 

marketing alternatives in the risk efficient plan, i.e., they exhibited 

portfolio effects. 

The specific objectives of the study were addressed by analyzing 

the results of the models given alternate assumptions.  Slaughter 

weight output was shown to increase with hedging, but not with 

Stabilization.  Availability of the Stabilization alternative in the 

models reduced hedging levels approximately 10 percent in the MOTAD 
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model results, to up to 50 percent in the Target MOTAD model results. 

Stabilization was more effective than routine hedging in reducing 

average negative deviation risk, but not as effective as routine 

hedging in reducing historical forecast error risk.  Hedging of the 

Canadian dollar improved the performance of conventional live cattle 

hedging.  Target MOTAD results showed that diversification of feeding 

regime is more effective in reducing risk, with less relative loss in 

net income per head, as SHEDG is replaced as a marketing alternative in 

the model by TSP and as TSP is in turn replaced by CHEDG. 

Comparing the MOTAD (Es) and target MOTAD (EA) results shows that 

in some cases the conclusion that can be drawn regarding the hypotheses 

depends upon which formulation is believed to be appropriate for 

representing producers risk preferences. 

The next chapter summarizes and draws conclusions from the study. 

Aspects of model validation, study limitations and future research are 

discussed. 
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VII  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Introduction 

Feeding of cattle involves risk.  Feed, feeder and slaughter 

cattle prices are highly variable.  Rate of gain and feed conversion 

are also variable.  This study concentrated on price risk, in 

particular the variability of slaughter cattle prices and their effect 

on net income.  In Canada, private and public mechanisms for 

alleviating cattle feeding income risk are available.  In addition to 

the traditional strategies of hedging and feeding diversification, 

strategies have emerged such as the National Tripartite Stabilization 

Plan.  Despite the importance of feedlot income risk, little research 

has been undertaken to evaluate the relative efficacy and interaction 

effects of strategies to reduce risk. 

This study was unique in two ways:  first, it employed economic 

theory of the firm under uncertainty in a expected value-risk context 

to examine alternatives for reducing feedlot risk in Alberta.  Second, 

it combined both the production and marketing aspects of the feedlot 

management problem in a linear risk model and considered alternative 

definitions of risk.  The two risk definitions considered were 

forecast error standard deviation and average negative deviation below 

a target income. The results focused on the relative efficacy and 

interactions of production and marketing alternatives for reducing 

risk and specifically apply to the 1986-87 feeding period. 
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This chapter summarizes the approach and conclusions of the study. 

It discusses the study limitations and offers suggestions for future 

research. 

Study Approach 

This study was undertaken to provide a more complete model of the 

beef feedlot management process in the presence of risk and time 

effects.  Risk was examined in light of two definitions.  The first, 

determined feedlot risk as the difference between the observed value 

of net revenue per head minus its expected value.  Expected value was 

calculated for each production-marketing alternative for each year of 

the historical period (1976-86) by simple exponential smoothing 

techniques.  Alternatively, risk was determined in a safety-first 

context as being the probability of differences between a target net 

revenue per head value of $50 and observed values falling below the 

target. 

Interacting with risk is the time effect, defined as the effect of 

feeder type, length of the feeding period and diet specification on 

quality, grading and pricing of the carcass.  Thus, the risk associated 

with a particular production-marketing alternative in the feedlot 

finishing process is conditioned on its associated time effect.  The 

time effect is accommodated in the feedlot models by detailing a range 

of production alternatives, each of which characterize a particular 

feeder type-feeding regime-target weight combination. 

Determining how to best accommodate the risk aspect of the feedlot 
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finishing process involved reviewing the theory of decision making 

under uncertainty.  Maximization of expected utility was advanced as 

the most theoretically consistent and powerful approach to the 

ordering of risky prospects by individual decision-makers.  The 

results of the Expected Utility Theorem can be extended to classes of 

decision-makers by developing the average risk aversion measure (a) 

which acts as a general index for ranking individuals according to 

their risk aversion for a particular gamble or distribution of 

outcomes.  Also, Expected Value-Variance (EV) analysis can be used to 

approximate utility rankings.  Several criteria were presented to 

establish that the EV efficient set would be a good approximation of 

the EUT efficient set in regard to the feedlot management problem. 

The possibility of transforming an expected utility problem into 

an expected value-variance analysis has important empirical 

implications.  First of all, EV provides a theoretical framework for 

examining the effect on optimal choice solutions from changes in some 

or all of the relevant probability distributions for choice variables. 

For the feedlot management problem, the EV framework provided the 

means to develop testable hypothesis regarding the effects of adoption 

of the various feedlot risk-reducing alternatives, i.e., hedging and 

Stabilization.  Secondly, the EV framework facilitated formulation of 

the feedlot management problem in a mathematical programming context. 

Quadratic programming best fits the EV structure, but the linear MOTAD 

formulation was selected because of its ease of solution, and its 

adaptability in considering the alternative "safety-first" risk 

definition via a Target MOTAD formulation. 
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The actual models approached the feedlot management problem on a 

per head basis.  Options available to the decision-maker included a 

set of production alternatives defined by various feeder type-feeding 

regime-slaughter weight combinations and an associated set of 

marketing alternatives.  The marketing alternatives reflected either 

selling on the cash market, or selling on the cash market in 

combination with some method of risk-reduction, such as hedging or 

participation in the Tripartite Stabilization Plan for slaughter 

cattle.  Biological data and technical coefficients for the model were 

derived from a series of feeding experiments conducted on over 650 

individually fed steers (Hironaka, 1979, 1984, 1985).  Marketing data 

were derived from secondary sources, and the models assumed to 

sufficiently reflect reality that prescriptive, meaningful results 

could be obtained.  The solutions generated suggested ways feedlot 

managers might have structured cattle feeding and marketing operations 

for the 1986-87 feeding period, depending on their risk attitudes. 

Conclusions. Implications and Reflections 

This section first develops general conclusions from the results 

of the study and makes recommendations for the production and 

marketing of feedlot cattle for the forecast feeding period 

(1986-87).  Next, conclusions are made regarding the specific study 

objectives.  Throughout the discussion implications and reflections 

are offered regarding the feedlot management problem. 
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General Conclusions Pertaining to the Overall Obiective of the Study 

The overall objective of this study was to identify the most 

effective feeding and marketing strategies for reducing net income 

variability in cattle feeding in Southern Alberta.  To that end, the 

models prescribed a set of risk-efficient production-marketing plans 

for the 1986-87 feeding period that varied depending on the assumed 

risk attitude and risk perception of the feedlot manager.  The plans 

were portrayed graphically as risk frontiers (Es and EA) in expected 

value-risk defined space and allow the manager to access the trade- 

offs involved between plans as to net income and associated risk. 

For both the MOTAD and Target MOTAD results, plans detailed at low 

levels of risk aversion were dominated by high expected value, high 

risk production-marketing alternatives, such as HHH1-CHEDG and HHH2- 

CHEDG (figures 20 and 21).  These alternatives had consistently higher 

net revenues per head over other alternatives for the recent years of 

1984, 1985 and 1986.  Net revenue values for their SHEDG counterparts 

of HHH1-SHEDG and HHH2-SHEOG averaged $20 lower in these same years, 

indicating a significant benefit in recent years from hedging the 

Canadian dollar. This benefit was present in all production alternatives 

in 1984 when the value of the Canadian dollar fell from $0.8130 U.S. 

on November 4, 1983 to approximately $0.73 U.S. in the April to August 

period of 1984 when the majority of November placed cattle were 

finished.  The HHH1 and HHH2 production alternatives, which finish 

cattle in April and May respectively, experienced smaller gains from 

hedging the Canadian dollar in 1985 and 1986, but these gains tended 
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to be larger than other production alternatives because the Canadian 

dollar strengthened from April into early August for these years. 

At higher risk aversion levels, MOTAD plans diversified into 

production-marketing alternatives that were either characterized by 

moderate expected value net incomes and low forecast error standard 

deviation risk (e.g., CHML-CHEDG) or were able to reduce risk through 

their portfolio effects in combination with other alternatives (e.g., 

LMH-CASH, USCHHH3-CHEDG, and HHH1-TSP).  Important among these plans 

was the prescription that 17 to 25 percent of crossbred cattle be fed 

to the higher slaughter weight of 614 kg and be marketed into the 

United States.  This was essentially in agreement with what producers 

did in the 1986-87 year.  Target MOTAD results did not prescribe the 

U.S. marketing option, but were similar to the MOTAD results in 

suggesting participation levels in the Stabilization plan of about 20 

to 40 percent of cattle fed (figures 20 and 21).  Also, at high risk 

aversion levels, MOTAD and Target MOTAD results suggested high 

percentages (e.g., 70 percent) of cattle be managed in a complex 

hedging (CHEDG) program and that production be diversified into higher 

slaughter weight alternatives (e.g., CHML, USCHHH3, CHHH2). 

Target MOTAD results for the low forage-low grain-high feeder 

price scenario suggested proportionately more cattle be fed to higher 

slaughter weights than suggested by the 1986-87 price 

i* 54/ 

scenario results. 

54/See figures D-9 and D-10 in comparison to figure 20 and 21. 
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Conclusions Regarding the Specific Objectives of the Study 

Empirical evidence was found that the risk-reducing alternative of 

hedging would increase individual firms' output of slaughter cattle by 

increasing the slaughter weights to which cattle are fed.  However, 

results for Stabilization were contrary to those expected, i.e., 

slaughter weights were lower than for the cash marketing alternative. 

The conflicting results indicate the confounding that is present due to 

time and carcass quality effects.  Individual production-marketing 

alternatives, by the nature to their finishing dates and carcass 

quality performance, may effect a higher net revenue-lower risk result 

than the hypothesized heavier slaughter weight alternatives.  For 

example, the MOTAD results for the CASH-TSP runs versus the CASH-only 

runs indicated HHHl-TSP was optimal at almost all risk aversion levels 

over combinations the heavier weight alternatives of MMM-CASH and 

HHHl-CASH.  HHHl-TSP had an expected net revenue per head of $14 and on 

associated historical forecast error standard deviation of $74 (tables 

20 and 22).  This was better than the MMM-CASH alternative with its 

expected value of $5 and standard deviation of $94 and the HHHl-CASH 

alternative with its expected value of $-14 and standard deviation of 

$104 (tables 20 and 22).  Even in various proportionate combinations 

MMM-CASH and HHHl-CASH failed to achieve net revenue-forecast error 

55/ 
risk levels better than HHHl-TSP alone. 

S^This result is visualized in figure 25 by noting the dominant 
position of the CASH-TSP Es frontier over the CASH Es frontier. 
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Despite these conflicting results, the ability of hedging and 

Stabilization to reduce risk and its associated costs, as evidenced by 

the upward rotation of their associated Es and EA frontiers, 

necessitates the hypothesis that their employment will increase 

slaughter cattle output (slaughter weights and numbers of cattle fed) 

in the aggregate.  The implication is that the National Tripartite 

Stabilization plan, in particular, may violate its founding assumption 

of not providing incentive to over-produce.  Of potential concern is 

the effect that increased profitability of finished cattle production 

(due to a reduction in risk costs) might have on feeder cattle prices. 

As the risk costs of feeding are decreased, additional demand is 

created for feeder cattle leading to higher prices which eventually 

figure into the TSP cost of production formulae and lead to higher 

support price levels and larger or more frequent payouts.  Thus, the 

Stabilization plan has potential for large deficits resulting from a 

combination of low slaughter prices (produced from over-production) and 

high support prices. 

Both MOTAD and Target MOTAD results demonstrated that live cattle 

hedging performance was improved with concomitant hedging of the 

Canadian dollar, so it is recommended that producers who are involved 

in hedging slaughter cattle also consider hedging the Canadian dollar, 

particularly if the Canadian dollar is expected to weaken relative to 

the U.S. dollar as it did during the period 1976-86. 

On the basis of the MOTAD results, participation in the TSP was 

found to reduce the level of hedging demanded at the various risk 

aversion levels by about 10 percent (figure 23).  For the Target MOTAD 
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results, the level of hedging decline varied from 4 to 50 percent 

(figure 24).  Generally it can be concluded that participation in the 

Stabilization plan leads to a reduction in hedging participation.  The 

implication is hedging of Canadian slaughter cattle on U.S. commodity 

exchanges will decline with the continuing availability of the 

Tripartite Stabilization Plan. 

Indeed, Target MOTAD results indicated the superiority of 

Stabilization over routine hedging (SHEDG) in reducing average negative 

deviation risk.  Although live cattle hedging combined with a Canadian 

dollar hedge (CHEDG) performed better than Stabilization in reducing 

average negative deviation risk, this result was in part a reflection 

of the consistent weakening of the Canadian dollar relative to the U.S. 

dollar during the historical period (1976-86).  MOTAD results, however, 

indicate both CHEDG and SHEDG to be superior to Stabilization in 

reducing forecast error risk (figure 25).  This discrepancy between 

MOTAD and Target MOTAD results relates to the target MOTAD formulation 

which, by concentrating on minimizing risk below a target income, does 

not penalize the income increasing ability of the Stabilization plan. 

In determining whether to employ the private risk-reducing mechanism of 

hedging versus the public Stabilization programs in any year feedlot 

managers would be advised to consider trends in the Canadian dollar 

versus the U.S. dollar and the potential for Stabilization payouts in 

56/ 
the upcoming year.    Even if the feedlot manager decides to 

56/Generally, it is not possible for a cattle feeder to "jump" in 
and out of the TSP from year-to-year. 
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participate in the Stabilization plan for the long term, hedging should 

be considered in light of its diversification or portfolio benefits. 

The study results confirmed that portfolio benefits do exist 

between the various production and marketing alternatives.  For the 

1986-87 input price scenario, diversification facilitated a reduction 

in historical forecast error standard deviation risk from $71 at low 

risk aversion levels to $17 at high levels (figure 20).  The reduction 

in risk was accompanied by a fall in net income per head from $40 to 

$5.  At the high risk aversion levels (a>1.2) the net income-risk 

levels of $5 net income and $17 forecast error standard deviation were 

better than could have been achieved by the closest ranked individual 

risk-reducing production-marketing plan of CHHH2-SHEDG (tables 20 and 

22).  Its expected value net income was $-20 with a forecast error 

standard deviation of $18. 

Similarly, Target MOTAD results showed that diversification 

facilitated a reduction in average negative deviation risk below $50 

from $47 down to $14 (figure 21).  At high risk aversion levels, the 

diversified plan of point 7 on figure 21 was projected to produce a net 

income of $4 with an average deviation risk of $15, which was better 

than the best ranked individual risk-reducing production-marketing plan 

of CHHH2-CHEDG.  Its expected value net income was $0 with an average 

negative deviation risk of $16. 

These positive results regarding portfolio effects indicate the 

potential for feedlot managers to consider both production and 

marketing diversification.  Risk-efficient plans detailed by the models 

are specific to the forecast year, that is, the upcoming feeding 
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period.  For 1986-87 the results suggested that regardless of the input 

price scenario and at moderate levels of risk aversion, feedlot 

managers should maintain high levels of hedging of both live cattle and 

the Canadian dollar, with moderate participation in the Tripartite 

Stabilization Plan.  This advice may change from year-to-year.  The 

specific plan adopted by the manager would depend on his or her level 

of risk aversion and conception of risk (forecast error risk or 

safety-first risk).  The question of which approach, MOTAD or Target 

MOTAD, best models manager behavior is empirical and deserves study 

with future validation tests. 

Reflections on Validation 

The usefulness of the study results and conclusions depends largely 

on the validity of the models as portrayals of the cattle feedlot 

feeding and marketing system.  In this regard, the developed MOTAD and 

Target MOTAD feedlot models are argued as being "validated" by 

assumption.  A precaution here is McCarl's comment that "Models can 

never be validated, only invalidated." (McCarl, 1984b, p. 157).  Thus, 

a "valid" model is one which has not failed any validation tests, i.e., 

has yet to be invalidated.  Validation by assumption implies: 1/ the 

model problem was conceptualized properly in light of theory or 

experience, 2/ the data were specified properly as based on statistical 

or accounting procedures, and 3/ the results examined do not contradict 

the modeler's or other expert opinions of reality (McCarl, 1984a). 
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In the feedlot models, the feedlot management problem was 

conceptualized in the framework of EV analysis, which was shown to be a 

valid approximation of expected utility maximization.  Biological data 

and equations calculating energy, protein and other nutrient 

requirements were the result of individual feeding experiments on over 

650 steer calves (Hironaka, 1979, 1984, 1985), and were validated by 

results obtained by a commercial feedlot.  Formulated diets resulting 

from the model appeared reasonable when compared to example diets 

typically formulated by industry (Lakeside Research, 1986b).  Net 

margins to cattle feeding as determined by the models for the 

historical period (1976-87) were in agreement with those recorded by 

industry analysts (Canfax).  Feeding and marketing solution results 

tended to approximate actual industry experience for the feeding year 

simulated (1986-87).  In that year, relatively low grain and forage 

prices coupled with high slaughter prices led to finishing of cattle to 

higher than traditional weights (crossbred feeders to 620 kg).  Many of 

these cattle were shipped into the U.S. market to avoid overweight 

discounts and downgrading in Canada. 

Another approach to model validation is validation by results. 

This essentially involves the assembly of a parameter-output data set 

to which model results are compared and validity judged on the basis of 

statistical association tests.  This type of test was not done to judge 

the validity of the feedlot models, but is an objective of future 

research. 
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Study Limitations 

Results and conclusions of the study must be evaluated in light of 

the simplifying assumptions made in constructing the models.  Some of 

these assumptions are not serious, while others may limit the 

applicability of the results.  Among these are assumptions on hedging 

strategy, feeder type, feeding start date, environment interactions and 

grade standard stability. 

The models employed routine hedging of live cattle as a first basis 

for comparison of Stabilization and cash marketing alone.  Selective 

heding strategies, where a hedge position is taken only when there is a 

high probability that a profit can be taken on the futures market, may 

57/ 
offer a better opportunity for hedging success.    In a study by 

Folwell and Wilhelm, routine hedge and hold strategies were successful 

(had a higher gain or lower loss than cash marketing alone) only 43 

percent of the time.  Thus, the models could be expanded to include 

selective hedging strategies and the comparative results of hedging 

versus Stabilization be reezamined. 

Producers suggest that there may be differences in calf condition 

and disease susceptibility between breed and crossbred feeder types. 

For example, the traditional British breeds appear more hardy and able 

to withstand drought conditions than the newer exotic breed cross 

feeders, and thus arrive in the feedlot in better condition.  Over the 

57/For example, Gaston and Martin showed that selective hedging 
strategies both increased profit and reduced cash flow risk over other 
routine and profit margin breakeven strategies. 
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last five years, a study conducted in Western Canada on feedlot 

respiratory disease attempted to quantify some of these aspects, but 

the results have not been released (Wilson, 1988).  The importance of 

these risk variables to this study would certainly impact the optimum 

feeder type and feeding regime, but may have little impact on marketing 

results. 

The assumption of a single starting date for feeding may have an 

effect in overstating the income risk associated with feedlot 

production.  In Southern Alberta calves are purchased throughout the 

Fall.  Feedlots tend to empty throughout the late Spring and early 

Summer, and to some extent this gradual marketing of Fall fed calves 

reduces risk.  However, the production and marketing results of this 

study should be uniformly affected by this assumption and, in relative 

terms, unaffected. 

Environment is also assumed constant over the period simulated in 

the study.  There is no provision in the models to handle the effect of 

colder than normal temperatures on energy requirements, which impact 

not only on production costs, but may interact with feeder type.  The 

winter climate of Southern Alberta is generally mild compared to the 

rest of the Canadian prairies; however, there is some low probability 

of an extended colder-than-normal period.  It is unlikely though that 

this would impact the results of this study very much. 

A unique aspect in the feedlot models is the link between the 

specified feeding regimes and carcass grade distributions.  To the 

extent that the Canadian grading system remains stable, the results of 

the study should remain valid.  Although grading system changes have 
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occurred periodically, they have not been significant enough yet to 

require the reconstruction of the original feeding data.  Should major 

changes occur, the feeding data set is comprehensive enough in its 

measurements of carcass characteristics that it should be possible to 

reconstruct the grade distributions according to new grade 

specifications.  If not, new feeding experiments would be required to 

provide data to update the models. 

Suggestions for Future Research 

Several possibilities for future research on feedlot modeling arise 

from the present study and can be classified in terms of model testing 

and refinement, additions to the model and additional analyses. 

In regard to model testing, a parameter-output data set would be 

developed by collecting Southern Alberta feedlot data on input and 

output prices, diets fed, types of cattle finished, finishing weights 

and marketing practices, degree of hedging use, participation levels in 

the Tripartite Stabilization Plan, and subjective probability 

distributions on futures prices, cash prices, interest rates, feeder 

and feed prices, the exchange rate, and TSP payouts.  A possibility 

58/ 
test   would be conducted to determine the capability of the models 

to duplicate the "reality" situation corresponding to the collected 

data. 

58/See McCarl (1984b, p. 163). 
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Future refinements to the model could include the incorporation of 

more sophisticated equations on protein and energy requirements.  For 

protein, this would involve developing a method to overcome the 

circular problem in matching protein requirements to concentrations of 

particular feedstuffs in the diet(e.g., long hay).  Future feeding 

experiments are required to define energy requirements for steers fed 

to alternative target weights for production alternatives other than 

"HHH" and "CHHH". 

Additions to the model could include: 1/ alternatives relating to 

the National Tripartite Stabilization Plan for feeder cattle, 2/ 

alternatives relating to live cattle options use and strategies on U.S. 

futures markets, 3/ a statistical forecasting model for slaughter 

cattle prices based on variables such as feed grain prices, cattle on 

feed, feeder prices, etc., and 4/ hedging alternatives for feed 

supplies.  Other useful additions would be the ability to examine 

alternative starting dates, the feeding of yearling feeders to finish, 

and the interaction of feeder type and calf condition.  An eventual 

tie-in with a Western Canadian based beef-forage-grain simulation model 

is also planned, to allow the examination of the economics of 

vertically integrated feeding operations. 

Additional useful analyses with the present model might be the 

examination of new information on protein or energy requirements versus 

current information to determine the value of such information, either 

ex ante or ex post. 
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GAMS 2.04 PC AT/XT 88/09/30 10:02:S3 PAGE 
LETBBKIDGE FEEDLOT IISK MODEL 

3 OPTIOIS SOLPIIIT ; OFF, SYSOUT = OFF, LIMBOH = 0, LIMCOL : 0; 
4 
5 * LETBBKIDGE FEEDLOT OP AID MOTAD MODEL 
6 
7 SET MTfl IUMBEBS OF TBE MOITBS 
8 / 1 JAIUABY 
9 2 FEBfiUABY 

10 3 MABCB 
11 4 APRIL 
12 5 MAY 
13 6 JDIE 
14 7 JULY 
15 8 AUGUST 
16 9 SEPTEMBER 
17 10 OCTOBEB 
18 11 IOVEHBEB 
19 12 DECEMBER / 
20 
21 
22 SET IV VITAMIIS 
23 / VTA / 
24 
25 SET I IUTRIEITS 
26 / DE DIGESTIBLE EIERGY (MCAL PER KG) 
27 CP CRUDE PROTEII (6 PER KG) 
28 CA CALCIUM iG PER KG) 
29 PB PBOSPBORUS (G PER KG) 
30 DM DRY MATTER (KG OF DM PER KG OF FEEDSTUFF) 
31 DMM DM EXCEPT SILAGES VBERE IS KM DM PER KG DM 
32 IT IETIBSS COITEIT / 
33 
34 SET J IIGREDIEITS 
35 / BLY BARLEY 
36 BHT IBEAT 
37 OAT OATS 
38 CRI CORI 
39 BTP BEET PULP 
40 MOL MOLASSES (BEET) 
41 SOM SOYBEAI MEAL 
42 RPM RAPESEED MEAL 
43 DBY DEBY ALFALFA 
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44 ALF ALFALFA HAT 
4B BBB BARLEY BAT 
46 GLH GRASS LBGDNE RAT 
47 CER CEREAL BAT 
48 BST BARLET STRAW 
49 OST OAT STRAl 
50 VST WHEAT STRAH 
51 CRS CEREAL SILAGE 
52 SDP SDPPLEMEIT 
53 COS CORI SILAGE 
54 DRA DREA 
55 DIC DICAL PBOSPBATE 
56 RKP ROCK PBOSPBATE 
57 LIM LIMESTOIE 
58 SLT SALT / 
59 
60 SET JN MOLASSES OILY 
61 / MOL /: 
62 
63 SET 1 FEEDSTDFFS PLDS ?ITAMIIS; 
64 l(IV) = YES: 
65 IIJ) = YES: 
66 
67 SET JC COICEITBATES 
68 / BLY, IHT, CBI. BTF, MOL. SOM 
69 JD DREA OILY 
70 / DRA / 
71 JS SALT OILY 
72 / SLT / 
73 JB BEET PDLP OILY 
74 / BTP / 
75 JR RAPESEED MEAL OILY 
76 / RPM / 
77 JL LIMESTOIE OILY 
78 / LIM / 
79 IJD FEEDSTDFFS MUDS DREA; 
80 IJD(J) = YES; 
81 IJOiJO) = 10: 
62 SET IJM FEEDSTDFFS MUDS MOLASSES; 
83 IJM(J) = YES; 
84 IJHiJNi ; 10; 

RPM / 
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LETHBRIDGE FEEDLOT BISK MODEL 

85 SET IJB FEEDSTDFFS MUDS BEETPDLP; 
86 IJBfJ) -- YES; 
87 IJBfJB) = 10; 
88 SET US FEEDSTDFFS MUDS SALT; 
89 IJS(J) = TBS; 
90 IJSfJSi = 10; 
91 SET IJB FEEDSTDFFS MUDS BAPESEED MEAL; 
92 IJBiJi -- YES: 
93 IJBiJB) -" 10; 
94 SET IJL FEEDSTDFFS MUDS LIMESTOIE; 
95 IJL(J) = YES; 
96 IJL(JL) -- 10; 
97 
98 SET K PBICE SEBIES ALTEBIATIVES 
99 / OBA, OBB. OBC. OBD / 
100 
101 SET GD 
102 / Al  Al GRADE OF FIIISBED STEEB 
103 A2  A2 GRADE OF FIIISBED STEER 
104 A3  A3 GRADE OF FIIISBED STEEB 
105 A4  A4 GRADE OF FIIISBED STEER / 
106 
107 SET LR LIVESTOCK COEFFCIEITS 
106 / LDIS 
109 BDIS 
110 YARD IA&DAGE CBARGE 
111 BOY  BDYIIG CBABGES 
112 SELL SELLIIG CHARGES 
113 IIT  IITEREST BATE / 
114 
115 
116 SET F FEEDIIG PROGRAM ALTERlATIVES 
117 / LLB, LHB. LHB, MMM. MMB, MBB, BML. BBB1, BBB2. BBB3. 
118 CLLB,CLMB.CMMM,CBML,CBBBl,CBBB2,CBBB3,DSCBBB3 / 

119 
120 SET Ml MARKETIIG ALTERlATIVES 
121 / CASB. SBEDG. CBEDG, TSP / 
122 
123 ALIAS(F,FC); 
124 ALIAS i Hi:, MIC); 
125 
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126 SET C CABCASS IEIGBT CATEGORIES 
127 II,  M, 8/ 
128 
129 SET M NIIINOM AID NAIIMUM COEFFICIEITS 
130 / MOLC MOLASSES MAI COICEITBATIOI II COICEITBATE ft II DECIMAL) 
131 MOLF MOLASSES MAI COICEITBATIOI II FOBAGE (t II DECIMAL) 
132 CAL Mil CA BEQT (GBAMS PEB MCAL OF DE) 
133 PBO Mil PB BEQT (GfiAMS PEB MCAL OF DE) 
134 DBE HAI DBEA COICEITATIOI ft OF DIET II DECIMAL) 
135 ICL SALT BEQT ft OF DIET II DECIMAL) 
136 BEP MAI BEET PDLP COICEITBATIOI (t OF DIET II DECIMAL) 
137 VIT VIT A BEOT COOO ID'S) 
138 BMN MAI BAPESEED MEAL LIMIT ft OF DIET II DECIMAL) 
139 MIIF MIIIIG CBABGE PEB 1000 KG OF DIET 
140 LIME MAI LIMESTOIE COICEITBATIOI ft OF DIET II DECIMAL) /; 
141 
142 SET Z 
143 /I, 2, 3/ 
144 
145 SET YB SAMPLE YEABS 
146 /1976n986 / 
147 
148 SCALABS CALP  MIIINDN CALCIUM TO PBOSPHOBOS RATIO /I.3/ 
149 CALPI MAIIMDM CALCIUM TO PBOSPBOBUS RATIO /7.0/ 
150 PBI BISK FACTOR / 0.0 / 
151 TABG  TARGET IICOME / 100 / 
152 FCPI  FORECASTED COISUMEB PBICE IIDEI /128/ 
153 TEAT  CUBBEIT TBAISPOBTATIOI BATE PEB LOADED MILE /2.85/ 
154 S SCALIIG FACTOR / .002 / 
155 LAMBDA TARGET MOTAD BISK FACTOR / 0.0/ 
156 mm mm OF BEAD TO BE FED / 1.0 /: 
157 
158 SCALAR TRSP CUBBEIT TBAlSPOBT COST FOB 400 MILES TO OS MABKET f$ PEB 100 KG); 
159 TRSP = ffTRAT*400i/(50000))*2.2*100; 
160 DISPLAY TRSP; 
161 SCALAR  KL I0RMALIZII6 COISTAIT; 
162 KL = S0RTI3.1415926 * CARD(YR)/(CARDfYR)-l)/2): 
163 SCALAR  CT IUMBEB OF CATTLE FUTURES COITBACTS; 
164 CT --  IUMBER/40; 
165 
166 TABLE Af,I) FEED COMPOSITIOI 
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167 
168 DE CP CA PB DM DMN IT 
169 BLY 3.42 10.6 0.4 3.4 0.88 0.88 1.0 
no »BT 3.44 13.7 0.4 3.5 0.88 0.88 1.0 
171 OAT 3.13 9.9 0.6 3.1 0.86 0.88 1.0 
172 CRI 3.47 9.0 0.3 3.0 0.88 0.88 1.0 
173 BTP 3.22 9.0 6.7 1.0 0.90 0.88 1.0 
174 MOL 2.65 6.7 1.6 0.3 0.77 0.77 1.0 
175 SOM 3.44 47.0 3.0 6.5 0.90 0.90 1.0 
176 RPM 3.26 38.0 4.0 9.4 0.90 0.90 1.0 
177 DBY 2.40 17.0 13.0 2.3 0.90 0.90 1.0 
178 ALF 2.25 15.2 14.9 1.9 0.92 0.92 1.0 
179 BRB 2.20 7.98 3.9 1.3 0.90 0.90 1.0 
180 GLN 2.42 11.8 10.0 1.7 0.90 0.90 1.0 
181 CER 2.74 8.0 2.5 1.9 0.90 0.90 1.0 
182 BST 1.75 4.1 2.8 0.9 0.90 0.90 1.0 
183 OST 1.87 3.9 2.2 0.9 0.90 0.90 1.0 
184 1ST 1.70 3.6 1.9 0.7 0.90 0.90 1.0 
185 CRS 2.78 14.3 4.6 3.5 0.313 1.00 3.12 
186 SDP 2.86 32.0 30.0 10.0 0.90 0.90 1.0 
187 COS 2.89 9.3 9.7 2.2 0.303 1.00 3.3 
188 ORA 0.0 262.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
189 DIC 0.0 0.0 230.0 185.0 0.95 1.0 1.0 
190 RIP 0.0 0.0 300.0 181.0 0.95 1.0 1.0 
191 LIM 0.0 0.0 380.0 0.0 0.95 1.0 1.0 
192 SLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.95 1.0 1.0 
193 7TA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
194 
195 TABLE GKF.Z) RATE OF GAll BY FEEDIIG REGIME AID STAGE (Kl 
196 
197 1 2 3 
198 LLB 0.50 0.50 1.39 
199 LMH 0.50 0.80 1.45 
200 LHB 0.50 1.50 1.10 
201 MMH 0.80 0.80 1.04 
202 MMB 0.80 0.80 1.51 
203 m 0.80 1.40 1.07 
204 HML 1.65 0.80 0.50 
205 BHfll 1.0 1.11 0.0 
206 HBB2 1.0 1.3 1.31 
207 BBB3 1.0 1.3 1.10 
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208 CLLB 0.53  0.82  1.28 
209 CLMB 0.53  0.97  1.40 
210 CMMM 0.63  1.02  1.12 
211 CHML 0.87  0.95 0.91 
212 CBBB1  0.67  1.32  0.94 
213 CBBB2  0.83  1.29  1.02 
214 CBHB3  0.89  1.33 0.98 
215 DSCHBB3  0.89  1.33  0.98; 
216 
217 
218 TABLE MBMKN.Z) MIIIMDM AID MAXIMUM PABAMETEBS BY STAGE 
219 
220 12 3 
221 MOLC  .025  .025  .025 
222 MOLF  .05 .05   .05 
223 CAL 1.25  1.25  1.25 
224 PBO .96   .96   .96 
225 DBE .005  .005  .005 
226 ICL .0025  .0025  .0025 
227 BEP .05   .05   .05 
228 VIT 30.0  35.0  40.0 
229 BMN .10   .10   .10 
230 MIIF  6.25  6.25  6.25 
231 LIME  .015  .015  .015 
232 
233 PABAMETEB BABPR(YB) BABLEY PBICE PEB 7EAB FOB IOV 4 ($ PEB 100 KG) 
234 / 1976 9.599, 1977 9.15, 1978 8.038, 1979 6.2, 1980 9.875, 1981 13.32, 
235 1982 10.70. 1983 9.645, 1984 11.9, 1985 14.47, 1986 13.09 /; 
236 
237 TABLE Pi',I) FEED IIGBEDIEIT COST COEFFICIEITS ($ PEB 100 KG) 
238 
239 OBA OBB   OBC   OBD 
240 BLY 8.4 12.0   5.5   12.0 
241 1BT 9.9 15.0   8.0    15.0 
242 OAT  8.52  13.0 8.5   13.0 
243 CBI  13.1  17.0 13.0   17.0 
244 BTP  11.3  12.0 11.0   12.0 
245 MOL  100 100    100    100 
246 SON  30.0  32.0 25.0   32.0 
247 BPM  17.0  17.5 17.0   17.5 
248 DBY  16.1  14.5 13.5   14.5 
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249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
276 
277 
278 
279 
280 
281 
282 
283 
284 
285 
286 
287 
288 
289 

ALF 
BRH 
GLN 
CER 
BST 
OST 
iST 
CRS 
SDP 
COS 
ORA 
DIC 
RKP 
LIM 
SLT 
VTA 

7.37 
6.87 
6.87 
6.87 
3.43 
3.43 
3.43 
5.03 
40.0 
5.5 
30.0 
57.8 
55.0 
8.0 
19.8 
82.0 

11.5 
11.0 
11.0 
11.0 
5.5 
5.5 
5.5 
6.5 
45.0 
6.8 
30.0 
57.8 
55.0 
8.0 
19.8 
82.0 

9.0 
8.5 
8.5 
8.5 
4.25 
4.25 
4.25 
6.0 
40.0 
6.3 
30.0 
57.8 
55.0 
8.0 
19.8 
82.0 

TABLE L(»,K) COST COEFFICIEITS 

FEDR 
VET 
DEATB 
YARD 
BDY 
SELL 
IIT 

OBA 
234.3 
.02 
.015 
.14 
7.0 
1.0 
.1075 

OBB 
150 
.02 
.015 
.14 
7.0 
1.0 
.1075 

OBC 
250 
.02 
.015 
.14 
7.0 
1.0 
.1075 

9.0 
8.5 
8.5 
8.5 
4.25 
4.25 
4.25 
6.0 
45.0 
6.3 
30.0 
57.8 
55.0 
8.0 
19.6 
82.0 

OBD 
150 
.02 
.015 
.14 
7.0 
1.0 
.1075 

PARAMETER CPIt'YRi COISUMER PRICE IIDEI 
/ 1976 62.9, 1977 67.9, 1978 73.9. 1979 80.7, 1980 88.9. 

1961 100.0, 1982 110.8, 1983 117.2, 1984 122.3, 1985 127.2, 1986 126 /; 

TRSP = ITRSP'lOOi/FCPI: 

PARAMETER TRAlSi'YR) TRAISPORTATIOI COST {$ PER 100 KG) TO OS MARKET BY YEAR; 
TRAIS(YR) = (TRSP/1001*CPI(YR): 

PARAMETER IITRiYR) PRIME PLOS OIE IITEREST RATE PER YEAR FOR 4TB QDARTER 
/ 1976 .1075, 1977 .1075, 1978 .0925. 1979 .125, 1980 .16, 1981 .1475, 

1982 .1825. 1983 .14, 1984 .12, 1985 .13, 1986 .11 /; 
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290 
291 
292 
293 
294 
295 
296 
297 
298 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307 
308 
309 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
318 
319 
320 
321 
322 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 

PARAMETER FDR(!R) FEEDER COST BY YEAR FOR 10V 4 ($ PER 100 KG) 
/ 1976 50.6, 1977 65.45. 1978 105.6, 1979 189.2, 1980 231.0, 1981 207.9. 

1962 159.5, 1963 182.6, 1984 185.35, 1985 186.12, 1986 195.8 /; 
DISPLAY FDR: 

SCALAR DGY4 CURREIT US RAIL DISCOUIT FOR CHC4 TO CHC3 CARCASSES (US $ PER CUT) 
/20/ 

DUTY CURREIT CUSTOMS DUTY CHARGE II CDI $ PER CHT /l.O/ 
DGD CURREIT DS RAIL DISCOUIT FOR GD STRS TO CBC3 (DS $ PER CHT) /5.0/; 

SCALAR DCT CURREIT CDI RAIL DISCODIT FOR 725 TO 821 LB CARCASSES ($ PER 100 KG); 
DCT = 2*2.2; 

DGY4 --  iDGY4'100)/FCPI; 
DGD ■•  (DGD*100)/FCP1: 
DCT = (DCT»100)/FCPI; 

PARAMETER D4iYRj HISTORICAL CPI ADJUSTED US YIELD DISCOUIT (US $ PER CHT) 
DG(YR) RISTORICAL CPI ADJUSTED US GRADE DISCODIT (US $ PER CHT) 
DSTi'YR) HISTORICAL CPI ADJUSTED CDI HEIGHT DISCOUIT i$ PER 100 KG) 
DDT(YR) HISTORICAL CPI ADJDSTED CDI CDSTOMS DDTY ($ PER 100 KG); 
D4(YR) = (DGY4/100)*CPI(YR): 
DG(YI) = (DGD/lOO'i'CPKYRj: 
DST(YR) = i'DCT/100)*CPI(YR); 
DDT(YR) = (DDTY*2.2/100)*CPI(YR): 

TABLE LK(F,*) LIVESTOCK PRODOCTIOI COEFFICIEITS 

LLB 
LMH 
LBH 
MMM 

HML 
BHB1 
BHH2 
BBH3 
CLLH 
CLMB 

DRS 
0.569 
0.574 
0.586 
0.568 
0.584 
0.593 
0.568 
0.560 
0.558 
0.590 
0.573 
0.580 

Al 
0.065 
0.158 
0.0 
0.201 
0.064 
0.0 
0.211 
0.25 
0.25 
0.031 
0.625 
0.625 

A2 
0.297 
0.319 
0.0 
0.532 
0.258 
0.07 
0.425 
0.563 
0.375 
0.062 
0.375 
0.375 

A3 
0.361 
0.326 
0.638 
0.267 
0.335 
0.567 
0.363 
0.0 
0.3125 
0.349 
0.0 
0.0 

A4 
0.277 
0.197 
0.362 
0.0 
0.342 
0.363 
0.0 
0.1875 386 
0.0625 432 
0.558 477 
0.0 523 
0.0      523 

EID 
477 
477 
477 
477 
477 
477 
477 

BEG 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
250 
250 
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331 CMNM   0.567 0.685 0.125 > 0.0 0.0  523 250 
332 CHHL   0.568 0.812 0.188 0.0 0.0  523 250 
333 CHBH1  0.576 0.168 0.562 0.250 0.0  523 250 
334 CBBB2  0.5% 0.267 0.40 0.333 0.0  568 250 
335 CBBB3  0.604 0.214 0.286 i 0.286 0.214 614 250 
336 
337 
338 
339 
340 

DSCBBB3  0.604 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  614 250: 

TABLE MABKF.YM) HISTORICAL MARKETIIG CBAKGES 

BI BO SI PBEM El EO TEI TBO PAY LEV DIFF 
341 LLB.1976 39.50 41.18 40 11.99 1.0216 0.9816 1.0065 1.0136 5.36 1.05 4.84 
342 LLB.1977 44.50 38.90 45 9.09 0.9720 1.0751 1.0060 0.9292 0.00 0.89 7.50 
343 LLB.1978 40.00 53.18 40 12.16 1.1059 1.1459 0.8995 0.8691 0.00 1.06 5.50 
344 LLB.1979 60.05 68.45 60 7.79 1.1727 1.1682 0.8640 0.8561 0.00 1.52 4.25 
345 LLB.1980 71.50 68.72 72 5.34 1.1818 1.1593 0.8575 0.8651 1.91 1.82 10.30 
346 LLB.1981 73.70 66.93 74 6.12 1.1718 1.2107 0.8578 0.6312 3.15 1.93 12.50 
347 LLB.1982 63.65 61.65 64 6.44 1.2068 1.2377 0.8205 0.8053 0.00 1.72 11.00 
348 LLfl.1983 57.92 55.98 56 6.46 1.2227 1.2314 0.6104 0.8116 1.48 1.70 14.85 
349 LLB.1984 61.65 63.66 62 6.42 1.2331 1.2990 0.8130 0.7701 0.00 1.77 16.47 
350 LLB.1985 62.52 56.11 64 2.70 1.3115 1.3619 0.7568 0.7333 6.81 1.92 10.75 
351 LLB.1986 58.85 60.97 60 7.80 1.3666 1.3924 0.7271 0.7176 0.00 1.90 15.85 
352 LMB.1976 39.50 41.87 40 10.28 1.0216 0.9876 1.0065 1.0066 5.36 1.05 5.88 
353 LMB.1977 44.50 38.37 45 7.79 0.9720 1.0745 1.0060 0.9295 0.00 0.89 8.10 
354 LMB.1976 40.00 50.47 40 10.42 1.1059 1.1377 0.6995 0.8764 0.00 1.06 9.50 
355 1KB.1979 60.05 57.98 60 6.68 1.1727 1.1739 0.8640 0.8545 0.00 1.52 4.90 
356 LMB.1980 71.50 69.71 72 4.58 1.1816 1.1583 0.8575 0.8626 1.91 1.82 10.00 
357 LMB.1981 73.70 63.90 74 5.24 1.1718 1.2372 0.8578 0.8014 3.15 1.93 12.50 
358 LMB.1982 63.65 64.35 64 5.52 1.2066 1.2559 0.8205 0.7954 0.00 1.72 14.35 
359 UB.1963 57.92 60.93 58 5.54 1.2227 1.2355 0.8104 0.8099 1.48 1.70 10.00 
360 LMB.1984 61.65 62.93 62 5.50 1.2331 1.3096 0.8130 0.7650 0.00 1.77 20.25 
361 LMB.1985 62.52 57.50 64 2.70 1.3115 1.3608 0.7568 0.7549 6.81 1.92 12.92 
362 LMB.1986 58.85 59.82 60 7.80 1.3666 1.3811 0.7271 0.7196 0.00 1.90 16.90 
363 LBB.1976 39.50 41.77 40 9.04 1.0216 0.9743 1.0065 1.0910 5.36 1.05 3.66 
364 LBB.1977 44.05 39.37 44 6.29 0.9720 1.0595 1.0060 0.9378 0.00 0.89 7.53 
365 LBB.1978 39.95 52.80 40 9.28 1.1059 1.1243 0.8995 0.8905 0.00 1.06 7.75 
366 LBB.1979 60.11 65.15 60 5.80 1.1727 1.1610 0.8640 0.8585 0.00 1.52 1.00 
367 LBB.1980 72.61 70.68 73 3.60 1.1618 1.1502 0.8575 0.8645 1.91 1.82 12.00 
368 LBB.1981 74.45 65.75 74 3.92 1.1718 1.2042 0.8578 0.8245 3.15 1.93 17.15 
369 LBB.1982 64.98 64.11 65 4.37 1.2068 1.2574 0.8205 0.7940 0.00 1.72 14.00 
370 LBB.1983 59.23 61.02 59 4.41 1.2227 1.2329 0.8104 0.8124 1.48 1.70 13.90 
371 LBH.1984 63.30 64.38 63 4.06 1.2331 1.3287 0.8130 0.7515 0.00 1.77 15.00 
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372 LBH.1985 64.56 54.77 66 3.24 1.3115 1.3481 0.7568 0.7402 6.81 1.92 20.42 
373 LBH.1986 60.00 57.97 62 8.67 1.3666 1.3746 0.7271 0.7235 0.00 1.90 20.51 
374 MMM.1976 39.50 40.74 40 11.67 1.0216 0.9818 1.0065 1.0136 5.36 1.05   4.84 
375 MMM.1977 44.50 39.15 45 8.85 0.9720 1.0751 1.0060 0.9293 0.00 0.89   7.50 
376 MMli.1978 40.00 53.98 40 11.84 1.1059 1.1459 0.8995 0.8723 0.00 1.06   5.50 
377 MMM.1979 60.05 65.47 60 7.58 1.1727 1.1682 0.8640 0.8559 0.00 1.52   4.25 
378 HHH.1980 71.50 68.72 72 5.20 1.1818 1.1593 0.8575 0.8627 1.91 1.82 10.30 
379 MMH.1981 73.70 67.45 74 5.% 1.1718 1.2107 0.8578 0.8276 3.15 1.93 12.50 
380 MMM.1982 63.65 62.55 64 6.27 1.2066 1.2377 0.8205 0.8048 0.00 1.72 11.00 
381 MMM.1983 57.92 57.69 58 6.29 1.2227 1.2314 0.8104 0.8137 1.48 1.70 14.85 
382 MMM.1984 61.65 63.24 62 6.25 1.2331 1.2990 0.6130 0.7695 0.00 1.77 16.47 
383 lflW.1985 62.52 56.55 64 2.70 1.3115 1.3619 0.7568 0.7352 6.81 1.92 10.75 
384 1001.1986 56.85 60.45 60 7.80 1.3666 1.3924 0.7271 0.7145 0.00 1.90 15.85 
385 MMH.1976 39.50 41.63 40 6.92 1.0216 0.9743 1.0065 1.0192 5.36 1.05   3.66 
386 MMH.1977 44.05 39.98 44 6.20 0.9720 1.0595 1.0060 0.9420 0.00 0.89   7.53 
387 MMH.1978 39.95 50.92 40 9.15 1.1059 1.1243 0.8995 0.8893 0.00 1.06   7.75 
368 MMH.1979 60.11 67.13 60 5.72 1.1727 1.1610 0.8640 0.8563 0.00 1.52   1.00 
389 MMH.1980 72.61 69.83 73 3.75 1.1818 1.1502 0.8575 0.8665 1.91 1.82 12.00 
390 MMH.1981 74.45 66.04 74 3.86 1.1718 1.2042 0.8578 0.8263 3.15 1.93 17.15 
391 MM8.1982 64.98 64.80 65 4.31 1.2068 1.2574 0.8205 0.7908 0.00 1.72 14.00 
392 MMB.1983 59.23 62.02 59 4.35 1.2227 1.2329 0.6104 0.8120 1.48 1.70 13.90 
393 MMB.1984 63.30 65.25 63 4.00 1.2331 1.3287 0.8130 0.7509 0.00 1.77 15.00 
394 MMB.1985 64.58 55.52 66 3.24 1.3115 1.3461 0.7568 0.7402 6.81 1.92 20.42 
395 MMB.1986 60.00 65.02 62 8.67 1.3666 1.3746 0.7271 0.7251 0.00 1.90 20.51 
396 MHB.1976 39.50 39.80 40 6.29 1.0216 0.9696 1.0065 1.0256 5.36 1.05   1.06 
397 MHH.1977 44.05 40.27 44 5.76 0.9720 1.0587 1.0060 0.9397 0.00 0.89   6.13 
398 MBB.1978 39.95 53.15 40 8.50 1.1059 1.1233 0.8995 0.8690 0.00 1.06   4.75 
399 lfflB.1979 60.11 66.25 60 5.31 1.1727 1.1656 0.8640 0.6628 0.00 1.52   0.60 
400 MBB.1980 72.61 71.33 73 3.46 1.1818 1.1498 0.8575 0.8703 1.91 1.82   8.45 
401 lfflB.1981 74.45 66.02 74 3.59 1.1716 1.2009 0.8578 0.6294 3.15 1.93 12.55 
402 MBH.1982 64.98 62.27 65 4.01 1.2068 1.2281 0.6205 0.7714 0.00 1.72 11.00 
403 MflB.1963 59.23 62.32 59 4.04 1.2227 1.2298 0.8104 0.8131 1.48 1.70 17.25 
404 MBH.1984 63.30 64.45 63 3.72 1.2331 1.3269 0.8130 0.7540 0.00 1.77 14.22 
405 MHB.1985 64.58 60.09 66 3.24 1.3115 1.3568 0.7568 0.7346 6.81 1.92 17.80 
406 KB8.1966 60.00 63.92 62 6.67 1.3666 1.3782 0.7271 0.7217 0.00 1.90 19.55 
407 BML.1976 39.50 42.46 40 11.21 1.0216 0.9862 1.0065 1.0012 5.36 1.05   2.89 
408 BML.1977 44.50 38.73 45 8.50 0.9720 1.0746 1.0060 0.9281 0.00 0.69   7.50 
409 BML.1978 40.00 51.36 40 11.37 1.1059 1.1388 0.8995 0.8766 0.00 1.06   5.88 
410 BML.1979 60.05 65.08 60 7.29 1.1727 1.1683 0.8640 0.8563 0.00 1.52   1.78 
411 HML.1980 71.50 69.60 72 5.00 1.1818 1.1615 0.8575 0.8609 1.91 1.82   9.38 
412 BML.1981 73.70 65.11 74 5.72 1.1718 1.2214 0.8578 0.8298 3.15 1.93 10.35 
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413 BML.1982 63.65 64.15 64 6.02 1.2068 1.2392 0.8205 0.8081 0.00 1.72 10.97 
414 BML.1983 57.92 58.68 58 6.04 1.2227 1.2319 0.8104 0.8110 1.48 1.70 13.88 
415 BML.1984 61.65 61.93 62 6.01 1.2331 1.2990 0.8130 0.7679 0.00 1.77 20.82 
416 BML.1985 62.52 55.62 64 2.70 1.3115 1.3545 0.7568 0.7374 6.81 1.92 12.05 
417 BML.1986 58.85 59.10 60 7.80 1.3666 1.3901 0.7271 0.7183 0.00 1.90 17.69 
418 BBB1.1976 41.25 49.04 41 4.02 1.0216 0.9853 1.0065 0.9962 0.00 1.05 4.12 
419 BBB1.1977 43.87 44.33 44 3.55 0.9720 1.0497 1.0060 0.9465 0.00 0.89 6.80 
420 BBB1.1978 39.67 52.60 40 5.35 1.1059 1.1480 0.8995 0.8724 0.00 1.06 7.33 
421 BBB1.1979 59.95 78.55 60 3.26 1.1727 1.1443 0.8655 0.8761 0.00 1.52 2.40 
422 BBB1.1980 73.52 62.83 74 2.03 1.1818 1.1835 0.8460 0.8482 11.91 1.82 9.45 
423 BBB1.1961 74.82 70.18 75 2.36 1.1718 1.1907 0.8569 0.6354 2.97 1.93 6.00 
424 BBB1.1982 65.23 68.68 65 2.25 1.2068 1.2240 0.8250 0.8176 0.00 1.72 11.38 
425 BBB1.1983 60.43 67.05 60 2.21 1.2227 1.2350 0.8104 0.8113 0.00 1.70 16.88 
426 BBB1.1984 64.50 66.85 65 2.45 1.2331 1.2813 0.8121 0.7395 0.00 1.77 13.47 
427 BBfll.1985 66.63 63.60 66 2.44 1.3115 1.3517 0.7576 0.7181 2.42 1.92 12.92 
428 BBB1.1986 61.72 55.55 62 10.32 1.3666 1.3905 0.7317 0.7192 5.61 1.90 14.91 
429 BBB2.1976 41.25 43.55 41 4.70 1.0216 0.9798 1.0065 1.0012 0.00 1.05 2.79 
430 BBB2.1977 43.87 43.65 44 4.14 0.9720 1.0478 1.0060 0.9508 0.00 0.89 8.40 
431 BBB2.1978 39.67 56.88 40 6.25 1.1059 1.1244 0.8995 0.6974 0.00 1.06 7.50 
432 BBB2.1979 59.95 73.62 60 3.81 1.1727 1.1525 0.8655 0.6611 0.00 1.52 0.53 
433 BBB2.1980 73.52 67.36 74 2.37 1.1818 1.1886 0.8460 0.8468 11.91 1.82 13.07 
434 BBB2.1981 74.82 67.62 75 2.75 1.1718 1.1988 0.8569 0.8324 2.97 1.93 9.10 
435 BBB2.1982 65.23 71.68 65 2.62 1.2068 1.2403 0.8250 0.8063 0.00 1.72 7.45 
436 BBB2.1963 60.43 66.26 60 2.58 1.2227 1.2259 0.8104 0.8145 0.00 1.70 15.72 
437 BBB2.1984 64.50 65.86 65 2.86 1.2331 1.2971 0.8121 0.7715 0.00 1.77 16.07 
438 BBB2.1965 66.63 62.61 66 2.44 1.3115 1.3789 0.7576 0.7254 2.42 1.92 13.55 
439 BBB2.1986 61.72 58.65 62 10.32 1.3666 1.3778 0.7271 0.7239 5.61 1.90 20.56 
440 BBB3.1976 39.50 43.87 40 7.75 1.0216 0.9679 1.0065 1.0280 0.00 1.05 2.79 
441 BBB3.1977 44.05 42.23 44 5.39 0.9720 1.0613 1.0060 0.9380 0.00 0.89 5.47 
442 8863.1976 39.95 47.80 40 7.95 1.1059 1.1248 0.8995 0.8885 0.00 1.06 9.25 
443 BBB3.1979 60.11 67.75 60 4.97 1.1727 1.1701 0.8640 0.8574 0.00 1.52 0.40 
444 BBB3.1980 72.61 68.75 73 3.26 1.1818 1.1501 0.8575 0.8658 11.91 1.82 9.40 
445 BBB3.1981 74.45 67.35 74 3.35 1.1718 1.2024 0.8578 0.8207 2.97 1.93 10.47 
446 BBB3.1982 64.98 64.35 65 3.75 1.2068 1.2906 0.8205 0.7722 0.00 1.72 22.35 
447 BBB3.1983 59.23 63.43 59 3.78 1.2227 1.2305 0.8104 0.8138 0.00 1.70 14.67 
448 BBB3.1984 63.30 63.80 63 3.48 1.2331 1.3159 0.8130 0.7616 0.00 1.77 17.77 
449 flflB3.1985 64.58 57.93 66 3.24 1.3115 1.3638 0.7568 0.7303 2.42 1.92 15.38 
450 BBB3.1986 60.00 57.55 62 8.67 1.3666 1.3938 0.7271 0.7140 5.61 1.90 20.58 
451 CLLB.1976 39.50 43.20 40 11.06 1.0216 0.9872 1.0065 1.0010 5.36 1.05 2.89 
452 CLLB.1977 44.50 38.73 45 8.39 0.9720 1.0765 1.0060 0.9281 0.00 0.89 7.50 
453 CLLB.1978 40.00 51.65 40 11.22 1.1059 1.1371 0.8995 0.8722 0.00 1.06 5.68 
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454 CLLB.1979 60.05 64.68 60 7.19 1.1727 1.1725 0.8640 0.8559 0.00 1.52 1.78 
455 CLLH.1980 71.50 68.71 72 4.93 1.1818 1.1589 0.8575 0.8579 1.91 1.82 9.38 
456 CLLB.1981 73.70 65.60 74 5.65 1.1718 1.2363 0.8578 0.8236 3.15 1.93 10.35 
457 CLLB.1982 63.65 65.27 64 5.94 1.2068 1.2447 0.8205 0.8048 0.00 1.72 10.97 
458 CLLB.1983 57.92 58.68 58 5.96 1.2227 1.2353 0.6104 0.8110 1.48 1.70 13.88 
459 CLLB.1984 61.65 62.35 62 5.93 1.2331 1.3038 0.8130 0.7668 0.00 1.77 20.82 
460 CLLB.1985 62.52 56.22 64 2.70 1.3115 1.3543 0.7568 0.7372 6.81 1.92 12.05 
461 CLLB.1986 58.85 59.42 60 7.80 1.3666 1.3853 0.7271 0.7165 0.00 1.90 17.69 
462 CLMB.1976 39.50 41.87 40 10.21 1.0216 0.9876 1.0065 1.0066 5.36 1.05 2.89 
463 CLUB.1977 44.50 37.89 45 7.74 0.9720 1.0745 1.0060 0.9313 0.00 0.89 8.10 
464 CLMB.1978 40.00 50.45 40 10.35 1.1059 1.1377 0.8995 0.8969 0.00 1.06 9.50 
465 CLMB.1979 60.05 56.52 60 6.63 1.1727 1.1739 0.8640 0.8521 0.00 1.52 4.90 
466 CLMB.1980 71.50 69.58 72 4.55 1.1816 1.1583 0.8575 0.8642 1.91 1.82 10.00 
467 CLMB.1981 73.70 63.90 74 5.21 1.1718 1.2372 0.8578 0.8014 3.15 1.93 12.50 
468 CLMB.1982 63.65 64.35 64 5.48 1.2068 1.2559 0.8205 0.7954 0.00 1.72 14.35 
469 CLMB.1983 57.92 61.32 58 5.50 1.2227 1.2355 0.8104 0.8103 1.48 1.70 10.00 
470 CLMB.1984 61.65 62.65 62 5.47 1.2331 1.3096 0.8130 0.7634 0.00 1.77 20.25 
471 CLMB.1985 62.52 57.12 64 2.70 1.3115 1.3608 0.7568 0.7333 6.81 1.92 12.92 
472 CLMB.1986 58.85 63.22 60 7.80 1.3666 1.3811 0.7271 0.7223 0.00 1.90 17.69 
473 CMMM.1976 39.50 42.62 40 10.63 1.0216 0.9872 1.0065 1.0101 5.36 1.05 4.67 
474 0001.1977 44.50 38.48 45 8.05 0.9720 1.0765 1.0060 0.9265 0.00 0.89 7.75 
475 CMMM.1978 40.00 49.50 40 10.78 1.1059 1.1371 0.8995 0.8799 0.00 1.06 6.50 
476 CMMM.1979 60.05 61.95 60 6.90 1.1727 1.1725 0.8640 0.8529 0.00 1.52 4.90 
477 CMHH.1980 71.50 69.88 72 4.73 1.1818 1.1589 0.8575 0.8625 1.91 1.82 9.95 
478 CMMM.1981 73.70 64.88 74 5.42 1.1718 1.2363 0.8578 0.8080 3.15 1.93 12.13 
479 cm. mi 63.65 65.13 64 5.71 1.2068 1.2447 0.8205 0.7969 0.00 1.72 12.88 
480 CHHN.1983 57.92 60.55 58 5.73 l.??27 1.2353 0.6104 0.8090 1.48 1.70 11.47 
481 cm. mi 61.65 63.75 62 5.69 1.2331 1.3038 0.6130 0.7632 0.00 1.77 20.25 
482 CMMM.1985 62.52 56.57 64 2.70 1.3115 1.3543 0.7568 0.7369 6.81 1.92 12.92 
483 CMMM.1986 58.85 59.42 60 7.80 1.3666 1.3853 0.7271 0.7190 0.00 1.90 17.47 
484 CBML.1976 39.50 42.46 40 11.29 1.0216 0.9862 1.0065 1.0012 5.36 1.05 2.89 
485 CBML.1977 44.50 38.39 45 8.56 0.9720 1.0746 1.0060 0.9293 0.00 0.89 7.50 
486 CBML.1978 40.00 51.36 40 11.45 1.1059 1.1388 0.8995 0.8766 0.00 1.06 5.88 
487 CBML.1979 60.05 64.77 60 7.33 1.1727 1.1683 0.8640 0.8563 0.00 1.52 1.78 
488 CBML.1980 71.50 68.83 72 5.03 1.1816 1.1615 0.8575 0.8606 1.91 1.82 9.38 
489 CHML.1981 73.70 65.11 74 5.76 1.1718 1.2214 0.8578 0.8296 3.15 1.93 10.35 
490 CBML.1982 63.65 64.15 64 6.06 1.2068 1.2392 0.8205 0.8081 0.00 1.72 10.97 
491 CBML.1983 57.92 57.62 58 6.08 1.2227 1.2319 0.8104 0.8123 1.48 1.70 13.88 
492 CBML.1984 61.65 62.18 62 6.05 1.2331 1.2990 0.8130 0.7679 0.00 1.77 20.82 
493 CBML.1985 62.52 55.25 64 2.70 1.3115 1.3545 0.7568 0.7376 6.81 1.92 12.05 
494 CBML.1986 58.85 58.65 60 7.80 1.3666 1.3901 0.7271 0.7178 0.00 1.90 17.69 
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495 CHBB1.1976 39.50 40.57 40 6.46 1.0216 0.9686 1.0065 1.0260 5.36 1.05 3.66 
496 CBBB1.1977 44.05 40.02 44 5.88 0.9720 1.0594 1.0060 0.9415 0.00 0.89 6.13 
497 CBBB1.1978 39.95 52.91 40 8.67 1.1059 1.1231 0.8995 0.8907 0.00 1.06 4.75 
498 CBHB1.1979 60.11 68.97 60 5.42 1.1727 1.1599 0.8640 0.8613 0.00 1.52 0.60 
499 CBBB1.1980 72.61 71.43 73 3.55 1.1818 1.1435 0.8575 0.6706 1.91 1.82 8.45 
500 CBBB1.1981 74.45 66.13 74 3.66 1.1718 1.5060 0.8578 0.8301 3.15 1.93 12.55 
501 CBHfll.1982 64.98 63.85 65 4.09 1.2068 1.2685 0.8205 0.7827 0.00 1.72 11.00 
502 CBHB1.1983 59.23 61.83 59 4.12 1.2227 1.2317 0.8104 0.8133 1.48 1.70 17.25 
503 CBBB1.1984 63.30 65.38 63 3.80 1.2331 1.3347 0.8130 0.7530 0.00 1.77 14.22 
504 CBBB1.1985 64.58 57.70 66 3.24 1.3115 1.3527 0.7568 0.7383 6.81 1.92 17.80 
505 CflBBl.1986 60.00 56.42 62 8.67 1.3666 1.3776 0.7271 0.7235 0.00 1.90 20.51 
506 CBBB2.1976 39.50 42.04 40 11.52 1.0216 0.9862 1.0065 1.0120 5.36 1.0 4.84 
507 CBBB2.1977 44.50 39.05 45 8.73 0.9720 1.0746 1.0060 0.9295 0.00 0.89 7.50 
508 CBBB2.1978 40.00 53.98 40 11.68 1.1059 1.1388 0.8995 0.8723 0.00 1.06 5.50 
509 CBHB2.1979 60.05 66.97 60 7.48 1.1727 1.1683 0.8640 0.8578 0.00 1.52 4.25 
510 CBBB2.1980 71.50 68.45 72 5.13 1.1818 1.1615 0.8575 0.8630 1.91 1.82 10.30 
511 CBBB2.1981 73.70 64.98 74 5.88 1.1718 1.2214 0.8578 0.8215 3.15 1.93 12.50 
512 CBBB2.1982 63.65 64.32 64 6.19 1.2068 1.2392 0.8205 0.8081 0.00 1.72 11.00 
513 CBRB2.1983 57.92 57.77 58 6.21 1.2227 1.2319 0.8104 0.8133 1.48 1.70 14.85 
514 CBBB2.1984 61.65 63.24 62 6.17 1.2331 1.2990 0.8130 0.7698 0.00 1.77 16.47 
515 CBBB2.1985 62.52 56.29 64 2.70 1.3115 1.3545 0.7568 0.7372 6.81 1.92 10.75 
516 CBBB2.1986 58.85 59.05 60 7.80 1.3666 1.3901 0.7271 0.7160 0.00 1.90 15.65 
517 CHBB3.1976 41.30 41.68 41 13.24 1.0216 0.9730 1.0065 1.0195 3.62 1.05 4.56 
518 CBBB3.1977 44.50 40.35 45 12.38 0.9720 1.1033 1.0060 0.9096 0.00 0.89 7.50 
519 CHBB3.1978 40.40 55.43 40 15.17 1.1059 1.1835 0.8680 0.8427 0.00 1.06 1.50 
520 CBBB3.1979 60.90 67.77 61 10.60 1.1727 1.1747 0.8500 0.8536 2.44 1.52 4.45 
521 CBBB3.1960 72.00 71.65 72 6.52 1.1818 1.1650 0.8523 0.8612 0.00 1.82 6.15 
522 CBBB3.1981 74.50 66.40 75 8.42 1.1718 1.1988 0.8575 0.8273 4.30 1.93 13.50 
523 CBHB3.1982 64.00 62.75 64 8.12 1.2068 1.2276 0.8165 0.8099 1.31 1.72 9.22 
524 CEBB3.1983 57.92 59.94 58 8.80 1.2227 1.2319 0.8104 0.8116 0.00 1.70 10.33 
525 CBBB3.1984 61.65 64.82 62 8.75 1.2331 1.3286 0.8130 0.7523 0.00 1.77 10.50 
526 CBBB3.1985 64.02 63.80 66 3.24 1.3115 1.3660 0.7568 0.7292 0.00 1.92 8.38 
527 CBBB3.1986 60.20 62.77 62 10.35 1.3666 1.3893 0.7271 0.7166 0.00 1.90 11.78 
528 0SCHBB3.1976 41.30 41.68 13.24 1.0216 0.9730 1.0065 1.0195 0 0  0 
529 0SCBBB3.1977 44.50 40.35 12.38 0.9720 1.1033 1.0060 0.9096 0 0  0 

530 DSCBBB3.1978 40.40 55.43 15.17 1.1059 1.1835 0.8680 0.8427 0 0  0 
531 DSCBBB3.1979 60.90 67.77 10.60 1.1727 1.1747 0.8500 0.6536 0 0  0 
532 DSCBBB3.1960 72.00 71.65 6.52 1.1818 1.1650 0.8523 0.8612 0 0  0 
533 0SCHBB3.1981 74.50 66.40 8.42 1.1718 1.1988 0.8575 0.8273 0 0  0 

534 DSCBBB3.1982 64.00 62.75 64 8.12 1.2068 1.2276 0.8165 0.8099 0 0  0 

535 DSCBBB3.1983 57.92 59.94 58 8.80 1.2227 1.2319 0.8104 0.8116 0 0  0 
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536 0SCBBH3.1984 61.65 64.82 62 8.75 1.2331 1.3286 0.8130 0.7523 0 0  0 
537 DSCBBB3.1985 64.02 63.80 66 3.24 1.3115 1.3660 0.7568 0.7292 0 0  0 
538 DSCBHB3.1986 60.20 62.77 62 10.35 1.3666 1.3893 0.7271 0.7166 0 0  0; 
539 
540 TABLE LPB(F,YB.GD) ACTDAL LIVESTOCK CABCASS PRICES ($ PEB 100 KG) 
541 Al A2 A3 A4 
542 LLB.1976 162.80 162.80 151.80 140.80 
543 LLB.1977 171.60 171.60 160.60 149.60 
544 LLB.1978 239.80 239.80 228.80 217.80 
545 LLB.1979 301.40 301.40 279.40 268.40 
546 LLB.1980 316.80 316.80 305.80 292.60 
547 LLB.1981 310.20 310.20 288.20 277.20 
548 LLB.1982 305.80 305.80 283.80 272.80 
549 LLB.1983 288.20 288.20 266.20 255.20 
550 LLH.1984 319.00 319.00 297.00 286.00 
551 LL1.1985 288.20 268.20 255.20 244.20 
552 LLB.1986 312.40 312.40 290.40 279.40 
553 LMH.1976 149.60 149.60 134.20 118.80 
554 LMB.1977 171.60 171.60 160.60 149.60 
555 LlfB.1978 247.50 247.50 236.50 225.50 
556 LMB.1979 268.40 268.40 246.40 235.40 
557 LMB.1980 310.20 310.20 299.20 288.20 
558 LMH.1961 310.20 310.20 288.20 277.20 
559 LMB.1982 314.60 314.60 292.60 281.60 
560 LMB.1983 290.40 290.40 268.40 257.40 
561 LMB.1984 316.80 316.80 294.80 283.80 
562 LMB.1985 283.80 283.80 250.80 239.80 
563 LMB.1986 319.00 319.00 297.00 286.00 
564 LBB.1976 158.40 158.40 143.00 127.60 
565 LBB.1977 171.60 171.60 160.60 149.60 
566 LHB.1978 245.30 245.30 234.30 223.30 
567 LBB.1979 288.20 288.20 266.20 255.20 
568 LHB.1980 308.00 308.00 297.00 286.00 
569 LBB.1981 314.60 314.60 292.60 281.60 
570 LBB.1982 327.80 327.80 305.80 294.80 
571 LBH.1983 292.60 292.60 270.60 259.60 
572 LBB.1984 323.40 323.40 301.40 290.40 
573 LBB.1965 297.00 297.00 264.00 253.00 
574 LBB.1986 314.60 314.60 292.60 281.60 
575 MMM.1976 162.80 162.80 151.80 140.80 
576 1001.1977 171.60 171.60 160.60 149.60 
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577 
578 
579 
580 
581 
582 
583 
584 
585 
586 
587 
588 
589 
590 
591 
592 
593 
594 
595 
596 
597 
598 
599 
600 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 
607 
608 
609 
610 
611 
612 
613 
614 
615 
616 
617 

MMM.1978 
MMM.1979 
MMM.1980 
IOQ1.1981 
MMM.1982 
HUM.1983 
MNM.1984 
lflU.1985 
MMM.1966 
HM8.1976 
IIMB.1977 
MMB.1978 
MMB.1979 
MMB.1980 
MB. 1981 
MMfl.1982 
MMB.1983 
MMB.1984 
MB. 1985 
MMB.1986 
MBB.1976 
MHB.1977 
MBB.1978 
MBB.1979 
MBB.1980 
MHB.1981 
MflB.1982 
MBB.1983 
MflB.1984 
MBB.1985 
MBH.1986 
BM1.1976 
HML.1977 
BNL.1978 
BML.1979 
HML.1980 
BML.1981 
BML.1982 
BML.1983 
BML.1984 
HXL.1985 

239.80 
301.40 
316.60 
310.20 
305.80 
288.20 
319.00 
286.20 
312.40 
158.40 
171.60 
245.30 
268.20 
308.00 
314.60 
327.80 
292.60 
323.40 
297.00 
314.60 
158.40 
167.20 
246.40 
290.40 
290.40 
321.20 
323.40 
305.80 
316.80 
305.80 
308.00 
160.60 
171.60 
248.60 
277.20 
310.20 
310.20 
303.60 
292.60 
323.40 
290.40 

239.80 
301.40 
316.80 
310.20 
305.80 
288.20 
319.00 
288.20 
312.40 
156.40 
171.60 
245.30 
288.20 
306.00 
314.60 
327.80 
292.60 
323.40 
297.00 
314.60 
158.40 
167.20 
246.40 
290.40 
290.40 
321.20 
323.40 
305.80 
316.80 
305.80 
308.00 
160.60 
171.60 
248.60 
277.20 
310.20 
310.20 
270.60 
292.60 
323.40 
290.40 

226.80 
279.40 
305.80 
268.20 
283.80 
266.20 
297.00 
255.20 
290.40 
143.00 
160.60 
234.30 
266.20 
297.00 
292.60 
305.60 
270.60 
301.40 
264.00 
292.60 
143.00 
156.20 
235.40 
272.80 
272.80 
299.20 
301.40 
283.80 
294.80 
272.80 
286.00 
149.60 
160.60 
237.60 
255.20 
299.20 
288.20 
259.60 
270.60 
301.40 
257.40 

217.80 
268.40 
292.60 
277.20 
272.80 
255.20 
286.00 
244.20 
279.40 
127.60 
149.60 
223.30 
255.20 
286.00 
261.60 
294.80 
259.60 
290.40 
253.00 
261.60 
127.60 
145.20 
224.40 
257.40 
261.80 
286.20 
290.40 
272.80 
283.80 
261.80 
286.00 
138.60 
149.60 
226.60 
244.20 
288.20 
277.20 
299.20 
259.60 
290.40 
246.40 
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618 AMI.1986     319.00     319.00     297.00    266.00 
619 BBB1.1976 180.40 180.40 169.40 158.40 
620 BBB1.1977 158.40 158.40 147.40 136.40 
621 BBB1.1976 233.20 233.20 222.20 211.20 
622 BHB1.1979 294.80 294.80 283.80 266.20 
623 BBB1.1980 286.00 286.00 253.00 242.00 
624 BBB1.1981 312.40 312.40 290.40 279.40 
625 BBB1.1982 327.80 327.80 305.80 294.80 
626 fiBBl.1983 338.80 336.80 316.80 305.80 
627 flBBl.1984 330.00 330.00 308.00 297.00 
628 BBB1.1985 323.40 323.40 290.40 279.40 
629 BBB1.1986 301.40 301.40 268.40 257.40 
630 BBB2.1976 173.80 173.80 162.80 151.80 
631 BBB2.1977 165.00 165.00 154.00 143.00 
632 BBB2.1978 246.40 246.40 235.40 224.40 
633 BBB2.1979 299.20 299.20 277.20 266.20 
634 BBB2.1980 294.80 294.80 272.80 261.80 
635 BBB2.1981 319.00 319.00 297.00 286.00 
636 BBB2.1982 348.15 348.15 337.15 326.15 
637 BBB2.1983 325.60 325.60 303.60 292.60 
636 BBB2.1984 334.40 334.40 312.40 301.40 
639 BBB2.1985 323.40 323.40 290.40 279.40 
640 BBB2.1986 294.80 294.80 272.80 261.80 
641 BBB3.1976 162.80 162.80 147.40 132.00 
642 BBH3.1977 163.90 163.90 152.90 141.90 
643 BBB3.1978 246.40 246.40 235.40 224.40 
644 BBB3.1979 294.80 294.80 272.80 261.80 
645 BBB3.1980 290.40 290.40 272.80 261.80 
646 BBB3.1981 321.20 321.20 310.20 299.20 
647 BBB3.1982 338.80 338.80 325.60 316.80 
648 BBB3.1983 312.40 312.40 290.40 279.40 
649 HBB3.1984 316.80 316.80 294.80 283.80 
650 BB83.1985 308.00 308.00 297.00 275.00 
651 BBB3.1986 288.20 288.20 266.20 255.20 
652 CLLB.1976 160.60 160.60 149.60 138.60 
653 CLLB.1977 171.60 171.60 160.60 149.60 
654 CLLB.1978 248.60 248.60 237.60 226.60 
655 CLLB.1979 277.20 277.20 255.20 244.20 
656 CLLB.1980 310.20 310.20 299.20 288.20 
657 CLLB.19ei 310.20 310.20 288.20 277.20 
658 CLLB.1982 303.60 270.60 259.60 299.20 
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659 CLLB.1983    292.60    292.60    270.60    259.60 
660 CLLB.1984 323.40 323.40 301.40 290.40 
661 CLLB.1985 290.40 290.40 257.40 246.40 
662 CLLB.1986 319.00 319.00 297.00 286.00 
663 CLNB.1976 149.60 149.60 134.20 116.80 
664 CLMB.1977 171.60 171.60 160.60 149.60 
665 CLMB.1978 247.50 247.50 236.50 225.50 
666 CLMB.1979 268.40 268.40 246.40 235.40 
667 CLMB.1980 310.20 310.20 299.20 288.20 
668 CLUE.1981 310.20 310.20 288.20 277.20 
669 CLHe.1982 314.60 314.60 292.60 281.60 
670 CLUB.1983 290.40 290.40 268.40 257.40 
671 CLMB.1984 316.80 316.80 294.80 283.80 
672 CLMB.1985 283.80 283.60 250.80 239.80 
673 CLHB.1986 319.00 319.00 297.00 286.00 
674 CMMM.1976 158.40 158.40 147.40 136.40 
675 CKHN.1977 171.60 171.60 160.60 149.60 
676 CMMM.1978 247.50 247.50 236.50 225.50 
677 CMMM.1979 272.80 272.80 250.80 239.80 
678 0001.1980 310.20 310.20 299.20 288.20 
679 CHHH.1981 310.20 310.20 286.20 277.20 
680 cm.mz 310.20 310.20 288.20 277.20 
681 CHHH.1983 292.60 292.60 270.60 259.60 
682 0001.1984 327.80 327.80 305.80 272.80 
683 0001.1985 275.00 275.00 242.00 231.00 
684 0001.1986 319.00 319.00 297.00 286.00 
685 CHXL,1976 160.60 160.60 149.60 138.60 
686 CHML.1977 171.60 171.60 160.60 149.60 
687 CBKL.1978 248.60 248.60 237.60 226.60 
688 CHMl.1979 277.20 277.20 255.20 244.20 
689 CBML.1980 310.20 310.20 299.20 288.20 
690 CB1IL.1981 310.20 310.20 288.20 277.20 
691 CHML.1982 303.60 270.60 259.60 299.20 
692 CHML.1983 292.60 292.60 270.60 259.60 
693 CHML.1984 323.40 323.40 301.40 290.40 
694 CHML.1985 290.40 290.40 257.40 246.40 
695 CHML.1986 319.00 319.00 297.00 264.00 
696 CHBB1.1976 158.40 156.40 143.00 127.60 
697 CBBB1.1977 167.20 167.20 156.20 145.20 
698 CBBB1.1978 248.60 248.60 237.60 226.60 
699 CBBB1.1979 290.40 290.40 272.80 257.40 
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700 CBBB1.1980 301.40 301.40 290.40 279.40 
701 CHBB1.1981 316.80 316.80 297.00 286.00 
702 CBBB1.1982 323.40 323.40 301.40 290.40 
703 CBBB1.1983 305.80 305.80 283.80 272.80 
704 CBBB1.1984 323.40 323.40 301.40 290.40 
705 CBBB1.1985 301.40 301.40 268.40 257.40 
706 CBBB1.1986 308.00 308.00 286.00 275.00 
707 CBBB2.1976 160.60 160.60 149.60 138.60 
708 CBBB2.1977 171.60 171.60 160.60 149.60 
709 CBBB2.1978 248.60 248.60 237.60 226.60 
710 CBBB2.1979 277.20 277.20 255.20 244.20 
711 CBBH2.1980 310.20 310.20 299.20 288.20 
712 CBBB2.1981 310.20 310.20 288.20 277.20 
713 CBBB2.1982 303.60 270.60 259.60 299.20 
714 CBBB2.1983 292.60 292.60 270.60 259.60 
715 CBHB2.1984 323.40 323.40 301.40 290.40 
716 CBBB2.1985 290.40 290.40 257.40 246.40 
717 CBBB2.1986 312.40 312.40 290.40 279.40 
718 CBBB3.1976 160.60 160.60 149.60 136.60 
719 CBBB3.1977 182.60 182.60 171.60 160.60 
720 CBHB3.1978 242.00 242.00 231.00 220.00 
721 CHBB3.1979 286.00 286.00 257.40 246.40 
722 CBBB3.1980 314.60 314.60 292.60 281.60 
723 CBBB3.1981 303.60 303.60 270.60 259.60 
724 CBBB3.1982 290.40 290.40 268.40 257.40 
725 CHBB3.1983 294.80 294.80 272.80 261.80 
726 CBBB3.1984 308.00 308.00 286.00 264.00 
727 CBBB3.1965 308.00 308.00 281.60 270.60 
728 CBBB3.1986 334.40 334.40 312.40 301.40 
729 0SCBBB3.1976 124.92 
730 0SCBBB3.1977 167.00 
731 DSCBBB3.1978 222.79 
732 DSCBBB3.1979 262.92 
733 DSCBHB3.1980 278.70 
734 0SCBBB3.1981 266.23 
735 DSCBBB3.1982 259.34 
736 0SCBBB3.1983 254.35 
737 DSCBBB3.1984 279.80 
738 DSCBBB3.1985 284.69 
739 DSCBBB3.1986 291.67 
740 
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741 LPR(,CBBB2>,TR,GD) : LPR(,CBBB2'JR.GD) - DSTIY8); 
742 LPRCCBBBS'.YR.GD) = LPR(,CBBB2'.TR.GD) - DST(yR); 
743 LPRl'OSCBBBS'.TR.'Al1) = LPRf'DSCBBBS'JB.'Al') - {TRAIS(YB)/LK('DSCBBB3,1

,DRS')) 
744 -{I>G(YRi*2.2*liARI(,DSCBBB3,,yR1

,E0,)MLK(,CBBB3,,'A^)♦LK('CBBB^,,,A4,))) 
745 -(D4(YR)»2.2*MARK('DSCBBB3',YR,,E0<)i.0S) 
746 -DDT(YR): 
747 
748 DISPLAY LPR; 
749 
750 TABLE DAY(F,Z) DAYS 01 FEED BY FEE DUG REGIME AID STAGE 
751 
752 12 3 
753 LLB 84   84   132 
754 LMB 84   84   109 
755 LBB 84   84   90 
756 MMM 84   84   128 
757 MNB 84   84   88 
758 MBB 84   84   77 
759 BML 84   84   122 
760 BBB1 84   83   0 
761 BBB2 84   84   22 
762 BBB3 84   84   67 
763 CLLB 84   84   120 
764 CLMB 84   84   108 
765 CMMM 84   84   114 
766 CBML 84   84   123 
767 CHBB1  84 84   80 
768 CBBB2  84 84   126 
769 CBBB3  84 84   178 
770 0SCBBB3 84 84   178 ; 
771 
772 TABLE DEMfF.Z) MIBIMDM DE COICEITRATIOI (MCAL PER KG OF DIET PER STAGE) 
773 
774 12 3 
775 LLB 2.31   2.31   3.41 
776 LMB 2.31   2.86   3.41 
777 LBB 2.31   3.41   3.41 
778 MMM 2.86   2.86   2.86 
779 MMB 2.86   2.86   3.41 
780 MBB 2.86   3.41   3.41 
781 BML 3.41   2.86   2.31 
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782 
783 
784 
785 
786 
787 
788 
789 
790 
791 
792 
793 
794 
795 
796 
797 
798 
799 
600 
801 
802 
803 
804 
805 
806 
807 
806 
809 
810 
811 
812 
813 
814 
815 
816 
817 
618 
819 
820 
821 
822 

BBB1 
HBH2 
BBB3 
CLLB 
CLMB 
CMMM 
CBML 
CBBB1 
CBBH2 
CBBB3 
DSCBBB3 

41 
41 
41 
31 
31 
86 
41 

3.41 
3.41 
3.41 
3.41 

3.41 
3.41 
3.41 
2.31 
2.66 
2.86 
2.86 
3.41 
3.41 
3.41 
3.41 

3.41 
3.41 
3.41 
3.41 
3.41 
2.86 
2.31 
3.41 
3.41 
3.41 
3.41; 

PARAMETER DME(J) MCAL OF EIERGY PER KG DM OF FEEDSTUFF: 
DME(J) "- AlJ.'DE')/ AfJ/DMM'): 

PARAMETER MCfJ) COICEBTRATE TEST PARAMETER 
IM{J) TEST PARAMETER 
KNfJ) TEST PARAMETER 
FM(J) FORAGE TEST PARAMETER: 

HCiJi --  MAliO.(DMEiJ)-3.0)); 
IHIJI ? MCIJ): 
KMiJi = 10; 
INfJ) ; 5 $ MCiJ); 
KMiJi $ INfJ) --  IMfJ); 
FMiJj -- MAliO,{KM{J) - 5.0)i: 

PARAMETER AlTfF.Z) AVERAGE WEIGHT BY STAGE BY FEEDIIG REGIME: 
AW(F,T) -- LKF.'BK') 
ABT(F,'2') = {LKF.'BEG': 

(DAYfF.T) 
AiTiF.'S') •-  LKfF.'EID') 

♦ fDAY(F.T) 
♦ (DAYIF.'l' 

♦ GlfF.^') * 
- (DAYt'F.'S') 

* GKF,'!')* 0.5): 
I * GlfF.'l'))) ♦ 
0.5): 
« GliF.'S') « 0.5); 

PARAMETER DEE(F.Z) 
DEEfF.Z) 

DIGESTIBLE EIERGY ROT BY FEEDIIG REGIME (MCAL PER KG); 
= fl05« (AIT(FlZi**.75)«|(3.684-.003231«An(F,Z))«*GI(F,Z)i) 

» .001 * DAYfF.Z); 

DEEi'CLLB'.'l'] 
DEECCLU'.'Z'] 
DEECCLLB'/S'l 
DEECCLMB','!') 
DEECCLMB',^'] 

1126 
1533 
4141 
1153 
1801 
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823 
624 
825 
826 
827 
628 
829 
830 
831 
832 
833 
834 
835 
836 
837 
838 
839 
840 
841 
842 
643 
844 
845 
846 
847 
848 
849 
850 
851 

852 
853 
854 
855 
856 
857 
858 
659 
660 
861 
862 

DBECCLMB'.'S') » 3817 
DEEf'CMMMVl') = 1275 
DEEi'CMMM'.^') -- 1851 
DEEf'CMMM'.'S') -- 3318 
DEEi'CHNLVn '- 1463 
DBECClffl.'.'Z') = 1905 
DEEf'CHML'.'S') = 3103; 
DEECCBBBl','!') ■- 15% 
DEECCHBBr.T) = 2352 
DEECCHHBl'.'S') = 2499 
DEEi"CBHH2',,r) = 1581 
DEE(,CBHB2,,,2,) = 2493 
DEE^ICBBB2^'3,) = 3785 
DEEI'CBBBS','!') = 1619 
DEEi'CBHBS'.^') = 2393 
DEEf'CBHBSVS') •- 5286 
DEECBSCBBBS'.'!') = 1619 
DEErDSCBBBS',^') = 2393 
DEEi'OSCBBBS'.'S') -•  5286 

PARAMETER CPPiF.Z) CRDDE PROTEII REQT (KG) PER STAGE PER FEEDIIG REGIME; 
CPPfF.Zi -- 1326.9 ♦ (.915 ♦ AIT(F.Z)) ♦ (124.4 * GI(F,ZH) 

* DAYfF.Z) » .001: 

PARAMETER  DT(F.YR) APPROXIMATE VALUE OF CATTLE TO BE SOLD BY YEAR; 
DT(F,YRi = IDMBER « lifF.'EID') * LlfF/DRS') * 

(LPKF.n.'Al'J/lOO): 

PARAMETER VARi'F.YR) BISTORICAL IITEREST.YARDAGE AID MARKETIIG CHARGES BY FEEDIIG REGIME 
BY YEAR: 

VARfFJRi * (((LKF.'BEG') * .01 * FDR(YRi) ♦ 
mSUX,Z,DEE|F,Z))/Al

lBLy.lDE,i) t  BARPRi'YR) ' .01 )/2)l 
« IITR(YR) * (SIJM(Z.DAY(F.Z))/365)) 
t SOMfZ.DAYfF.Z) * LCYARD' .'OBA'D 
♦ LCBDT'.'OBA'l ♦ LCSELL'.'OBA') 
♦ ((LKF.'BEG') * .01 * FDR(YR))* 

(LCDEATB'/OBA'I ♦ LCVET'.'OBA'))); 

DISPLAY VAR: 
PARAMETER FVAR(F) FORECAST IITEREST.YARDAGE AID MARltETIIG CBARGES BY FEEDIIG REGIME: 

FVAI(F) = (((LKF.'BEG') « .01 • Lf'FEDR','OBA'D ♦ 
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863 (((Sini|ZrDEE(F,2))/A('BLYVDE')l * PI'BLY'.'OBA') » .01 )/2)) 
864 * LCHTVOBA') * (SDM(Z(DAY(F,Z))/365)) 
865 » SOM(Z,DAY(F,Z) ' LCYABD','OBA')) 
866 ♦ K'BOI'.'OBA') ♦ LCSELL' .'OBA') 
867 ♦ ((LlfF/BBG') * .01 * LI'FEDB', 'OBA' ))* 
868 (LCDEATH'/OBA'i ♦ LCVET'/OBA'))): 
869 
870 PABAMETEB GRiF.YR)   GBOSS BEVEIDE BY FEEDIIG BEGIME BY YEAB; 
871 GBfFJfi) = SOMfGD, IMF,'DBS') * H(F,'EID') * LltfF.GD) 
872 » LPB(F,YB,GD) » .01)-iMABIt(F.YB, 'DIFF') 
873 « 2.2 * LKfF.'DBS') « LKfF.'EID') * .01); 
874 
875 PABAMETEB FDBCSTIF) FEEDEB COST BY FEED BEGIME FOB DPCOMIIG YEAB; 
876 FDBCSTIF) = (LKF.'BEG1) * .01 * LCFEDB'.'OBA')); 
877 
878 PABAMETEB AFEEDiF.YB) APPBOIIMATED FEED COST BY FEEDIIG BEGIME BY YEAB; 
879 AFEEDIF.YB) = f (SDMIZ.DEEIF.ZU/AI'BLY', 'DE')) « BABPB(YB) * .01 ); 
880 
881 PABAMETEB FFEED(F) FOBECASTED APPBOI FEED COST BY FEEDIIG BEGIME FOB CDBBEIT YEAB; 
882 FFEEDIFi = ((SDM(Z.DEE(F,Z) j/ACBLY'. 'DE')) * PI'BLY','OBA') * .01 ); 
883 
884 PABAMETEB IBIF.MK.YB) IET BEVEIDE BY FEEDIIG AID MABKETIIG ALTEBIATIVES; 
885 IBIF.'CASH'JB) = |(IGB(F.YBi - VABfF.YBi - AFEEDIF.YB) - (FDBfYB)« 
886 .01 » LKF.'BEC'MiMOOi/CPIiYBii ' IDMBEB; 
887 IBIF.'SBEDG'JB) = IBIF.'CASB' .YB) * 
888 ((((lAKfF.Tl.'ir) » 2.2)/CPICn) * MABI(F.YB.'EI'))- 
889 ffMABRIF.YB.'BO') * 2.2)/CPI(YBi * MABKF.YB/EO')))* 
890 (18182 * CT1): 
891 IBIF.'CHEDG'.YB) = IBIF/SBEDG'JB) ♦ 
892 (KMABRIF.YB.'TEri - MABKlF.YB.'TEO')) * DT(F.YB))*100) 

/CPI(YB); 
893 IBIF.'TSP'JB) -- IBIF.'CASB' .Yfi) ♦ 
894 ((((MAfilt(F.YB.'PAY') - (MABKF.YB.'LBV')/3)) * 
895 (LI(F,'EID'i/100) « 2.2)*100)/CPI(IHi; 
896 
897        IBf'DSCBHBS'/TSP'.YB) = -500; 
898 
699 DISPLAY IB; 
900 
901 TABLE BETAi'F.MK) SIMPLE EXPOIEITIAL SMOOTH 11G COISTAITS 
902 
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903 CASB SBEDG CBEDG TSP 
904 
90S LLH 0.31 0.49 0.44 0.46 
906 LMH 0.01 0.62 0.55 0.32 
907 LBB 0.01 0.29 0.30 0.37 
908 MMM 0.34 0.43 0.39 0.36 
909 MMH 0.01 0.54 0.43 0.36 
910 MHH 0.01 0.01 0.34 0.36 
911 HML 0.36 0.83 0.68 0.50 
912 BHH1 0.45 0.% 0.93 0.50 
913 BHB2 0.29 0.99 0.99 0.32 
914 BHB3 0.01 0.32 0.01 0.05 
915 CLLH 0.39 0.99 0.87 0.53 
916 CLMH 0.23 0.53 0.43 0.45 
917 CMMM 0.29 0.99 0.55 0.47 
918 CHML 0.39 0.94 0.79 0.53 
919 CHHH1 0.25 0.36 0.29 0.40 
920 CBBB2 0.31 0.99 0.95 0.47 
921 CBBB3 0.01 0.50 0.49 0.25 
922 DSCBBH3 0.99 0.17 0.21 0: 
923 
924 SCALAB LOSS PROFIT LOSS ADJUSTEB /500.0/; 
925 
926 
927 
928 PARAMETER FI8(F,Mt,Y8) IE? BEVEIOE B? FEEDIIG AID MABKETIIG ALTEBIATH ES; 
929 FIB(F,MK,'1976')=IB(F,I1K, 1976'); 
930 FIBiF.MK. '1977')=(BETAiF,MI)*IR(F,MI,'1976')) Md-BETAIF.MID'F IB(F.MI. '1976')) 

931 FIB(F,MK. '1978')=(Bm(F,MI)*IR(F,MI.'1977')) M(1-BETA.'F,MI))*F IR(F,MI. '1977')) 

932 FIRIF.MK, ,1979')MBETA(F,MI)*lfi(F,MI,,1978')) >((1-BETA(F,KI))»F IRfF.MI, '1978')) 

933 FIKF.n, ,1980')=(BETA(F,MI)*I8(F,MI,'1979')) t((l-BETA(F,MI))«F IR(F,MI, '1979')) 

934 FIR(F,MI, '1981'WBETA(F.MI) HRfF.MI.'1980'j) »m-BHA(F.tt)l»F IRfF,MI, '1980')) 

935 FIR(F,MK, '1982')=iBE?A(F,MIj >IR(F,MI,'198r)) M(1-BETA(F,MI))*F IRfF.MI, '1981')) 

936 FIRIF.MI, '1983')=fBETA(F,MIi »IR(F,Ml,'1982')) >((1-BETA(F.MI))*F IR(F,MI, '1982')) 
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937 FIB(F,MI,,1984')MBETA(F,MI)aB(F,MI,'1983'))t((l-BETA(F.MI))*FIB(F,MI,,1983')) 

938 FIBfF.MI.'WS'HBETAfF.MD'IBIF.MI, '1984' ))«((1-BETA(F,MI))*FIB(F, MI, '1984')) 

939 FIBfF,MI.'^Be')MBETA(F,MI)»IB(F.MI,'1985'))M(1-BETA(F,MI))*FIB(F,MI,'1985')) 
940 DISPLAY FIB: 
941 
942 PABAMETEBS MVAB(F) AVERAGE BISTOBICAL IITEBEST CHARGES (1981 COISTAIT DOLUBS) 
943 MAFEED(F) AVERAGE APPBOI FEED COST (1981 COISTAIT DOLUBS) 
944 MFDB(F) MEAI FEEDER COST (1981 COISTAIT DOLUBS) 
945 IRAVG(F,MI) REALIZED AVERAGE IET BEVEIDE (1981 COISTAIT DOLLARS) 
946 IBDEVjF.MI.TB) REALIZED IET BEVEIDE DEVIATIOIS 
947 IBVC(F,MI,FC,MIC) REALIZED VABIAICE-COTABIAICE MATBII 
948 VBC(F,NI) REALIZED ?AfilAICE MATBII 
949 STDEV(F,MI) REALIZED STAIDABD DEVIATIOI MATBII (1961 COISTAIT DOLUBS) 
950 EfiB(F,MI,YB) FORECAST ERROR PEB YEAR 
951 EBVC(F,MI,FC,MIC) OIE STEP AHEAD FORECAST VABIAICE-COVABIAICE 
952 EVBC(F,MI) OIE STEP AHEAD VABIAICE 
953 ESTDEV(F.MI) OIE STEP AHEAD STAIDABD DEVIATIOI 
954 EBRAVGi'F.MI) AVERAGE FORECAST ERROR 
955 ERRDEV(F,MI,7R) FOBECAST ERBOR DEVIATIOIS 
956 ERRVC(F.MI,FC,MKC) FORECAST ERROR VARIAICE-COVARIAICE 
957 ERRVBC(F,MI) FORECAST ERROR VABIAICE MATBII 
956 EBRSTDEVIF.MI) EBBOR STAIDABD DEVIATIOI MATBII (1981 COISTAIT DOLLARS) 
959 FIRAVG(F.MI) FORECAST AVERAGE IET BEVEIDE 
960 FIRDEV(F,MI,7B) FORECAST IET BEVEIDE DEVIATIOIS 
961 FIRVCfF.MI.FC.MIC) FOBECAST VABIAICE-COVABIAICE MATBII 
962 FVBCiF.MI) FOBECAST VABIAICE MATBII 
963 FSTDEViF.ffli FORECASTSTAIDARD DEVIATIOI MATRII (1981 COISTAIT DOLUBS) 
964 IDEVTG(F,MI.TB) IBGATIVE DEVIATIOIS FBON TARGET IICOME 
965 AVIDfF.MI) AVERAGE lEGATIVE DEVIATIOIS FROM TARGET IICOME 
966 
967 IRVC(F,MI,FC,MIC) REALIZED VARIAICE-COVARIAICE MATRII; 
968 
969 MVAR(F| = SIIM(YR, ((VAB(F,YB)«100)/CPI(YBi))/CABD(YB); 
970 MAFEED(F) = SDM(YB, ((AFEED(F,YB)«100)/CPI(Y8)))/CAfiD(YR): 
971 MFDR(F) = SDMiYB, ((LKF.'BEG'l'.Ol'FDRfYBl'lOOl/CPKYBm/CABDfYB): 
972 IRAVG(F,MI) -■  SIIN(YR,IR(F,MI,YR))/CARD(YR): 
973 IBDEViF.MI.YB) ■-  IfifF.MI.YR) - IRAVG(F,MI); 
974 IRVC(F,MI,FC,MIC) = SDMi'YR.IRDEVIF.MI.YRi » IRDEV(FC,MIC,YR))/(CABD(YB)-1) 
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975 ?RC(F.MI) = SIIM(YR,IRDEV(F,MI[,YR) * IRDEVfF.MI.YRH/ICARDIYR)-!); 
976 STDEV(F,MK) = SQRT(?RC|F,MI)); 
977 ERR(F,Mt,YR) -- IRfF.MK.YR) - FIR(F,MI.YR): 
978 ERVC|F,MJ,FC,HIC) = SDMtYR.ERRIF.MIJR) « ERRIFCMICJRD/ICARDfYRl-H; 
979 EVRC(F.MK) ■- SDN(YR,ERR(F.MI[,YR) * ERRfF.MKJRD/ICARDiYRW); 
980 ESTDEV(F,MI) = SORTfEVRCfF.MIt)); 
981 ERRAVGfF.MK) -■ SDNi'YR.ERRtF.MKJRtl/CARDiYR); 
982 ERRDEVfF.MK.YR) = ERR(F,MI,YR) - ERRAVG(F,MK); 
983 ERRVC{F,MI,FC,MKC) = SIIM|YR,ERRDEV(F,MI[,YR) * ERRDEV(FC,MI[C,YR))/(CARD(¥R)-1); 

984 ERRVRC(F,NI) = SUM(YR,ERRDEViF,MK.YR) * ERRDEV(F,MK,YR))/(CARD(YR)-1); 
985 ERRSTDEV(F,MI) -- SORT(ERRVRC(F,MI)); 
986 FIRAVG (F, HI) = SIIM(YR,FIR(F,MK.YR))/CARDfYR): 
987 FIRDEV(F,MK,YR) -- FIRfF.MKJR) - FIRAVG(F,MK); 
988 FIRVCfF.MI.FC.MKC) •- StJN(YR.FIRDEV(F,MK,YR) * FIRDEV(FC,MKC,YR))/(CARD(YR)-1); 

989 FVRC(F.MK) = SIJM(YR.FIRDEV(F,MK.¥R) ♦ FIRDEV(F.MK,YR))/(CARD(YR)-1); 
990 FSTDEV(F,MK) = SORTfFVRCfF.MK)); 
991 IDEVTGiF.MK.YR) = -MIIilR(F,MK.YR)-TARG,0); 
992 AVIDIF.MK) = SUMtYR, IDEVTG(F,MK,YR)/CARD(YR)); 
993 AVIDi'0SCBHH3,,,TSP')--0; 
994 
995 
996 DISPLAY IRAVG, STDEV. FIRAVG. FSTDEV, ERRAVG. ERRSTDEV. ESTDEV, AVID.HVAR.HAFEED.MFDR: 
997 PARAMETER FFIR(F,MK) CDRREIT YEAR FORECASTED IET REVEIDE BY FEEDIIG AID MARKETIIG 

REGIMES; 
998 FFIR{F,MI)=fBETA(F,MK)*FIRfF,MK,,1986'nM{l-BETA(F,H)i*IRfF,MK,'1986')i; 
999 DISPLAY FFIR; 

1000 
1001 
1002 VARIABLES 
1003 FEEDfJ.Z)  FEEDSTDFFS (KG PER BD PER STAGE) 
1004 VTMA(Z) VITAMII A (GRAMS PER STAGE) 
1005 OBJ MAIIMDM PROFIT OBJECTIVE FDICTIOI 
1006 DIET(F.MK) FEEDIIG AID MARKETIIG REGIMES (t OF .01 HD PER STAGE) 
1007 FDRR KG OF FEEDER STEER PDRCBASED 
1008 MII(Z) 100 KG FEED MIXED BY STAGE 
1009 FEEDCST(Z) FEEDCOST PER STAGE 
1010 PDEV(YR)  POSITIVE IET REVEIDE DEVIATIOIS (DOLLARS) 
1011 IIDEV(YR)  PRECISE IET REVEIDE DEVIATIOIS (DOLLARS) 
1012 IDEV(YR)  IEGATIVE IET REVEIDE DEVIATIOIS (DOLLARS); 
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1013 
1014 POSITIVE VAR 
1015 
1016 EQOATIOIS 
1017 
1018 0J1 
1019 0J2 
1020 0J3 
1021 0J4 
1022 0J5 
1023 EIRGYBAL(Z) 
1024 DMHTMAI(Z) 
1025 CPBAL(Z) 
1026 CABAL(Z) 
1027 PBAL(Z) 
1028 CAPBAL(Z) 
1029 CAPIBAL(Z) 
1030 DREABAL(Z) 
1031 BTPBAL(Z) 
1032 SALTBAL(Z) 
1033 RAPEBAL(Z) 
1034 LIMBAL(Z) 
1035 MOLSBAL(Z) 
1036 VITABAL(Z) 
1037 MIIBAL(Z) 
1036 FDRBAL 
1039 CAPACITY 
1040 FEEDCOST(Z) 
1041 DDEV(YI) 
1042 lEGDEV(YR) 
1043 IIEGDEV(YR) 
1044 TDEV 
1045 
1046 0J1.. 
1047 
1048 
1049 
1050 
1051 
1052 
1053 

POSITIVE VARIABLES FEED, VTMA, DIET, FDRR, Mil, FEEDCST, PDEV, IDEV, IIDEV; 

IET REVEIDE OSIIG OBA PRICE SERIES (OP) 
IET REVEIDE DSIIG OBA PRICE SERIES AID FORECAST (OP) 
IET REVEIDE DSIIG OBA PRICE SERIES (NOTAD) 
IET REVEIDE DSIIG OBA PRICE SERIES AID FORECAST (MOTAD) 
IET REVEIDE DSIIG OBA PRICE SERIES AID FORECAST (TMOTAD) 
DIGESTIBLE EIERGY BALAlCE BY STAGE (HCAL) 
MAIIMUN DRY MATTER IT (KG DM) OF DIET TO SATISFY EIERGY 
CRDDE PROTEII BALAlCE (KG CP) BY STAGE 
CALCIDM BALAlCE (G CA) BY STAGE 
PHOSPBORDS BALAlCE (G P) BY STAGE 
MIIIMDN CALCIUM PHOSPBORDS RATIO BALAlCE (G) BY STAGE 
HAIIMUM CALCIDM PBOSPHORDS RATIO BALAlCE (G) BY STAGE 
MAIIMUN Um COICEITRATIOI BALAlCE EQDATIOI (KG) BY STAGE 
MAUHDM BEET PDLP COICEITRATIOI BALAlCE EODATIOI (KG) BY STAGE 
NAIINUN SALT COICEITRATIOI BALAlCE EODATIOI (KG) BY STAGE 
MAIINDN RAPESEED HEAL COICEITRATIOI BALAlCE (KG) BY STAGE 
NAIINUN LIMESTOIE COICEITRATIOI BALAlCE (KG) BY STAGE 
MAIIMDN MOLASSES COICEITRATIOI BALAlCE (KG) BY STAGE 
VITANII A BALAlCE (CG) BY STAGE 
FEED BATCH (KG DM) MIIIIG BALAlCE BY STAGE 
FEEDER IEIGBT (KG) PURCHASE BALAlCE 
CAPACITY BALAlCE OR IUMBER OF .01 HEAD FED 
ACCODITIIG EODATIOI OF FEEDCOST PER STAGE 
DEFIIITIOI OF IET REVEIDE DEVIATIOIS (DOLLARS) 
TARGET MOTAD IEG IET REV DEV BELOB TARGET 
PRECISE TARGET MOTAD IEG IET REV DEV BELOi TARGET 
TARGET DEVIATIOI COISTRAIIT; 

-(SUNUJ.Z), PfJ/OBA')' .01 « FEED(J,Z))) - 
(SUN(Z, VTNA(Z) * PCVTAVOBA') * .01)) - 
(LCFEDR'.'OBA'IM'FDRR/IOO)) - 
(SUN(Z, (MII(Z)/10) ' MINICHIIF'.Z))) * 
SUN(iF,MK), ((((IRAVGfF,MK)<HAFEEDiF)<HFDR(F)) 
*FCPI)/100)+LOSS) 
* (DIET(F,NK)/100)) -(PHI * S » 
S0M((F,NK1FC,MKC)1(DIET(F,MIi/100i*IRVC(F,NK,FC,MIC)« 
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1054 (DIETiFCMIO/lOOni =E= OBJ; 
1055 0J2.. -(SUM(fJ,Z), PfJ.'OBA')* .01 * FEED|J,Z))) - 
1056 (SUM(Z, VTMA(Z) * Pi'VTA'.'OBA') * .01)) - 
1057 (L('FEDBVOBA')MFDBR/100)) - 
1056 (SONiZ, (MIIiZ)/10) ' MIMI("MIIF',Z))) « 
1059 SDMKF.MK), (FFIB(F.MK)4FFEED(F) ♦ FDBCST(F) « LOSS) 
1060 » iDIET(F,MI)/100)) -(PBI « S * 
1061 SDMf(F,MK,FC,MKC),(DIET(F,MK)/100)*IBVC(F,MK,FC,MKC)t 
1062 iDIETiFC,MIC)/100))) =E^ OBJ; 
1063 
1064 
1065 0J3.. -|SUMi(J,Z), PfJ.'OBA')* .01 ♦ FEED(J.Z)i) - 
1066 (SOMIZ, VTMAIZ) « PI'VfA','OBA') ♦ .01)) - 
1067 (Li'FEDBVOBA'JMFDBR/lOO)) - 
1066 (SOHfZ, (MII(Z)/10) ' MIMK'MIIF1 ,Z))) t 
1069 SUNiiF.HIj, ((((lBAVG(F,MR)»MAFEED(F)tNFDB(F)) 
1070 *FCPI)/100i»LOSS) * (DIET|F,Mlt)/100)i 
1071 -iPBI»RL*S(JMiYB,PDEViYB)«IDEViyB))/CABDiyB))=E= OBJ; 
1072 
1073 0J4.. -I'SUHKJ.Z), PfJ.'OBA')' .01 » FEEDiJ.Zi)) - 
1074 (SDM(Z, VTMAfZ) * K'm'.'OBA') * .01)) - 
1075 (Li'FEDBVOBA'lMFDRB/lOOi) - 
1076 (SDMi'Z, (MII(Z)/10) * MIMXi'MIIF' ,Z) ii ' 
1077 SUMilF.MR), ((FFIBfF,MRi*FCPI«.01)*FFEEDiF) ♦ FDBCST(F) * LOSS) 

* (DIET(F,Ki/100)) 
1078 -(PBI*IL«SlIM(YB,PDEV{yB)*IDEVtTBi)/CABDfYB))=E= OBJ; 
1079 
1080 0J5.. -(SOMiiJ.Z), PfJ/OBA'i* .01 « FEEDIJ.Zi'il - 
1081 (SOM(Z, VTMAfZ) * PCm'.'OBA') ' .01)1 - 
1082 (Lr'FEDB'.'OBA'JMFDBR/lOO)) - 
1083 (SDMfZ, fMIIfZ)/10) ' MIMICMIIF' ,Z)j) * 
1064                 SDMfiF.MK), (FFIB(F,MK)«FFEEDiF) * FDBCSTiF) 
1085                ■•♦ LOSS) * (DIET(F,MIi/100i)=E=OBJ; 
1086 
1087 
1088 ElBGYBALiZ)..  SOMdF.Mr!, (DIET(F.IK)/100) • DEEfF.Z)) - 
1069 iSUMIJ, (AIJ/DE'l/AIJ/n')) • FEEDIJ.ZI) 1 =E= 0; 
1090 DMtfTKAKZ)..  •jSONiiF.HI), (DIETfF.MKl/lOO) * (DEEiF.Zi/DEMiF.Z)))) ♦ 
1091 iSDIIiJ, FEEDfJ.Z) * AIJ/DM'))) =L= 0; 
1092 CPBALiZ)..    SUMIiF.MI), iDIET(F.MIi/100) * CPPCF.Z)) - 
1093 (SOMiJ, (AIJ/CP'J/AIJ/fri) * FEEDiJ.Z) « .01)) =L= 0; 
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1094 
109S 
1096 
1097 
1098 
1099 
1100 
1101 
1102 
1103 
1104 
1105 
1106 
1107 
1108 
1109 
1110 
1111 
1112 
1113 
1114 
1115 
1116 
1117 
1118 
1119 
1120 
1121 
1122 
1123 
1124 
1125 
1126 
1127 
1128 
1129 
1130 
1131 
1132 
1133 
1134 

CABAL(Z).. 

PBALfZ).. 

CAPBAL(Z).. 

CAPIBALi'Z).. 

DREABALIZ).. 

BTPBALfZ).. 

SALTBALfZ).. 

RAPEBALfZ).. 

LIMBAL(Z).. 

MOLSBAL(Z'|.. 

VITABALiZ).. 

MIIBALiZ).. 

FDRBAL.. 

CAPACITY.. 
FEEDCOST(Z).. 

DDEVfYR).. 
lEGDEVfYR).. 
HEGDEVi'YR).. 

Sini((F,MI), (DIETfF.MD/lOO) 
(SUMfJ, (AIJ.'CA'J/AIJ.'BT) 
SDMifF.MI), (DIET(F,MI)/100) 
(SWIJ, (MJ.'PH'l/AfJ.'W) 
SDMIJ,  (AiJ.'CA'l/AIJ.'UT')) 

-(SDM(J.  (AfJ.'PH'l/AIJ.'iT') 
SOHiJ,  (AfJ.'CA'J/AfJ.'Um 

-(SDMIJ, (AfJ/PR't/AfJ/n') 
-iSDMiJ $ IJUiJ'i.FEEDiJ.Zi » 

(FEEDCDRA'.Z) « (1 - MIMIC 
-ISDHIJ $ IJB(J).FEED(J,Z) ' 

(FEEDCBTP'.Z) ' (1 - MIMIC 
-iSDHU $ IJS(J),FEED(J,Z) > 

(FEEDCSLT'.Z) < (1 - MDIIC 
-tSUHiJ $ IJR(J),FEED(J,Z) > 

(FEEDCRPM'.Z) ' (1 - MIMIC 
-fSUHiJ $ IJL!J),FEEDiJ,Zt < 

' NIMICCAL'.Z) ' DEE(F,Z)) - 
) « FEED(J,Z1)) =L= 0; 

' MIMICPHO'.Z) * DEEIF.Z)) - 
) * FEED(J,Z))) =L= 0; 
* FEED(J,Z)) 
) ♦ FEED(J,Z) * CALP)) =G= 0; 

' FEED(J,Z)) 
) * FEED(J(Z) * CALPD) =L= 0; 
(1/A(J,'»?')) ' MIMK'DRE'.Z))) ♦ 
DRE'.Z))) =L= 0; 

(l/AiJ.'MT')) » 
BEP\Z))) =L= 0; 

(l/AfJ.'ST1)) * 
ICL\Z))) =1= 0; 
(1/A(J,'»T')) * 
RMM'.Z'm =L= 0; 
(l/AfJ.'HT1)) ' MIMICLIME'.Z))) * 

MIMICBEP'.Z))) ♦ 

MIMICICL'.Z))) * 

MIMICRMM'.Z))) ♦ 

TDEV.. 

(FEEDf'LIM'.Z) * (1 - MIMICLIME'.Z))) =L= 0; 
FEEDCMOL'.Z) =L= 
SDMIJ $ MCiJ), FEEDIJ.Z) ' MIMICMOLC .Zl) < 
SDMIJ $ FMIJ), FEEDIJ.Z) * MIMICMOLF' ,Z)i: 
SDMKF.MI), IDIETIF.MIi/lOO) * MIMICVII'.Z) * DAYIF.Z) / 1000) - 

(10 » TTMAIZi) =E= 0; 
-ISDMiJ, FEEDtJ,Z)*A(J,'IT,))) ♦ 11000 * (MII(Z)/10)) =E= 0: 

SDMilF.MR), IDIETIF.MKl/lOO) « LKF.'BEG'l) 
-(100 * (FDRR/100)'i =E= 0: 
SDMKF.MI), (DIETiF,MK)/100i) --L^ IDMBER: 
SDMIJ, FEEDIJ.Z) * PiJ,'OBA"i' .01) ♦ 
ilHII(Z)/10i' MIMICMIIF'.Z)) ♦ fVTMAIZi'PCVTA'.'OBA')'.01) 
- FEEDCST(Z) =L=0: 
SDMIfF/MK), (DIET(F,MI[)/100)<ERR(F,MI,YR))=E= PDEV(YR) - IDEV(YR): 
SDMKF.MI), (DIET|F,MIi/100i«IRlF,M,YRi)»IDEV(YR) =G= TARG; 

SDMKF.MI), (DIETfF,MIi/100i*IRiF.MI,YR))«IIDEV(YR) =G= TARG: 

SDM1YR, ilDEV(YR)/CARDiYR))l=E=LAMBDA: 

MODEL QPl / 0J1.EIRGYBAL.CPBAL.CABAL.PBAL.CAPBAL.CAPIBAL, 
DREABAL,BTPBAL,SALTBAL,RAPEBAL,MOLSBAL,LIMBAL,VITABAL, 
MIIBAL,FDRBAL.DMITMAl,CAPACITY,FEEDCOST /; 
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1135 
1136 MODEL OPF / 0J2.EIBGmL.CPBAL,CABAL,PBAL.CAPBAL.CAPXBAL. 
1137 DREABAL,BTPBAL,SALTBAL,RAPEBAL,MOLSBAL,LIMBAL,VITABAL, 
1138 MIXBAL.FDRBAL.DMHTMAI,CAPACITY,FEEDCOST /; 
1139 
1140 MODEL M0TAD1 / OJS.EIRGYBAL.CPBAL,CABAL,PBAL.CAPBAL.CAPXBAL, 
1141 DREABAL,BTPBAL,SALTBAL,RAPEBAL,MOLSBAL,LIMBAL,VITABAL, 
1142 MIIBAL.FDRBAL.DMiTMAX.CAPACITY,FEEDCOST,DDEV /: 
1143 
1144 MODEL MOTADF / 0J4,EIRGYBAL,CPBAL,CABAL,PBAL.CAPBAL.CAPXBAL, 
1145 DREABAL,BTPBAL,SALTBAL,RAPEBAL,MOLSBAL,LIMBAL,VITABAL, 
1146 MIXBAL.FDRBAL.DMITMAX,CAPACITY,FEEDCOST,DDEV /; 
1147 
1148 MODEL TMOTAD / OJS.EIRGYBAL.CPBAL,CABAL,PBAL.CAPBAL.CAPXBAL, 
1149 DREABAL,BTPBAL,SALTBAL,RAPEBAL,MOLSBAL,LIMBAL,VITABAL, 
1150 MIXBAL,FDRBAL,DMHTMAI,CAPACITY.FEEDCOST,IEGDEV,IIEGDEV,TDEV /; 
1151 
1152 PHI =0.0; 
1153 SOLVE MOTADF DSIIG LP MAIIMIZIIG OBJ; 
1154 DISPLAY OBJ.L, FEED.L, VTMA.L. DIET.L, FDRR.L, MIX.L, FEEDCST.L.PDEV.L.IDEV.L: 
1155 DISPLAY IRAVG, STDEV; 
1156 DISPLAY P: 
1157 DISPLAY L; 
1158 PARAMETERS TFEED(J)  TOTAL AMODIT OF FEEDSTDFFS DSED (KG PER HD) 
1159 TVTMA TOTAL AMODIT OF VITANII A DSED (GRAMS) 
1160 TFDCST TOTAL FEED. VIT A AID MIXIIG COSTS (DOLLARS) 
1161 TFDRCST  TOTAL FEEDER STEER COST (DOLLARS) 
1162 MAD MEAI ABSOLDTE DEVIATIOI OF IET IICOME (DOLLARS) 
1163 STD STAIDARD DEVIATIOI 01 IET IICOME (DOLLARS) 
1164 IIC MEAI IET IICOME (DOLLARS) 
1165 FDIET(F)  PERCEIT OF STEERS II SELECTED FEEDIIG REGIMES 
1166 MDIET(MI) PERCEIT OF STEERS II SELECTED MARKETIIG REGIMES 
1167 IEIGBT ffEIGBTED AVGERAGE IEIGET (KG) OF LOT OF FEEDER STEERS; 
1168 TFEED(J) = SDMiZ. FEED.L (J.Z)); 
1169 TVTMA = SDMfZ, VTMA.L (Zi); 
1170 TFDCST = SDMiZ, FEEDCST.L (Z)); 
1171 TFDRCST = FDRR.L ' .01 « LCFEDR','OBA'); 
1172 MAD •  SDHiYR.PDEV.L(YR) * IDEV.L(YR))/CARDiYR); 
1173 STD = MAD « IL; 
1174 IIC = OBJ.L ♦ (PBI»STD)-LOSS: 
1175 FDIET(F) = SDHfMK, DIET.L IF.MK)): 
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1176 
1177 
1178 
1179 
1180 
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1182 
1183 
1184 
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1189 
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1211 
1212 
1213 
1214 
1215 
1216 

MDIET(NK) ; SUHiF, DIET.L (F,NK)); 
iEIGHT * SDM(F, (FDIETtFj/lOO'LKIF.'EID')); 

DISPLAY TFEED.TFDCST,TFDRCST,IIC,STD,FDIET,MDIET: 
PARAMETER RREP   RISK SCEIARIO REPORT FOR OBA AID MOTADF SPECIFICATIOIS; 
RREPfJ.'RISK-O.O') = TFEED(J): 
RREPCVIT-A'.'RISK-O.O') = TVTMA; 
RREPCFEEDCOSTVRISK-O.O')      = TFDCST; 
RREPCFDR-CST'.'RISK-O.O')        = TFDRCST: 
RREPCPHIVRISK-O.O') = PHI: 
RREPCIET-IIC'RISK-O.O')        = IIC; 
RREPi'ST-DEV'.'RISK-O.O') -■ STD; 
RREPIF/RISK-O.O') =FDIET|Fi; 
RREPt'MK.'RISK-O.O') = MDIET(MI); 
RREPCIEIGBT'.'RISK-O.O') = WEIGHT: 

PBI=0.2; 
SOLVE MOTADF DSIIG LP MAIIMIZIIG OBJ; 
DISPLAY OBJ.L, FEED.L, VTMA.L, DIET.L, FDRR.L, MILL, FEEDCST.L,PDEV.L,IDEV.L; 
TFEED(J) -- SUMfZ. FEED.L (J.Z)); 
TVTMA = SDM(Z, VTMA.L (Z)); 
TFDCST --  SOM(Z, FEEDCST.L (Z)); 
TFDRCST -- FDRR.L * .01 * LI'FEDR' .'OBA'); 
NAD = SOMiYR.PDEV.LfYR) ♦ IDEV.L(YRi)/CARD(YR); 
STD - MAD ♦ KL; 
IIC = OBJ.L ♦ (PBI*STD)-LOSS; 
FDIET(F) -  SDM(Ml, DIET.L (F,K)j; 
MDIETfMK) = SDM(F, DIET.L (F,MK)1; 
IEIGHT = SDM(F, (FDIET(F)/100j*H(F, 'EID' ii: 
DISPUY TFEED,TFDCST,TFDRCST, IIC,STD. FDIET.MDIET: 
RREPfJ/IISKHU'} =TFEEDiJj: 
RREPCVIT-A'.'RISK-O^') = TVTMA: 
RREPI'FEEDCOSTVRISK-O^'I      = TFDCST; 

= TFDRCST: 
= PHI; 

RREPCFDR-CST'.'RISK-O.r) 
IIEPCMr.'lISI-O.a'l 
RREPCIEMIC'/RISK-O^') = IIC: 
RREPCST-DEV'/RISK-O^') = STD; 
RREPfF.'RISK-O^') = FDIEKFi; 
lIBPdH.'HSI-O.Z') = MDIETi'MK); 
IIEPCWIGHT','1151-0.2') = VEIGHT; 

PHI=0.4: 
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1217 SOLVE MOTADF DSIIG LP MAIIMI2II6 OBJ; 
1218 DISPU! OBJ.L, FEED.L, VTMA.L, DIET.L, FDM.L, MILL, FEEDOST.L.PDEV.L.IDEV.L; 
1219 TFEED(J) = SDN(Z. FEED.L (J.Z)); 
1220 TVTMA = SBHtZ, VTMA.L (!)); 
1221 TFDCST = SIIN(Z, FEEDCST.L (Z)); 
1222 TFDBCST = FDRB.L « .01 » LCFEDB'.'OBA'); 
1223 MAD = SDMfYE.PDEV.LiYR) ♦ IDEV.L(Y8))/CABD(!B); 
1224 STD = MAD * IL; 
1225 IIC - OBJ.L ♦ (PBI*STD)-LOSS; 
1226 FDIET(F) = SDMi'ME, DIET.L (F,ME)); 
1227 MDIET(MK) = SDM(F, DIET.L (F,MX)); 
1228 IEIGHT = SUH(F, (FDIETlFi/lOOi'LKF,'EID'I): 
1229 DISPU! TFEED.TFDCST,TFDRCST.IIC,STD,FDIET.MDIET; 
1230 IIEPU.'IISI-O.I')        = TFEED(J); 
1231 RREPI'VIT-A'/RISI-O^')    = TVTMA: 
1232 RREPCFEEDCOST'.'RISI-O^')  = TFDCST; 
1233 RREPCFDR-CST'.'RISI-OM'I   = TFDRCST; 
1234 IIEPCPHVIISHU') = PHI; 
1235 RREPCIET-IIC.'8151-0.4')        = IIC; 
1236 RREPCST-DEV'.'RISI-O^'i = STD; 
1237 RREP(F,'RISR-0.4') = FDIETiFi; 
1238 RREP(Mf;.'RISI[-0.4"i =MDIETfMIj; 
1239 RREPCBEIGHT'.'RISI-O^') = iEIGBT; 
1240 
1241 PBI=0.6; 
1242 SOLVE MOTADF DSIIG LF MAIIMI2IIG OBJ; 
1243 DISPU! OBJ.L. FEED.L, VTMA.L, DIET.L, FDRR.L. MILL, FEEDCST.L.PDEV.L.IDEV.L; 
1244 TFEEDfJ) = SUMfZ, FEED.L (J,Z)i; 
1245 TVTMA = SDM(Z. VTMA.L (Z)); 
1246 TFDCST = SDM(Z, FEEDCST.L (S)); 
1247 TFDRCST = FDRR.L * .01 * LIf'FRDI','OBA'): 
1248 MAD -- SDM{!R,PDEV.L(!R) ♦ IDEV.L(TR))/CARDf!R); 
1249 STD --  MAD ML; 
1250 IIC = OBJ.L ♦ (PHI»STD)-LOSS; 
1251 FDIET(F) -- SDMi'MI. DIET.L (F.MK)); 
1252 MDIETiMI) = SDM(F, DIET.L IF,MI)); 
1253 8EIGHT = SUMiF, (FDIETiFl/lOOi'LKF.'EID')); 
1254 DISPU! TFEED,TFDCST,TFDRCST,IIC,STD,FDIET.MDIET; 
1255 RREPiJ,'RISI-0.6')        •  TFEEDiJ); 
1256 RREPCVIT-A','RlSI-0.6")    --TVTMA; 
1257 RREP('FEEDC0ST,,'RISI-0.6')  = TFDCST; 
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1256 
1259 
1260 
1261 
1262 
1263 
1264 
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1266 
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1270 
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1274 
1275 
1276 
1277 
1278 
1279 
1280 
1281 
1282 
1283 
1264 
1285 
1286 
1287 
1288 
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1290 
1291 
1292 
1293 
1294 
1295 
1296 
1297 
1298 

i8EP(,FD8-CST,,'im-0.6') = TFDRCST; 
MEPCPHIVRISI-O.e') ^ PHI: 
IlEPriEMICVIISI-O.S') = IIC; 
IREPrST-DEYVIISK-O^') = STD; 
RBEPt'F, '1151-0.6') = FDIET(F); 
RREP(MK,'RISI-0.6') = MDIET(MK); 
RREP('8EIGHT','RISI[-0.6') ■- HEIGHT; 

PBI=0.8; 
SOLVE MOTADF DSIIG LP MAIIMIZIIG OBJ; 
DISPLAY OBJ.L, FEED.L, VTMA.L. DIET.L, FDRR.L, MILL, 
TFEED(J) -- SUN(Z, FEED.L (J,Z)); 
TVTMA = SDMfZ. VTMA.L IZl); 
TFDCST ■- SUMfZ, FEEDCST.L (Z)); 
TFDRCST -- FDRR.L * .01 » LCFEDR'.'OBA'1; 
MAD -- S0M(YR,PDEV.L(YR) ' IDEV.L(YR)'i/CARD(YR); 
STD ; MAD ' CL; 
IIC = OBJ.L ♦ (PHI'STDi-LOSS; 
FDIET(F) = SDMiMlt, DIET.L (F.MK)); 
MDIET(Mt) -- SOIKF, DIET.L (F.MK)); 
HEIGHT = S0H(F, (FDIETiFi/lOOl'LKF.'EID1)); 
DISPUY TFEED,TFDCST,TFDRCST,IIC,STD,FDIET,MDIET; 
RRBPiJ.'RISK-O.S'l =TFEED(JI: 
RREPCVIT-A'.'RISI-O.B'i = TVTMA: 
RREP('FEEDCOST'.'RISIl-0.8')      = TFDCST; 

RREPCFDR-CST'.'RISI-O.e')        = TFDRCST; 
RREPCPHI'.'RISK-O.S'l = PHI: 
RREPCIET-IIC'RISI-O.B'i        = IIC; 
RREPi"ST-DEV','RISK-0.8') = STD; 
RREPfF.'IISI-O.B'j ■- FDIETIFi; 
RREPtMK.'RISK-O.S') -- MDIETiMK); 
RREPC HEIGHT','RISI-0.8') = HEIGHT; 

PHI=1.0: 
SOLVE MOTADF DSIIG LF MAIIMIZIIG OBJ; 
DISPLAY OBJ.L, FEED.L. VTMA.L, DIET.L, 
TFEEDfJi = SUMiZ, FEED.L {J,Zi): 
TVTMA = SffMiZ, VTMA.L (Z)); 
TFDCST = SUMfZ, FEEDCST.L (Zi): 
TFDRCST = FDRR.L * .01 * LCFEDR','OBA 

FEEDCST.L.PDEV.L.IDEV.L; 

FDRR.L, MILL, FEEDCST.L.PDEV.L.IDEV.L; 

I: 
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1299 
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MAD ; SDMlYB.PDBV.LfYB) ♦ IDEV.L(Yfi))/CABD(YB); 
STD -- MAD ' 11; 
IIC = OBJ.L ♦ (PBI*STD)-LOSS: 
FDIET(F) -- SDH-HI, DIET.L (F.MI)); 
MDIET(MK) -- SONlF, DIET.L (F.MK)): 
iEIGHT = SUMfF, IFDIETfFl/lOOl'LKfF/EID')); 
DISPUY TFEED,TFDCST,TFDBCST,IIC.STD,FDIET,MDIET: 
BBEPIJ.'RISK-l.O') = TFEED(J); 
BREPCVIT-A'.'BISM.O') = TVTMA; 
BBEPCFEEDCOST'.'IISM.O')      = TFDCST; 
BBEPCFDB-CST'.'BISM.O')        - TFDBCST; 
BBEPI'PHIVRISM.O') = PBI; 
RBEP( JET- IIC, 'BISK-1.0')        = IIC; 
RBEPCST-DEVVBISM.O') = STD; 
BBEP(Ff'BISM.O,) -- FDIETiF); 
BBEPtMK.'BISM.O') = MDIETfMK); 
BBEPCVEIGHT'.'BISM.O') ■- IEIGHT; 

PHM.2; 
SOLVE MOTADF DSIIG LP MAlIMIZIIG OBJ; 
DISPLAY OBJ.L. FEED.L, VTHA.L. DIET.L. FDBB.L. MILL. FEEDCST.L.PDEV.L.IDEV.L; 
TFEEDIJi = SDM(Z. FEED.L (J,Z)h 
TVTMA -- SDMIZ, VTMA.L (Zl): 
TFDCST -- SIJMfZ, FEEDCST.L (Zi); 
TFDBCST = FDBB.L » .01 * LCFIDI'.'OBA'J: 
MAD -- SDMiYB,PDEV.L(YB) * IDEV.LfYBij/CABDi'YBi: 
STD -- MAD * IL; 
IIC = OBJ.L « (PHI«STD)-LOSS; 
FDIET(F) -" SON,HI, DIET.L (F.HIi): 
HDIETiHIi -- SUMfF. DIET.L (F.HIn; 
IEIGHT = SUMfF, (FDIETfF)/100t*LIiF,'BID')): 
DISPLAY TFEED.TFDCST.TFDBCST.IIC.STD.FDIET.MDIET; 
BBEPfJ.'BISM^')        = TFEEDfJ); 
BBEPf'VIT-A'.'RISM^')    = TVTMA; 
BBEPCFEEDCOST'.'BISM^')  -  TFDCST; 
REEPCFM-CST'.'IISM.Z')   = TFDBCST; 
RREPrPHr.'RISH-l.a')      = PBI; 
BBEPCIET-IIC'BISM.Z')   "- IIC; 
BBEPCST-DEV'.'RISM^')    = STD: 
RREPfF.'RISM^')        = FDIETfF); 
WEPiK.'HSI-l^'l       = MDIETiMI); 
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1340 mPCIEIGBr, '1151-1.2')    -- HEIGHT; 
1341 
1342 PHM.4; 
1343 SOLVE MOTADF DSIIG LP NAIIMIZIIG OBJ; 
1344 DISPLAY OBJ.L, FEED.L, VTMA.L, DIET.L, FDRI.L, NII.L, FEEDCST.L.PDEV.LJDEV.L; 
1345 TFEED(J) -- SOHiZ, FEED.L (J,Zii; 
1346 TVTMA = SOHiZ. VTMA.L (2)); 
1347 TFDCST = SDM(Z, FEEDCST.L (Z)); 
1348 TFDRCST = FDRR.L » .01 * LCFEDR', 'OBA'l: 
1349 MAD = SIIMf¥R,PDEV.L(TR) ' IDEV.L(TR))/CARD(7R); 
1350 STD ■-  MAD ' IL; 
1351 IIC -- OBJ.L ♦ (PBI«STD)-L0SS; 
1352 FDIET(F) - SDM(MK. DIET.L (F,MI)); 
1353 MDIET(MI) = SDNfF, DIET.L (F.MI)); 
1354 iEIGBT = SOM(F, (FDIETlFt/lOOl'LIiF,'EID1j1; 
1355 DISPLAI TFEED,TFDCST,TFDRCST,IIC,STD,FDIET.MDIET; 
1356 RREPfJ.'RISM^')        = TFEED(J); 
1357 IREP('VIT-A','RISM.4'i    - TVTMA; 
1358 RREPi'FEEDCOSTVRISK-M't  = TFDCST; 
1359 RREPCFDR-CST'/RISM^')   = TFDRCST; 
1360 RgEP(,PH^,,RISlt-1.4,)      = PBI; 
1361 RREPCIET-IIC,'1151-1.4')        = IIC; 
1362 RREPCST-DEV'.'RISM^')    -"STD; 
1363 IREP(F,'RISM.4')        = FDIETfF); 
1364 RREPCMK.'RISMM')       ^MDIETiMK); 
1365 RiEFi'IEIGBT','1151-1.4'i    = IEIGBT; 
1366 
1367 PHM.6; 
1368 SOLVE MOTADF DSIIG LP NAIIMIZIIG OBJ; 
1369 DISPLAI OBJ.L, FEED.L, VTMA.L, DIET.L, FDRR.L, MILL, FEEDCST.L.PDEV.LJDEV.L; 
1370 TFEED(J) ■- SUNfZ, FEED.L (J.Z)); 
1371 TVTMA = SUN(Z, VTMA.L (Z)j; 
1372 TFDCST = SIIM(Z, FEEDCST;L (Z)); 
1373 TFDRCST = FDRR.L » .01 * LCFEDR', 'OBA'i: 
1374 MAD = SUMIYR.PDEV.L(YR) ♦ IDEV.L(IR))/CARD[IR); 
1375 STD = MAD » IL; 
1376 IIC = OBJ.L ♦ iPBI*STDi-L0SS; 
1377 FDIETIF) = SUNiNI, DIET.L (F,MI)); 
1378 NDIETi'MK) = SDHiF, DIET.L (F.MI)); 
1379 WEIGHT = SCM(F, (FDIETIFj/lOO/'LIfF.'EID')): 
1380 DISPLAY TFEED.TFDCST.TFDRCST,IIC,STD,FDIET.NDIET; 
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BBEP(J, '8151-1.6') -■  TFEED(J); 
BBEP{,?I^A,,,BISI-1.6,) - TVTMA: 
IIEPCFEEDCOST'/BISM^') = TFDCST; 
fiBEP(,FDB-CSr,,BISM.6') = TFDBCST; 
iREPl'PBI'.'BISM.e1) -"PHI; 
BBEPCIEMIC'.'BISI-l.e') = IIC; 
BBEPCST-DEV'/BISM^') - STD; 
BBEPIF,'8151-1.6') = FDIET(F); 
RREP(HI,'BISM.6') = MDIET(ltt); 
88EP('IEIGHT','8ISI-1.6') •- iEIGBT; 

PBM.8; 
SOLVE MOTADF DSIIG LP HAIIHIZIIG OBJ; 
DISPUI OBJ.L, FEED.L, VTMA.L, DIET.L, FDRB.L, MILL, FEEDCST.L,PDEV.L,IDEV.L; 
TFEED(J) -" SDH(Z, FEED.L (J,Z)); 
TVTMA = SDM(Z, VTMA.L (Z)); 
TFDCST -- SDM(Z, FEEDCST.L (Z)); 
TFDBCST -- FDBB.L * .01 * L('FEDB','OBA'); 
MAD -■ SUHIYR.PDEV.LiYR) ♦ IDEV.L(YR))/CARDlYR); 
STD -- HAD * 11: 
IIC = OBJ.L 4 (PBI'STD)-LOSS; 
FDIET(F) = SOHfHI, DIET.L (F.HI)); 
MDIET(W) = SDHiF, DIET.L (F,HK)); 
IEIGBT -- SDH(F, (FDIET(F)/100)<LI(F,'EID')); 
DISPUI TFBED, TFDCST, TFDBCST, IIC, STD, FDIET, HDIET; 
BBEP(J,'BISI-1.8')        =TFEED(J); 
BBEPi'VIT-A','8151-1.8')    -- TVTHA; 
BBEP('FEEDC0ST','8ISI-1.8')  = TFDCST; 

= TFDBCST: 
■- PHI; 

8BEP('FD8-CST'.'BISM.8') 
BBEPCPHI'.'BISM.S') 
BBBP('IET-IIC','BISM.8') --  IIC; 
IBBPCST-DEV'.'BISM.S') = STD; 
BBEP(F,'BISM.8') = FDIET(F); 
BBEPIHE.'BISK-l.S') = HDIET(MI); 
BBEP('HEIGBT','BISK-1.8') 'IEIGBT; 

DISPUT BBEP; 

COHPIUTIOI TIHE 1.668 MIIDTES 
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Two different formulations of the feedlot model diet structure 

were considered.  The first and more correct formulation is a block 

diagonal structure, which details a set of nutritional constraints for 

each production-marketing alternative in the model.  Thus, a diet is 

obtained for each production-marketing alternative in the optimum 

basic feasible solution.  This would be important and necessary 

information if the feedlot manager wanted to use the model to 

determine the diets and amounts of feedstuffs to be fed to each of the 

groups of cattle specified by the production alternatives selected in 

the optimum solution.  The main disadvantage of this formulation is 

the size of the resultant LP matrix and solution times.  A model 

including all of the 72 production-marketing alternatives was not 

solvable on a micro-VAX 3600 with 32 megabytes of memory in 

combination with a micro-VAX server 3600 with 16 megabytes of memory. 

Production-marketing alternatives had to be reduced to 40 with a 

resultant matrix size of 440 single equations, 820 single variables 

and 12,335 non-zero elements before the model would solve. 

The second formulation details only one set of nutritional 

constraints for the set of production-marketing alternatives in the 

model.  The resultant diet in the optimum basic feasible solution then 

represents a single diet that satifies the nutritional demands imposed 

by a linear combination of the production-marketing alternatives in 

the solution.  This compact structure poses a problem if the single 

diet formulation impose some economies to the selection of 

combinations of production-marketing alternatives in the optimum 

solution.  Total amounts of feedstuffs indicated by the single diet 
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may also underestimate the amount necessary to individually feed the 

production groups indicated in the optimum solution.  Advantages, 

however, include the ability to easily solve the complete model on the 

VAX-3600 or IBM-PC XT or AT microcomputer.  The LP matrix in the 

complete model contains 62 single equations, 177 single variables and 

3,364 non-zero elements. 

The compact formulation was chosen since the solutions obtained 

from it differed only slightly from those obtained from the 

block-diagonal formulation.  For example, the following solution was 

obtained at a risk coefficient level of a=1.8 for a reduced MOTAD 

model featuring production alternatives of: LLH, LHH, HHH1, HHH2, 

HHH3, CLLH, CHHH1, CHHH2, CHHH3 and USCHHH3, with marketing 

alternatives: CASH, SHEDG, CHEDG and TSP. 
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HHH2 .BLT 82.175 125.260 33.656 
mi   .ALF 6.577 
HBH2 .OST 20.541 40.236 10.794 
BHH2 Mk 0.552 0.006 
BHH2 .UP 0.056 0.116 0.032 
HHH2 .LIH 0.590 1.199 0.322 
CHHH2 .BLY 61.609 99.278 151.019 
CBBB2 .ALF 7.423 
CBBB2 .OST 13.763 31.890 47.886 
CUHB2 Mk 0.418 0.221 
CBBB2 AU 0.039 0.094 0.139 
CRBH2 .LIH 0.366 0.950 1.447 
CHHHJ .BLT 2.650 3.987 8.840 
CBBB3 .ALF 0.278 
CBHB3 .OST 0.619 1.280 2.769 
CBBB3 .DBA 0.016 1.700250E-4 0.025 
CBBB3 .RIP 0.002 0.004 0.006 
CBBB3 .LIH 0.017 0.036 0.065 
DSCBBB3.BLT 105.533 158.796 352.051 
0SCBBB3.ALF 11.068 
0SCBBB3.0ST 24.658 50.990 110.292 
DSCBHB3.0RA 0.714 0.007 0.986 
DSCBBB3.BKP 0.070 0.150 0.316 
0SCBBB3.LIH 0.676 1.520 3.379 

----  1122 VARIABLE DIET.L 

CASB CBEDG 

BBH1 35.761 
BBB2 20.879 
CBBB2    16.011 
CBBB3     0.670 
0SCBBB3 26.679 

FEEDIIG AID MKETIiG REGIMES it OF .01 BD PER STAGEI 

----  1132 PARAHETER TFEED     TOTAL AHOUIT OF FEEIlSTDFFS USED (KG PER BD) 

BLY 1502.840.  ALF  36.610.  OST 445.540.  UR»  4.702.  RKP  1.266.  LIH  13.30b 
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1132 PAIAIIETEK TFDCST 
PA1AMETEI TFDICST 
PARAUETEI IIC 
PA1AMETE1 STD 

160.616 TOTAL FEED 
S32.667 TOTAL FEEDE1 STEEI COST (DOLUESl 

7.446 HEAl IET IICOME iDOLURS) 
20.044 STAIDAID DEyiATIOl 01 IET IICOHE iDOlUtS) 

This   solution  is  very  similar  to  that derived  from  the  compact 

formulation as  follows: 

  1144 VAKIABLE FEEL.L FEEDSTUFFS HC PEE HD PEB ST,GL 

1 2 3 

BLY 392.717 563.915 545.568 
ALF 36.610 
OST 94.763 180.206 171.740 
DEi. 2.648 0.330 1.238 
m 0.268 0.527 0.497 
LIH 2.663 5.399 5.233 

  1144 VARIABLE DIET.L FEEDIIG AID MARKETIIG REGIMES i 

CSH CHEDG 

Mil 35.761 
HBH2 20.879 
CHBH2    16.011 
CHBH3     0.670 
DSCBHH5 26.679 

—-  1154 PARAMETER TFEED 

BLT 1502.200.  ALF 36.610. 

TOTAL AN0DIT OF FEEDSTUFFS USED (KG PER BD) 

OST 446.710.  0RA  4.217,  RKP  1.293.  LIH  13.295 

1154 PARAMETER TFDCST 
PARAMETER TFDRCST 
PARAMETER IIC 
PARAMETER STD 

160.459 TOTAL FEED 
532.667 TOTAL FEEDER STEER COST (DOLLARS) 

7.603 MEAl IET IICOME (DOLURS) 
20.044 STAIDARD DEVIATIOI 01 IET IICOME (DOLLARS) 
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Total  feedcosts per head for the compact model are slightly lower 

($160.46 versus $160.62)   and mean net income per head slightly higher 

($7.60 versus $7.47).     However,   the diversification percentages,   i.e., 

the  amount of cattle in each production-marketing alternative  as given 

by the variable DIET.L,   remain the  same. 

To run the more complete formulation only the  following lines need 

to be  substituted for  their  counterparts  in the bottom of  the program 

listing given in Appendix A. 

10C3 FEEDiF.J.Zi 
1004 YTMAiF.X) 
1023 EIIGYBAL.F.ZI 

1024 DmnxKF.Z) 
1025 CPBALiF.Z) 
1026 CAB/tMF.Z) 
1027 PBALiF.Z) 
1026 CtfBAUF.Z) 
1029 CAPIBALI'F.Z) 

1030 UlEABAKF.Z'i 
1031 BTPBAL(F.Z) 

1032 SALTBAL(F.Z) 
1033 lAPEBALiF.Zi 
1034 LIKBAL(F,Zj 
1035 NOLSBALi'F.Zj 
1036 VITABALfF.Z) 

1046 OJl.. 
1047 
1055 0J2.. 
1056 
1065 0J3.. 
1066 
1073 0J4.. 
1074 
1060 0J5.. 
1061 

FEEDSTUFFS (IG PEE BD PEI STAGE PEfi FEEDIIG IEGIMEI 

?ITAMII A (eiAHS PEE STAGE'I BI FEEIIIIG lEGIUE 
DIGESTIBLE EIEBGY BALAICE BY STAGE fyCAL) 
HAIIKIIH BIT HATTEB IT (IG Mi OF DIET TO SATISFY EIEIGY 

CBODE PI0TEII BALAICE (IG CP) BY STAGE 
CALCIDM BALAICE (G CAi BY STAGE 

PB0SPB0RUS BALAICE (G P) BY STAGE 
VUim CALCim PBOSPBOIDS lATIG BALAICE IG'I BY STAGE 
HAIIHDM CALCIDM PBOSPBOIDS lATIO BALAICE (G) BY STAGE 
MAlIMUt! DIEA COICEITIATI0I BAUICE EQDATIOI (IG) BY STAGE 

HAIINUM BEET PDLF C0ICEITIATI0I BALAICE EODATIOI (IG) BY STAGE 
MAlIMni SALT C0ICEITIATI0I BAUICE EODATIOI (EG) BY STAGE 
HAIIHUH lAPESEED HEAL C0ICEITIATI0I BALAICE (IG) BY STAGE 

HAlIMDtl LIKEST0IE C0ICEIT&ATI0I BALAICE (IG) BY STAGE 
HAIIMDM MOLASSES COICEITlATIOl BAUICE (EG) BY STAGE 
VITAMII A BALAICE (CGi BY STAGE 

-iSOHitF.J.Zi, Pi'J.'OBA')' .01 * FEED(F.J.Z))) - 
(SDMNF.Zi. ?TMA|F.Z) ♦ PCWA' .'OBA') ♦ .01)1 - 
-iSOHi(F.J.Z). PIJ.'OBA')* .01 » FEEDt'F.J.Z))) - 
(SDMifF.Zi. ?TMA(F,ZI * PCVTA' .'OBA' I « .Oil) - 
-iSUHiiF.J.Z). PIJ.'OBA')' .01 » FEEDiF.J.Z) |) - 
(SDMifF.Zi. ?TMA(F.Zi * PI'VTA'.'OBA'I * .Olii - 
-ISONitF.J.Z), PIJ.'OBA')* .01 * FEEDiF.J.Zi)) - 
(SDMnF.Z'i. TTRAiF.Zi * PJ'TTA'.'OBA'i « .01)) - 
-iSOHHF.J.li. PiJ.'OBA'i* .01 • FEEDiF.J.Zi)) - 
(SDMiiF.Zi. ?TMA(F.2I * Pi'VTA'.'OBA'i « .01)1 - 
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CALP}) =G= 0; 

* CALPI)) :L: 0; 
« HIHICDKE'.Z))) 

1068 EIEGTBAMF.Z).. SUMilrt, (DIET|F.W)/100) ' DEEIF.Z)) - 
1089 (SDUiJ. (AlJ.'DE'l/AiJ.'iT'l) * FEEDiF.J.Z))> =E   0; 
1090 DMWTNAKF.Z)..     -(SDH(HI. (DIETIF.Wi/lOO) ' (DEE(F,2)/DEH(F,Z)))) « 
1091 (SDkiJ. FEEO(F.J.Z) ' A(J,'[*'))) ;L= 0; 
1092 CPBAl(F.Z).. SMW. (DIE7(F,n)/100) * CPPfF.Z)) - 
1093 (SOHiJ. mJ.'CP'WAU.'W')) * FEEDIF.J.Z) ♦ .01)) =L= 0; 
1094 CABAL(F.Z).. StJHINI, (DIET(F,lffi/100) « HIHIf'CAL'.Z) * DEE(F,Z)) - 
1095 (SUMiJ. (AIJ.'CA'WAfJ.'»?•)) » FEED{F,J.Z))) -L= 0; 
1096 PBAL(F,Z).. SUiidiE. (DIET(F,HIj/100) * UHK'PHO'.Z) * DEE(F.Z)) - 
1097 (SDUiJ, (AfJ.'PHM/AfJ.'iT')) » FEED(F,J,Z))) =L= 0; 
1098 CAPBAMF.Zh.        SOMU, UJJ.'CA'l/AfJ.'IT'H* FEEDfF.J.Z)) 
1099 -(SOM(J, (AfJ.'PB'l/AIJ/iT')) * FEED(F,J,Z) 
1100 CAPIBAL(F.Z)..      SDHiJ, (AU.'CA'l/AfJ.'lT')) ' FEED(F,J,Z|) 
1101 -(SOMiJ, (AfJ.'PB'l/AfJ.'iT')) » FEEDiF.J.Z) 
1102 TOEABAL(F.Z)..     -(SOM(J $ IJO(J),FEED(F,J,Z) Ml/AfJ/W')) 
1103 (FEED(F.'DBA',Z) ' (1 - HHIfOBB' ,Z))) =L= 0; 
1104 BTPBALfF.Z)..      -(SDN(J $ IJB(J),FEED(F,J,Z) * (l/AIJ.'IT')) ' HHICBEP',Z))) « 
1105 (FEEDIF.'BTP'.Z) » (1 - MIMX^•'BEP, ,Z))) -"L-- 0; 
1106 SALTBALIF.Z)..     -(SOMfJ $ IJS(J),FEED(F,J(Z) * (l/A{J,,iT,|) * MIWCICL',Z)i) * 
1107 (FEEDfF.'SLT'.Z) * (1 - ItHIf'ICL'.Z))) =L= 0; 
1108 KAPEBAKF.Z)..  -(SDNIJ $ IJB(J),FEED(F,J.Z) * (l/AiJ.'JT'i) * MHIf'EHH'.Ziii * 
1109 (FEEDfF/RPM'.Z) ' (1 - HIHICBMH' .Z))) --1--  0: 
1110 LIMBAL(F.Z)..  -(SOM(J $ IJL(J).FEED(F.J,Zi * (l/AfJ/BT)) » HIHI('LIHE1,2)11 4 
1112 (FEEDIF.'LIH'.Z) ' (1 - HIHIi'LIHE',Z) i i --1= 0; 
1113 MOLSBAL(F.Z)..  FEEDiF,'HOL',Zi --1-- 
1114 SDMfJ $ MCiJ), FEEDiF.J.Z) ' HIHf'lJOLC' ,Z)) ♦ 
1115 SDMfJ $ FHiJi, FEEDfF.J.Z) * HIHICHOLF1 ,Zi): 
1116 VITABALI'F.Z)..  SDMIM, (DIETIF.MKl/lOO) « MIMXCVIT',Zi « DAI(F.Z) / 1000) - 
1117 (10 ' VTMA(F.Zi) =E-- 0: 
1166 TFEEDfJ) ■- SDMffF.Z). FEED.L (F.J.Zii; 
1169 rTTM* = SDM((F,Z), TWA.L (F,Z)t: 
1194 TFEEDIJI •- SDMffF.Z). FEED.LfF.J.Z)): 
1195 TVTMh -- SDMffF.Z), VTMA.L (F.Z)): 
1219 TFEEDfJ) = SDMffF.Z). FEED.LfF.J.Z)); 
1220 TVTMA = SDMffF.Z), ?TMA.L (F.Zi); 
1269 TFEEDfJ) ^ SDMffF.Z), FEED.LfF.J.Z)); 
1270 TVTMA ^ SDMffF.Z), TTMA.L {F,Z)); 
1295 TFEEDfJ) -- SDMffF.Z).. FEED.LfF.J.Z)); 
1296 mMA = SDMffF.Z), VTMA.L (F.Z)); 
1320 TFEEDfJ) - SDMffF.Z), FEED.LfF.J.Z)); 
1321 TVTMA = SDMffF.Z), VTMA.L (F.Zii; 
1345 TFEEDfJ) = SDMffF.Z), FEED.LfF.J.Z)); 
1346 TVTMA -- SDMffF.Z), VTMA.L (F,Z)): 
1370 TFEEDfJ) = SDMffF.Z), FEED.LfF.J.Z)); 
1371 TVTMA = SDMffF.Z), VTMA.L (F,Z)i; 
1395 TFEEDiJi - SDMffF.Z), FEED.LfF.J.Z)); 
1396 TVTMA -- SDMffF.Zi. VTMA.L (F.Zi); 
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APPENDIX C 

TSP ESTIMATED PAYOUTS AND LEVIES 
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Table C-l Slaughter Cattle (GM90) Quarterly Support and Market Prices 
(Guaranteed Margin) 

mjuaiiu MTE mitt cuanr Mt. met «M. eon •Ml MT0UT MTOUT ■MHI 10141 
nut TT9 (•/WT) MM eon 

(»/CWT) 
IVCWT) (veui> urn (•/an> HI ntc •WBTO Ntroui 

1972 7201 33.7281 26.9703 . . . . 512,188 
nn 7292 33.7289 26.2083 . . . . 5*1,97* 
1972 7203 32.7131 27.3128 . . . 579,480 
1972 7204 34.2131 29.9625 . . . . 558,733 
wn 7301 39.5387 30.8589 13.7281 26.9703 56.9409 . . 543,134 
1973 7302 42.6096 30.1152 33.7289 26.2063 36.8837 . 545,003 
1973 7303 47.6405 31.6625 52.7131 27.3128 36.5228 . 547,434 
197J 7304 43.8222 38.1596 54.2151 29.9625 41.9869 . . 5*9,195 
1974 7401 45.3108 41.6187 36.63J4 28.914* 48.5454 •3.25 S39.15 550,240 •21,544.554 
1974 7402 44.178? 40.9603 38.1*92 28.1*17 49.9*70 •5.79' S70.05 605.566 •42,421,747 
1974 7403 46.1058 40.0094 40.17*8 29.487* 49.6296 43.52 S42.41 599,218 •25.412,444 
1974 7404 45.2285 38.6734 39.018* 54.0*10 43.1352 545,395 
197S 7501 37.0337 15.5194 59.5259 53.1493 41.2783 •4.24/ •49.32 634.760 01,305,172 
1975 7502 42.7323 32.454J 40.1725 52.4279 59.4244 . . 622.995 
1975 7503 43.5207 32.1757 42.1531 32.9949 40.4181 . 640,511 
1975 7504 42.2729 13.9555 41.088* 55.5985 38.8966 . . 576,754 
1976 7601 37.1770 33.3535 38.9028 53.74*6 37.9939 (0.62 - •9.54 680,3*2 •4,493.879 
197* 7602 39.8701 31.0643 40.8124 52.4545 38.6244 . *77,*99 
1976 7603 36.0488 32.6779 42.4950 52.7901 41.4123 •5.3* •64.67 723,72* •44,•01,99* 
1976 7604 36.0019 34.0432 41.3847 55.1877 59.6204 43.62 •43.64 711,566 Ol,•66,29C 
1977 7701 34.7088 31 .(850 58.5577 33.6662 56.2855 •1.58 < •18.64 734,625 •13.«40,5V 
1977 7702 38.4194 30.3504 40.6240 52.1*45 37.9*39 . 740,947 
1977 7703 40.0974 31.4789 41.2058 52.7*77 59.0732 . 740,629 
1977 7704 42.8712 34.23*2 40.3081 54.9588 59.050* . . 6*3,390 
1978 7801 44.5211 55.4210 38.7538 54.6511 39.1134 . . 707,556 
1978 7802 59.4692 54.36*0 41.5*21 52.9929 42.0782 . . Ml,588 
1978 7803 59.3566 59.0474 42.6626 53.6009 47.2210 . . •47,916 
1978 7804 61.3816 50.2007 42.0393 35.8136 55.8039 634,173 
197V 7901 72.6131 54.5014 39.7503 35.5*35 58.2695 , . 586,530 
1979 7902 77.3613 55.9894 44.9340 53.8431 65.9712 . 604,012 
1979 7903 71.74*2 62.6820 43.0259 55.0779 71.6352 . •08,191 
1979 7904 73.3705 •9.21*3 45.5512 58.2218 75.8128 •2.44 •30.63 544,990 •17.305,823 
1960 8001 74.6105 68.2097 45.2107 58.1401 74.6533 M.04 40.53 5*2,2*3 •299,322 
1980 8002 69.7256 68.3821 51.5705 56.8489 81.631* 11.91 147.59 631,328 •93,210,116 
1980 8003 74.6133 67.0323 50.1539 39.6124 74.5197 •1.91 •23.11 635,22* •14,677,727 
1980 8004 77.8839 65.9584 51.1796 44.HO* 72.1227 594,316 
1981 8101 73.8214 68.8146 52.7261 44.6901 74.0470 •2.23 •27.51 625,166 •17,197,0*2 
1981 8102 75.7192 67.0509 56.9692 44.0344 78.4921 •2.97. •36.25 •55.018 •23,7*3.46C 
1981 8103 72.7556 67.0985 54.3725 46.5637 75.9084 •3.15 •37.94 642,360 «24,373,3U 
1981 8104 W.3490 66.8378 58.3018 50.7310 73.6516 •4.30 •53.56 611.804 •52,779,377 

1982 8291 47.9498 62.81*4 60.0550 51.7823 70.2618 •2.31 •28.07 627,861 117,623,29: 
1982 •202 79.0(72 37.TWO 64.1590 51.2278 49.4099 •54,037 
1982 •203 73.1637 5*.0043 •3.7158 53.4*78 47.2257 «S2,288 
1982 1204 •8.4620 •2.(573 •4.9712 S7.2899 •9.7705 •1.31 •15.93 •16,712 •9.K«.S'. 
1981 0301 70.2681 •2.4096 •6.7032 57.9*8* 70.2707 80.00 •0.03 406,427 •19.3*2 

1983 •302 75.3764 59.0477 72.2725 54.7136 n.84a» . . 432,919 

19S3 •303 •8.8339 59.8972 70.5471 58.7729 70.3140 •1.48 sia.os •44,433 •11.994.591 

1913 D04 71.3445 •4.5C32 70.0894 •3.0141 70.9510 . . 579,576 

1984 8401 76.9508 •3.3022 71.852* 43.3663 70.9598 . 545,636 

1984 8402 76.7547 63.1792 75.4540 61.6520 75.4010 . .. 625,078 

1W4 8403 75.4636 6* .0889 72.2425 42.9429 74.4584 . 601,5*7 

1984 8404 77.4835 67.7213 72.0820 46.6906 75.2935 . . 530,444 

ItOi 8501 78.1527 67.7222 72.7201 45.1265 74.5565 . . 554,619 

1985 8502 74.8240 66.2260 75.5324 43.0899 77.2444 •2.42' •29.73 614,741 •ia,273,*72 

1985 8503 67.4175 65.7987 72.9860 63.6242 74.2243 •6.81 •87.02 421,977 •54,124,139 

1985 8504 76.5721 66.2492 72.9046 45.5916 72.009 . . 510.02* . 
1986 8601 72.6130 66.1857 73.4286 45.0130 75.7597 •1.13. •13.96 582,348 ••.132.034 

1986 8602 70.2731 63.5605 76.3523 62.6587 75.M47 •5.61' •67.50 654,413 •44,306.4*2 

1986 •603 75.2128 42.9013 71.54*9 43.3775 70.2557 . . 423,4»9 

1986 •604 79.7366 •5.322* 72.6422 46.4496 71.4156 . . 570,495 
1987 ■Ml n.sise 47.730 n.W69 •4.4*72 n.um . . ••4.551 

1987 W •4.8866 •4.7474 71.1*31 •1.9M6 78.7194 . 591.9B2 
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Table C-2 Slaughter Cattle - Revised (GM90) Levy Report 
Quarterly Price Supports and Market Prices (Guar. Margin) 

tUUSMTIt MTC ■ton (Ml IK 10T41 irTEtfti 1S1AI IM u»n iiv» WIT UVT rocui 
TIM no KVCIW akuact UVT •Mats MTOUI 6ALMKE »M mo (•/CUI) nut v 

1972 7201 «210.281,*97 
TOT  UV" 

1*72 7202 8231. *85,890 , . , . 
*m 7203 8231,272,259 . , . , 
W7J 720* *23*,*52.1B1 . , , . 
1*73 7301 *?63,583,993 80 86,141,243 630,29* (6,571,536 (12.04 •0.96 (2,180,412 
ms 7302 8281,826,559 86,571,538 (6,993,961 8117,500 (13,682,996 812.83 81.06 (2.331,31! 
1»73 7303 8317,1*9,880 813,682,998 67,670,563 8243,397 (21,796.956 614.37 61.18 12,623.51! 
W7J 730* t305,092,*23 821,796,958 67,571,339 8370,502 (29,738.799 813.30 61.09 (2,5a.777 
197* 7*01 8299,92*,7*3 829,738,799 97,443,095 8*71,793 (21.544,5M (16.109,132 813.53 81.12 (2.481 .or. 
1974 7*02 8323,790,180 816,109,132 86,035,352 (377.660 (42,421,747     (-17.899,563 813.27 81.10 (2,678,44* 
197* 7*03 «332,*96,063 (-17,899,583 88,251,402 8-280,471 (25,412,446     (-35,341,100 (13.77 •1.14 12,750.445 
197* 7*0* 8295,091,1*6 8-35,3*1,100 87,323,142 6-544,571 (-28,562.529 (13.43 •1.12 (2,441,0*5 
197S 7501 8273,133,775 8-28,5*2,529 86,778,236 6-358,532 (31,305,172     (-53,447,998 610.68 M.92 (2,259,41: 
1975 7502 8312,127,085 8-53.447,998 87,745,915 8-770,021 (-*6,*72.10* 812.43 •1.66 (2.581 .*M 
197S 7503 8320,12*,881 8-46,472,104 67,944,392 8-756.077 (-39.283,788 812.40 •1.06 (2,648,121 
1975 7MJ 750* 8282,388,799 »-39,283,7U 87,007,913 6-679.439 (-32,955,33* 812.15 •1.05 (2,335,96; 
1976 7601 8295,535,500 8-32,955,334 (7,334,169 8-561,008 (6,493,879     (-32,696,052 610.78 (0.92 (2,4*4,72- 
1976 7602 8326,373,697 *-32,696,052 68,099,466 6-578,154 (-25,17*,739 (11.95 (0.99 (2,699,819 
1976 7603 831*, 560,5*5 8-25,174,739 87,806,305 8-435.694 (46,801,99*     (-64,606,122 (10.79 (0.89 (2.602,0* 
1976 rro 7*0* 8309,088,135 8-64,606,122 87,670,499 8-1,173,182 831,066,290     (-69,175,095 110.78 (0.69 M,554,85. 

1977 7701 830*, 6*9,931 8-89,175,095 67,560,654 (-1.487.782 (13,840,534     (-96,942,557 •10.29 (0.86 12.520.2E; 

1977 7702 83*1,025,8*2 8-96,942,557 88,463,062 8-1,508,665 (-89,968,3*0 •11.42 80.95 12,821.025 

1977 7703 83*7,396,01* 8-89,9B8,340 (8.621,168 8-1,373,649 (-82,7*1,021 •11.64 (1.00 12.873,72C 
1977 7M 1770* 8335,837,582 8-62,741,021 88,334,327 8-1,277.016 (-75,663.709 •12.56 81.06 12.778,106 

197B 7801 8375,502,259 t-75,663,709 (9,318,667 8-1,160.430 (-67,5*5,*72 •13.17 81.10 is,106,2-; 
1978 7802 U70,578,490 »-»7,545,*72 (11,678,131 (-1.140,602 (-57,008,1*4 •17.66 81.48 !3,892,7Jt 

1978 7803 8*61,160,082 8-57,008,144 (11,444,398 (-1,024,312 (-*6,568,058 •17.66 •1.47 U,8H.79e 

1978 rH) 780* 8*79,688,025 9-46,568,058 (11,904,196 (-934,726 (-35,618.585 •18.77 •1.52 (3,966,062 

1979 7901 8519,978,399 6-35,616,585 812,904,06* (-712,901 (-23,427,421 •22.00 •1.80 M.301.35-. 

1979 7902 8579,207,929 8-23,427,421 814,373,936 6-395,129 *-9,446,612 •23.80 •1.92 (*, 791,301 

1979 7903 85*3,*9»,Z76 6-9,448,612 (13,467,698 (-69,641 83,969,445 •22.18 •1.78 (*,*95,695 
1979$OW790* 8519,898,600 63,969,445 (12,902,085 6319,570 (17,305,82 J           (-114,723 •22.84 •1.82 M,300,69- 

1960 8001 8521.653,052 6-114,723 812,945,625 (201,643 (299,32 3      (12,733,237 (23.02 •1.85 It.SIS.Z* 

1980 8002 85*5,872,181 812,733,237 813,546,660 (542,917 (93,210,11 6     (-66,387,303 •21.45 •1.73 i*,5i5>; 

1980 8003 8S7«,*60,*0* 1-66,387,303 814,256,121 (-1,400,000 114,677,72 7     (-68,208,908 •22.44 •1.85 1*,752.K: 

1980 too* 8565,829,*** 8-66.208,906 814,041,931 8-1,955,677 1-56,122,855 •23.63 81.93 (*. 660, tX 

1981 8101 857D,*16,951 6-56,122,855 614,155,776 8-1,843,966 (17,197,04 2     1-61,008,089 •22.64 •1.83 (4.718.5*7 

1981 8102 160*.731,65* 8-61,008,069 815,007,348 6-2,191,403 (23,7*3,*6 0     (-71,935,603 •22.91 •1.88 13.002.4" 

1981 8103 8562,*5*,508 8-71,935,«03 613,958.176 (-2,945,446 (24,373,34 8     (-85.296,224 •21.73 •1.61 •4.652.72- 

1981 810* 8528,338,858 *-6S,296,224 813.111,543 (-2,601,579 (32,779.37 7    (-107,765,637 •21.43 •1.72 14.370.51: 

1982 8201 8517,95*,77* »-107,765,637 812.653,646 (-3,327.449 (17,623,29 0   (-115,862.530 120.47 •1.69 W,284.6'- 

1982 8202 8593.577,084 1-113.0(2,330 614,730,530 (-3,774.077 .    (-104,906,077 •23.23 •1.96 «,910.172 

1982 8103 8569,9(1,558 (-104,906,077 (14.143,978 6-3,058.26* (-93,620,385 •21.68 •1.82 U,7H,*55 

1982 ■M 0515,7*8,072 1-93,820,365 612,600,076 (-2,860,392 69,858,33 1      (-92,959,032 •20.69 81.76 14,266.662 
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Table C-3  Slaughter Cattle - Revised (GM90) Quarterly Support 
and Market Prices Calculations tGuar. Margin) 

(UMJGNTEt MTE wau OKHIK 101*1 IITHMT TOTU no WilT LIVT tan IIVT KMiU 
fU* TTO KVEMC OALAKt Itvr UMED MT0U1 MUNCE Ml KM ((/Off) (MM Of 

101 uv 
1983 8301 (522,486.126 (-92,959,032 (12,966,299 (-1,814,703 (19,362 (-81,826,798 (21.37 (1.74 (4.322.095 
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Figure D-1  Es Frontiers for CASH, CASH-SHEDG and CASH-CHEDG 
Risk Reducing Alternatives for 
High Forage-High Grain-Low Feeder Prices 
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Figure D-2  Es Frontiers for CASH, CASH-SHEDG and CASH-CHEDG 
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Figure D-6 Market Weight (Kilograms) by Marketing Regime for 
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Figure D-7 Market Weight (Kilograms) by Marketing Regime for 
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Figure D-12  Es Frontiers for All Risk Reducing Alternatives for 
High Forage-High Grain-Low Feeder Prices 
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Figure D-13 Es Frontiers for All Risk Reducing Alternatives for 
Low Forage-Low Grain-High Feeder Prices 
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Figure D-14 EA Frontiers for All Risk Reducing Alternatives for 
High Forage-High Grain-Low Feeder Prices 
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Figure D-15 EA Frontiers for All Risk Reducing Alternatives for 
Low Forage-Low Grain-High Feeder Prices 


